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Having spent the years before entering law school

myself as a secondary school teacher, I had some

familiarity with different theories of learning styles.

Additionally, as a young mother who read

parenting journals incessantly, I was familiar with

learning disabilities and in particular, attention

deficit disorder (ADD) and attention deficit

hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). A close friend had

had her own son evaluated, and the consensus

opinion was that he was indeed a child who

demonstrated the various “popular” components

of ADHD. Thus, a lightbulb went off in my head,

based upon these experiences: could this student be

someone who demonstrated the clinical aspects of

ADD?1And could this be affecting his performance

in my writing course? 

The ultimate answers to those questions are that

yes, he was diagnosed with ADD after testing, and

yes, his ADD was affecting his performance in my

legal writing course as well as his performance in

his doctrinal law courses. That experience led me

to alter my own presentation of material to my

students in years subsequent.2After that first

experience, I have had occasion at least once every
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Introduction

In the early ’90s, as I embarked upon my career as a legal writing and research instructor, 

I met a student who initially seemed to me to be an aberration. This particular student was

bright and engaging, and seemed to understand legal analysis when we talked in my office.

Moreover, he came to law school having already achieved a master’s degree in a rather 

difficult subject area. However, his written work product, time and again, failed to meet my

expectations of his abilities. Obviously there was a disconnect somewhere—but where?
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1While recognizing that some clinicians distinguish between

ADD and ADHD, this article will refer to both diagnoses as ADD.

2 Although at first I was hesitant to try to “reach out” to students

with ADD, I became attuned to the fact that this was part of my job.

Unfortunately, sometimes “[l]egal educators … suffer from disabling

intellectual paralysis and lack of vision when it comes to teaching

students with disabilities. …” Leah M. Christensen, Law Students

Who Learn Differently: A Narrative Case Study of Three Law

Students with Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD), 21 J.L. & Health 45,

48 (2007–08) (quoting Jennifer Jolly-Ryan, Disabilities to

Exceptional Abilities: Law Students with Disabilities, Nontraditional

Learners, and the Law Teacher as Learner, 6 Nev. L.J. 116, 116

(2005)). Luckily, through much reading and through education by

my ADD students, my hesitancy has turned to a call for action for

these very capable learners.
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year to talk with a student about what is not

clicking in legal analysis. Sometimes the student 

in question will mention to me that he or she has

thought of ADD over the years. Sometimes that

realization will occur as we maneuver around this

delicate topic. The bottom line, though, is that 

I have found that the way in which I present

materials to all of my students—including 

those with ADD and possible related learning

disabilities—can benefit all of my students. It just

requires a little bit more thought on my part, and 

a conscious effort to make sure that I try to reach

everyone who sits before me in my classroom.

ADD/ADHD: What Is It and How Does It
Affect Legal Education?

ADD is defined in the Diagnostic and Statistical

Manual of Mental Disorders, published by the

American Psychiatric Association, as consisting 

of six or more “clusters,” which indicate either a

pattern of inattention, a pattern of hyperactivity, 

or a combination of the two.3 The “tag” of ADD

arises from the components of the syndrome. For

the attentional difficulties, these can include things

such as failure to provide close attention to detail,

difficulty sustaining attention, distractibility, and

difficulty following through on tasks (often

coupled with the inability to organize or difficulty

in organizing those tasks), among other things. 

The hyperactivity type of ADD is characterized by

fidgeting, excessive talking, interruption, and lack

of ability to engage in leisure activities quietly,
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3 Edward M. Hallowell, M.D. & John J. Ratey, M.D., Answers 

to Distraction 6 (1994). ADD has been described as “a complex

disorder that involves impairments in focus, organization,

motivation, emotional modulation, memory and other functions 

of the brain’s management system.” Thomas E. Brown, Ph.D.,

Attention Deficit Disorder: The Unfocused Mind in Children and

Adults 20 (2005). In other words, ADD largely affects those functions

of the brain known as “executive functions.”

From the Editor: Perspectives Is Changing to Electronic Format

As part of Thomson Reuters’ effort to become more cost-efficient and environmentally

responsible, Perspectives will change to an electronic-only format beginning with the 

Fall 2010 issue and print distribution of the newsletter will be discontinued. Perspectives

will be sent via e-mail. To ensure that you continue to receive the newsletter without

interruption, please take a few seconds and sign up for the electronic version at

west.thomson.com/signup/newsletters/9.aspx.

Current and archived issues of Perspectives will continue to be available in PDF on 

the Web at west.thomson.com/signup/newsletters/9.aspx and on Westlaw in the

Perspectives database (PERSPEC). Our move to electronic-only format will give readers

the benefits of live links in our articles. Perspectives will also be available via Law School

Exchange, the networking and content sharing site that allows law school faculty to share,

digitally publish, and find materials in collaboration with an online community of peers.

Law School Exchange is available at exchange.westlaw.com. 

As we begin our 19th volume, our goal remains to provide a balanced forum for a lively

exchange of ideas and opinions about teaching legal research and writing. 

—Mary A. Hotchkiss



“There are a 

large number of

students in today’s 

law schools who

have made it there

with learning

disabilities,

diagnosed and

undiagnosed.”

among other things.4ADD exists across a wide

spectrum—from mild to moderate to severe

ADD—and it is estimated that probably somewhere

between eight and 15 million persons in the United

States have ADD,5 a not insubstantial number.

From the experts on ADD, we know that an 

ADD diagnosis presents many psychological and

emotional issues that an individual must overcome.

Adults with ADD, such as the law students we are

teaching, must learn to manage and cope with the

symptoms of ADD. Professionals urge that persons

with ADD, once they are sure of their diagnosis,

seek education, treatment, and support.6Most

importantly, professionals seek to remind persons

with ADD that they have a neurological condition

that is genetically transmitted.7As legal educators,

we, too, must keep this in mind as we seek to teach

our students how to effectively analyze legal

material and produce quality written legal work

products.

There are a large number of students in today’s 

law schools who have made it there with learning

disabilities, diagnosed and undiagnosed. Further, 

a number of those students will not self-identify

their learning disabilities, including ADD. Despite

the fact that the Americans with Disabilities Act

(ADA) has paved the way for those with disabilities

to obtain the accommodations that they need in

many situations, students with learning disabilities

fear the stigma of those issues on their acceptance

to the law school community and further, they fear

its impact upon their admission to the bar itself. 

Of the approximately 16.5 million undergraduates in

the United States, 6.4 percent report having ADD.8

This would mean that approximately 1 million

undergraduates know that they have ADD and

report that to their institutions.9Adding this to those

students who do not know that they are affected by

ADD syndrome, or who do not report it to their

undergraduate institutions, we can speculate that

there conceivably could be at least double that

number in American undergraduate institutions.

Eyeballing the number of undergrads with ADD, 

we know for sure that there are certainly significant

numbers of law students with ADD among those

students we meet and teach every day.

Teaching Strategies to Assist Students with
ADD Achieve Maximum Performance in a
Legal Writing Course

Severe deficits in organization may not be

obvious in early legal writing memos that

depend on the analysis of a handful of

reasonably straightforward cases or a statute.

But the increasing demands placed on first-year

law students in most legal writing programs

soon create particular difficulties for the LD

writer. [ … ] The student who struggles with

sequencing and prioritizing materials is at 

a loss to cope with stacks of cases, to synthesize

rules, and to use rules in conjunction with 

the client’s facts. Ultimately, if this kind of

weakness is insurmountable, the student may

fail entirely. …10

There is no escaping the fact that lawyers are writers.

As I tell my students all of the time, if you do not like

to write and you do not like to advocate, then you are

in the wrong professional school. Yet the reality is

that many students with learning disabilities—who

nevertheless find themselves drawn to attend law
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4 Brown, supra note 3, at 6–7.

5 Id. at 8–10. In the past, researchers believed that ADD was a

disorder of childhood alone. Now, however, researchers believe that

“only about a third of the ADD population outgrows it; two-thirds

have it throughout adulthood.” Edward M. Hallowell, M.D. & John J.

Ratey, M.D., Driven to Distraction 6 (1994). We may have some 

of these folks who have not “outgrown” ADD in our legal writing

classrooms, and that is why we need to pay attention to ADD and 

its impact on legal writing.

6Hallowell, supra note 5, at 245–47.

7 Id. at 247. As Hallowell notes, ADD “is caused by biology, by how

your brain is wired. It is not a disease of the will, nor a moral failing,

nor some kind of neurosis. It is not caused by a weakness in character,

nor a failure to mature.” Id. (emphasis in original).

8 Christensen, supra note 2, at 49. 

9 Id. Professor Christensen notes that after significant effort, she

was unable to find any available statistics on how many law students

have ADD. Id. at n.17. 

10 Susan Johanne Adams, Because They’re Otherwise Qualified:

Accommodating Learning Disabled Law Student Writers, 46 J. Legal

Educ. 189, 204 (1996).



“However, as the

tasks increase in

difficulty and

complexity . . .

the situation can

become dire,

putting the

student into a

place where

failure may be

inevitable.”
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Although these situations are not wholly

unavoidable, there are some things that we as

writing professionals can do to help our students

improve their chances of success. And some of these

things are really very easy to implement within the

context of a legal writing course—much more so,

say, than for those who teach purely doctrinal

courses that depend heavily on lecture and the

Socratic method to disseminate course material.

1. Make the course easy to follow.

In the frenzy that is the teaching of legal writing, I

often make my way through the semester with one

“brilliant” idea after another, to try to help students

understand the intricacies of legal analysis. While

this often results in a change of tactics regarding

presentation of course material on a moment’s

notice, what I do not do is change my order of

presentation as it is laid out on my syllabus. Before

the semester begins, I think long and hard about

how I generally want to present the information to

students, and I stick to that as much as possible.

This means that I lay out the whole semester, and I

live with it. For students with ADD, often already

caught in the throes of organizational issues, it can

be very difficult if lots and lots of changes are made

in the syllabus during the semester. This is one

small way in which I can facilitate their learning

and help avoid confusion. Additionally, one of the

things that I do to help my students who have ADD

(and those who do not!) is to bold all major due

dates on the syllabus. That way, those dates stand

out and they do not get lost in the cacophony of the

rest of the syllabus.

Additionally, I create a “short” version of major

assignment due dates and distribute it to students

and post it on the course’s Web page. At Catholic

University Law School, where I teach, the legal

research and writing faculty get together before

each semester begins and agree on a list of common

due dates for the major graded assignments for the

semester. It is very easy from that point on to make

up a chart for my students that is uncluttered and

that provides them just with the basic information

on due dates.

school—have either found over the years that they

really despise writing, or else they have found ways to

avoid doing it, especially through their college

years.11 Therefore, their performance in legal 

writing courses may actually be the first time that

they have had their writing critiqued to any extent 

by a professional or an academic. And, as Professor

Adams explains in the quote leading this section,

things can rapidly turn from bad to worse.

Sometimes students can manage to figure out how 

to do the early memoranda in a typical legal writing

course. However, as the tasks increase in difficulty

and complexity, and the proverbial pedal hits the

metal, the situation can become dire, putting the

student into a place where failure may be inevitable.

And for a number of years, researchers and even law

school professors have recognized that all students

do not learn the same way.12 If they do not learn the

same way, then we, as legal writing professionals,

must figure out how to reach as many of our

students as possible, including those students 

who have learning disabilities such as ADD.13

11 Just this past year, I had a student who had successfully avoided

practically all writing courses throughout his undergraduate career.

He was an engineering major, and admitted to me that he had only

had one writing course during his whole undergraduate program.

Despite his obvious brilliance with numbers, he was at a complete

loss as to how to write in any discipline, not just in law.

12 Robin A. Boyle & Rita Dunn, Teaching Law Students Through

Individual Learning Styles, 62 Alb. L. Rev. 213, 222–23 (1998). Boyle

and Dunn state that because students do not all learn the same way,

“more emphasis on individual learning styles should be explored at

the law school level.” Id. at 223. 

13 Recently, some significant attention has been focused on the

concept of applying “Universal Design” (UD) principles to law school

teaching and learning. Different from what we typically think of as

UD features in everyday life—for example, curb modifications,

captioned television shows, and the like—UD in instruction seeks to

promote “instructional practices that provide access of instruction to

a wide range of learners, including those with disabilities.” Meredith

George & Wendy Newby, Inclusive Instruction: Blurring Diversity

and Disability in Law School Classrooms Through Universal Design,

69 U. Pitt L. Rev. 475, 493 (2008). UD principles for instruction,

according to George and Newby, include such things as multiple

means of presentation to aid learners in acquiring information,

multiple means of demonstrating knowledge by learners, and

multiple ways of engaging learners to help motivate them. Id. at 294.

Of the three modalities, while the first and third are adaptable to legal

writing courses, the second is a bit more difficult to implement, given

specific types of products that students must be able to produce as

attorneys in practice. 



“In working with

ADD students over

the years, I have

discovered that

they respond much

better when I use

graphical organizers

and PowerPoint

presentations. . . .”

2. Provide explicit instructions as to which steps

to take along the way.

When I assign a memorandum for my students to

research and write, I utilize a “canned” research

plan. That is, I prepare a “blank” research plan 

(with space for student answers) that is geared to

the particular assignment that students are being

asked to do. That research plan really has two

purposes: one is to enable students to follow the

typical steps that an attorney would take to

complete research on a client matter. The other 

is to help students realize that although they could

always research more, at some point in time they

need to turn to writing. 

In following the research plan, I require students to

do some pre-thinking (including rereading the

assignment sheet), some consideration of the facts

of the client matter, and some work on figuring out

the scope of the research they are being asked to do.

Although these steps may seem redundant to some,

they provide focus to students with ADD and other

learning disabilities and help them to break down

the larger task into smaller, more manageable

chunks so that they can complete the whole

without frustration. Then, I guide students through

the various types of research that they should

perform with respect to the assigned project,

resulting in a completed research plan that can only

help them improve their written product. That is

truly the goal of the research plan itself—to break

down the seemingly “giant” task into manageable

components so that a student can systematically

make his or her way through the entire project.14

Within the research plan, I provide space for

students to formulate an outline of the legal

memorandum, based upon analysis steps in the

research plan. And I actually provide students with 

a date by which they should stop researching and

move on to the writing component of the memo

assignment. Again, for an ADD student who needs

structure with respect to assignments, this is

invaluable and helps those students to achieve

success in writing assignments in my course. 

3. Make use of the benefits that technology 

has to offer.

Although I was once a technophobe, I am a

technophobe no longer. In working with ADD

students over the years, I have discovered that they

respond much better when I use graphical organizers

and PowerPoint presentations that are not heavy 

on word use. In fact, sometimes in one-on-one

conferences, I will ask students to try to represent 

to me what they are trying to say in their writing 

in some sort of a graphical way. Usually this is a

successful technique. Through the use of technology,

then, we can assist these students in getting their

usually excellent ideas across. When there is a

mismatch between what students are telling me they

are trying to say and what they are actually writing,

my antennae go up and I realize that I might have to

use alternative methods to help a student learn “how

to write like a lawyer.”

First, with respect to graphical organizers, I must

admit that I am not an outline person myself. Having

proceeded through a very strict parochial school

education, outlining was beaten into my head. But I

never could quite match up my outlining with my

writing. Not that I think that formal outlining is a

bad tool—it is a useful tool, for certain. But for some

students, those with ADD included, fitting

everything into an outline just does not work out

that well for them. To avoid having these students

simply abandon prewriting out of frustration from

the outlining process, I have urged them to use

different types of organizers instead. For example, I

try to show my students different ways of organizing

pertinent authority in preparation for writing a

memo. They can create a chart of key facts and key

ideas and compare these to our client’s facts. They

can create a chart of key cases and key points in those

cases (in addition to case briefing, which I always
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14 Over the years, I have asked students who have self-identified

as having ADD what things during the semester particularly helped

them in working through the material in the course. This technique

stands out for those students. As one student wrote to me in an e-

mail: “[K]nowing what is ahead helps me a lot. It helps me to stay

on task and not worry about what is coming. … [For example,]

when doing a part of the memo writing process[,] just explaining

the next steps you are planning and the importance of sticking to

the order that you set out [is helpful]. …” E-mail from Jane Doe,

student, to Professor Beverly P. Jennison, May 7, 2006 (copy on file

with Professor Jennison).



“[A]nother

technique I use in

my class, which

benefits ADD

students and

which also

benefits all 

of my students, is

the peer review

session.”

urge first-year students to do). They can utilize a

type of a “brain dump” to get all of their thoughts

out.15Or they can create some other kind of

graphic organizer that may make sense only to

them. A few years ago, one of my students came

into my office with a very elaborate chart that he

had created, which had connecting lines and

bubbles and through which he was perfectly able 

to explain his prewriting “thinking process” to me.

This was a student who understood his learning

style and knew how to organize information in a

way that was useful to him. So I generally urge

students with ADD to utilize these types of tools 

to help them organize their ideas into useable

information.

Second, I have become a huge fan of PowerPoint

presentations. To be fair, many students are sick of

PowerPoint presentations by the time that they get

to law school. But for those students who have

ADD, a PowerPoint presentation, if not overly 

laden with too many words or graphics, can be a

wonderful tool in both comprehending big picture

items and organizing thoughts into discrete

segments. And when I use PowerPoint

presentations in class, I also print the versions 

on which students can take limited notes and

distribute them at the start of the class. This is a

boon to note taking for students who have ADD,

because each of the points is displayed on one slide

or several, and thus, the ADD student can more

easily segment and understand information that 

is presented in the class. Further, when I use

PowerPoint presentations, after class I make them

available to students, along with my notes pages, on

my course Web site. I see no reason to play “hide 

the ball” with information that we are discussing in

class. Our Office of Disability Services at Catholic

University specifically asks us to provide our notes

to many students with ADD as an accommodation

under the ADA, and I see no reason not to provide

them to others in the class as well. 

4. Utilize peer group instruction techniques to

allow students to interact with others in the class

and to learn from them.

One of the things that I tell my classes in legal writing

each year is that they each need to become their own

editor. I firmly believe that this is an important task

for attorneys to understand. However, I have found in

the past that sometimes students with ADD have

some degree of difficulty with self-editing. Thus,

another technique I use in my class, which benefits

ADD students and which also benefits all 

of my students, is the peer review session.16

During peer review sessions in class, I allow

students to exchange parts of papers to peer edit 

for each other. This is not random peer editing. I

distribute checklists or other forms of guidance to

all students at the start of the session, which they

are instructed to use in evaluating their partner’s

paper. Then, I pair students up and have them

exchange their papers so that their partners can

critique the writing. This is invaluable to my

students with ADD because one of the general rules

of our legal writing classes at Catholic University

Law School is that you cannot receive writing help

from any outside source, including other students.

Since oftentimes writing is a particular sticking

point for a student with ADD, inflexible application

of this rule can be very difficult for such students.

However, utilizing class time (and sometimes even

requiring peer reviews out of class) can help such

students because they get the benefit of another pair

of eyes looking at their papers and offering

constructive criticism before the papers come into

me for an actual grade. 
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15 As one ADD student told me, a brain dump is quite helpful

for her, and the technique she uses is to think of everything she

wants to include in a legal memorandum, for example, and then

write it down on a sheet of unlined paper (so there is no forced

organization). After that brain dump, she is able to connect the

points of her information. This technique, although unconventional,

can work well in helping ADD students find their voice and

connect ideas in a nonlinear, but effective fashion.

16 As noted by Karen Markus in her 2006 article about dyslexic

students and legal writing, small group work is also beneficial to

students suffering from that disability because it enables them to

“talk through concepts with their peers.” Karen Markus, Putting

Yourself in the Shoes of a Law Student with Dyslexia, 15

Perspectives: Teaching Legal Res. & Writing 19, 23 (2006). The

point is that the talking through of concepts for both ADD and

dyslexic students seems to help them crystallize ideas more clearly

so that they can perform the writing task with more confidence.



“Finally, I think

that most of the

work that I have

successfully done

with students 

with ADD has 

been achieved 

in an individual

setting.”

having serious difficulties with writing, then it is

important, sometimes, to literally “drag” the student

through the writing process by having the student

report with his or her laptop so I can walk him 

or her through the analysis process. This usually 

helps the student to actually see how to analyze 

a particular problem. I realize that this takes 

an inordinate amount of time, and it can be

overwhelming. However, it works. I can recall one

student with ADD who just couldn’t seem to figure

out how to put a legal syllogism together. We met

several times, and she tried to do it on her own, to no

avail. Finally, I made arrangements to meet her one

Saturday afternoon. I brought lunch and she brought

her laptop. About three hours later, after I had talked

her through the analysis of the problem on which

her class was working, she managed to get the first

part of her assigned memo down on paper (or at

least on the computer screen). We literally sat there

and I asked her to tell me the first issue. Once she

had formulated that, I had her type it up on her

computer. Then, we talked about the applicable 

rules, and so on. For each part of the legal syllogism, 

we first talked it out and then she wrote it out. 

I helped her to look objectively at what she had

written and to create transitions in that material.

From that first part, she was able to apply the same

techniques to the rest of her analysis. I am happy to

report that she received a stellar grade on that memo,

and from that point forward, she enjoyed much

more success in my legal writing course. 

Conclusion

Teaching legal writing to students with ADD can 

be challenging both for the instructor and for the

student. However, implementation of some simple

steps as laid out in this article can go a long way

toward alleviating stress on both sides of the process.

Such steps can also assist students who do not suffer

from ADD syndrome to succeed in becoming

competent legal analysts and writers.

© 2010 Beverly Petersen Jennison
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5. Provide directions about your assignments to

your students in multiple ways.

I have learned over the years that the best way to

provide instructions to all of my students, including

those with ADD, is to provide directions in multiple

ways. Do not get me wrong—I do not alter the

parameters of the directions that I provide to

students. But I do offer the directions in multiple

modalities. First, I generally hand out written

directions to the students. Then, I deliver the same

set of instructions orally. Finally, I provide the

directions via the course’s Web site. This repetition

of directions for assignments seems to help students

who have ADD since it gives them multiple ways 

to access the information about a particular

assignment. Related to this point, I also try to 

keep my ears open when I have class meetings 

or individual conferences, because sometimes 

I will pick up problems with the directions that 

I have disseminated, and then I have another

opportunity to correct any student

misperceptions—via e-mail!17

6. Use individual conferences to probe student

understanding and to clarify student

misperceptions about legal analysis.

Finally, I think that most of the work that I have

successfully done with students with ADD has 

been achieved in an individual setting. If a student

identifies himself or herself to me as having ADD,

then I will generally guide that student into taking 

a longer conference time slot when I am arranging

individual conference times. I find that sitting down

and talking with a student with ADD is the best

thing that I can do to help that student out with any

problems.18Moreover, when an ADD student is

17 Students with ADD have also told me that they find it helpful

to have directions for assignments laid out in steps, with emphasis

on sticking to the order of steps as presented. Thus, when I write

directions for assignments, I try to offer step-by-step approaches 

to the assignment without becoming overly complicated or

convoluted in my steps. This can also help with those ADD students

who have a problem with procrastination, because it offers them a

concrete, specific plan to make their way through material.

18 SeeMarkus, supra note 16, at 23. Markus recommends this

technique as well for dyslexic students, and states that “asking

students to explain orally what they are trying to convey in their

written work will help them express their thoughts in writing.” Id.



“So how do 

we explain to
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“[T]he so-called Oxford comma (also 

known as the serial comma) ... is a lot more

dangerous than its exclusive, ivory-tower

moniker might suggest. There are people who

embrace the Oxford comma and people who

don’t, and I’ll just say this, never get between

these people when drink has been taken.”1

“Do we really need to place a comma after the

second item in a three-item series?” one of your

students, perhaps a former journalist, might

inquire. Many style guides, including that of the

New York Times, advise against such use.2Other

manuals, while generally recommending against

using the serial comma, allow for its use in cases

where it would help to resolve ambiguity.3 Legal

writing style guides take a different approach:

although they often recognize that the serial

comma may be considered optional in other

writing contexts, they advise that its use be

mandatory in legal writing. Bryan Garner’s

Redbook for example, begins with the following

rule: “Use a comma to separate words or phrases

grouped in a series of three or more, and include 

a comma before the conjunction.”4Another text

issues less of a serial-comma mandate, but does

counsel that “legal writers should make it a habit 

to include it.”5 In fact, the style sheet for this very

publication requires the use of the serial comma.6

So how do we explain to students why serial

commas are mandatory in legal writing when their

use is not encouraged in other types of writing?

One answer, of course, is that legal writing values—

indeed, demands—clarity in a way that other

forms of writing do not. And more often than 

not, adding the serial comma adds clarity to 

a sentence’s meaning. When given a choice, legal

writers should choose against ambiguity (unless, 

of course, there are good reasons to choose to be

ambiguous). This answer may well satisfy the

former journalist, who is accustomed to thinking

about writing choices in terms of audience and

purpose. We can expect such a student quickly 

to understand that the legal writer’s need for

clarity, along with her audience’s expectations 

of such clarity, might require different “rules” for

legal writing.

Many of our students, however, especially those

who tend to resist any discussion of grammar and

style, may be wondering why they should even care.

Comma or no comma, New York Times style rules

or Perspectives style rules, the meaning will be clear

enough, won’t it? I propose that there is a better
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1 Lynne Truss, Eats, Shoots & Leaves: The Zero Tolerance

Approach to Punctuation 84 (2004) (emphasis removed).

2 See Allan M. Siegal & William G. Connolly, The New York

Times Manual of Style and Usage 74 (rev. 1st ed. 1999).

3 See University of Oxford, University of Oxford Writing and

Style Guide, <www.ox.ac.uk/branding_toolkit/writing_and_style

_guide/punctuation.html> (last visited Aug. 25, 2009).

4 Bryan A. Garner, The Redbook: A Manual on Legal Style 3 

(2d ed. 2002).

5 Anne Enquist & Laurel Currie Oates, Just Writing: Grammar,

Punctuation, and Style for the Legal Writer 245 (2d ed. 2005). (The

book wisely follows its own advice in its subtitle!)

6 See Perspectives: Teaching Legal Res. & Writing, Author’s 

Guide and Style Sheet (2008–2009), <west.thomson.com/signup

/newsletters/perspectives/perstyle.aspx> (last visited Aug. 25, 2009).

(“In a series consisting of three or more elements, the elements 

are separated by commas. When a conjunction joins the last two

elements in a series, a comma is used before the conjunction, e.g.,

Attending the conference were Boxx, Smith, and Jones.”)

Statutory Interpretation in the Age of
Grammatical Permissiveness: 
An Object Lesson for Teaching Why Grammar Matters
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way to answer these students, a way that not just

explains the importance of avoiding ambiguity, but

one that uses a case example as an object lesson.

One of the many benefits of using a case example 

is that it focuses students on the expectations of 

an important legal reader: the judge who may be

using her own understanding of grammar rules to

interpret language in a statute. In cases interpreting

statutory language, where the interpretation can

sometimes turn on a single punctuation mark, 

what can happen if the legislators who draft the

statutes and the courts that interpret them may be

operating with different sets of rules—in this case,

rules of grammar? People v. Walsh,7 an unpublished

City of New York Criminal Court decision

interpreting New York’s animal cruelty statute,

provides an illustration of just such a case.

There are, of course, many other statutory

interpretation cases that turn on the placement or

absence of a comma.8Among these many options,

the Walsh case presents a good choice for an

effective object lesson for several reasons. First, a

number of other punctuation-rules-as-statutory-

interpretation cases involve language and

substantive law that might be overly complex for

first-year students. In United States v. Ron Pair

Enterprises, Inc.,9 for example, “the Supreme Court

relied almost entirely on the placement of a comma

to resolve a highly contested issue of statutory

interpretation in a bankruptcy case.”10While this

case has received a good deal of critical attention,11

the area of bankruptcy law and the complexity of

the language in question could easily detract first-

year students from the goals of the lesson.12 Part of

what is appealing about People v. Walsh is that the

clause in question is fairly straightforward and the

substantive issue—what constitutes animal neglect

under New York law—is an accessible one for first-

year students. 

Another appeal of Walsh is the way in which the

interpretation of the statutory language turns on

the judge’s certainty that her understanding of the

serial comma rule is the only one there is. While

there may be some groups of people debating

which of the serial comma rules is the better one,13

the judge who penned People v. Walsh does not

appear to recognize that there are different 

rules that writers and readers may be applying. 

As this judge presents her opinion, there is only 

one rule—a rule that requires the use of a serial

comma—and therefore she sees only one way to

read the contested language in the statute. Her

interpretation fails to recognize that numerous 

style manuals, from the New York Times to the

University of Oxford Writing and Style Guide, are

advising writers against the use of serial commas.

Our students would be well advised to understand

that judges, whose ideas about grammar and

writing style are likely to be heavily influenced by

what is considered proper legal writing, are readers

whose preferences should matter.

The case People v. Walsh involved the interpretation

of New York’s animal cruelty statute. The defendant

was charged with failing to seek veterinary care for

his ailing cat; he defended the charge, in part, by

arguing that the statute did not require him to

provide veterinary care to his animal.14 The 

7 2008 WL 724724 (N.Y. Crim. Ct. Jan. 3, 2008).

8 See generally, Lance Phillip Timbreza, The Elusive Comma:

The Proper Role of Punctuation in Statutory Interpretation, 

24 QLR 63 (2005).

9 489 U.S. 235 (1989). 

10 Gregory Germain, Discharging Income Tax Liabilities in

Bankruptcy: A Challenge to the New Theory of Strict Construction

for Scrivener’s Errors, 75 UMKC L. Rev. 741, 768 (2007).

11 See, e.g., id.; Timbreza, supra note 8.

12 In Ron Pair, the Supreme Court addressed the question of

whether the following language in the bankruptcy code authorized

post-petition interest on nonconsensual over-secured claims:

“[T]here shall be allowed to the holder of such claim, interest on

such claim, and any reasonable fees, costs, or charges provided for

under the agreement under which such claim arose.” 489 U.S. at

241. The disagreement between Blackmun’s majority opinion and

O’Connor’s dissent essentially hinged on the placement of the

comma after the phrase “interest on such claim.” Apparently

Blackmun found the comma’s inclusion more meaningful than

O’Connor did. See id. at 249–50 (O’Connor, J., dissenting).

13 See supra note 1 and accompanying quotation.

14 SeeWalsh, 2008 WL 724724, at *1.
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presented with the various versions of the serial

comma rule as a way of emphasizing the different

positions that legal writing style guides take. 

The students could next be given the Walsh

excerpt and asked to comment on the judge’s

reading of the language in question and the extent

to which her choice of grammar rules influences the

interpretation.

One interesting point to draw out is the judge’s

failure to recognize that “necessary sustenance, 

food or drink” could in fact be a list of three 

items, written by someone who subscribes to the

permissive use of the serial comma. Such a reading

is certainly a plausible one, given the context. 

One might argue, for example, that the term

“sustenance” can be read as superfluous if, as the

judge interprets, “‘food or drink’ in this instance are

what is known as Appositives since they serve to

give additional information about the immediately

preceding word, in this case ‘sustenance’, and are set

off from the rest of the clause with commas. …”17

In that case, one might imagine that the drafters

would have chosen to use “sustenance” or “food 

or drink” but not both. Of course, statutes with

superfluous language are drafted all of the time;

what is interesting here is that the judge does not

even allow for a different interpretation.

Another point on which students might be 

engaged in the Walsh excerpt is the use of the

example that the judge cites from the Lederer and

Shore text Comma Sense to illustrate her position

on the meaning of the missing comma: “in an

author’s dedication ‘to my parents, the Pope and

Mother Theresa’, the absence of a comma between

‘Pope’ and ‘and’ indicates that the author’s parents

are the Pope and Mother Theresa and not that a

separate dedication was being made to each of the

three. …”18 Students might be prompted to think

about the following questions: Would a dedication

“to my parents, the Pope and Mother Teresa” in 

fact indicate that the author’s parents were the Pope
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15 N.Y. Agric. & Mkts. Law § 353 (2004).

16Walsh, 2008 WL 724724, at *2 (footnote omitted) (quoting R.

Lederer & J. Shore, Comma Sense 29–30 (2005); Elisabeth Chesla,

Grammar Source 319 (2005)).

17 Id. at *2 n.2.

18 Id. at 2.

relevant language prohibits animal owners from

“depriv[ing] any animal of necessary sustenance,

food or drink.”15 The defendant argued that this

language, particularly the words “necessary

sustenance,” did not include medical care. In

responding to the People’s counterargument that

“sustenance” is meant to refer to more than food 

or drink, the court embraced the mandatory serial

comma rule:

The grammatical construction of the clause “or

deprives any animal of necessary sustenance,

food or drink, or neglects or refuses to furnish

it such sustenance or drink” indicates that

“necessary sustenance” is “food or drink.” ...

Was [sic] the statute intended to list three

separate types of deprivation it would have

read “... sustenance, food, or drink …” For

example, in an author’s dedication “to my

parents, the Pope and Mother Theresa”, the

absence of a comma between “Pope” and “and”

indicates that the author’s parents are the Pope

and Mother Theresa and not that a separate

dedication was being made to each of the

three. … “Three or more items in a series

should be separated by commas”. … Evidently,

the clause “... necessary sustenance, food or

drink, or ...” is not a series or a list.16

There are several interesting points that can be

drawn from this excerpt to make it an effective

object lesson in a legal writing class. One might

start by presenting the students with the statute’s

language and asking how they would interpret it.

Perhaps this conversation might draw from

students their own understanding of serial comma

“rules” and how that understanding influences 

their interpretation of the language. (In the best 

of worlds, this discussion might actually generate 

a debate between students with a different

understanding of whether the lack of a comma

implies that the clause is not meant to be a list.) 

As part of the discussion, the students might be
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and Mother Teresa, or would such a construction

perhaps create ambiguity as to whether the author

was listing two or four dedicatees? And even if 

we recognize that inclusion of serial commas is

indicated when they can reduce ambiguity, perhaps

any potential ambiguity in the above phrase might

be resolved by the context of the language. Since

anyone reading the dedication would know that the

author’s parents could not possibly be the Pope and

Mother Teresa, it could be argued that the use of a

serial comma in this instance is optional, since there

is really no ambiguity to resolve.19

There are, of course, a number of other teaching

points that one could draw from this simple 

excerpt of statutory language. The lesson could, 

for example, be expanded into a broader one 

about the language of the statute and how it 

creates ambiguity. The paragraph that the judge in

Walsh was interpreting, which was last amended 

in 2005, is actually a single sentence that contains 

145 words with numerous embedded clauses. Its

structure alone makes it an exceedingly difficult

sentence to follow:

A person who overdrives, overloads, tortures 

or cruelly beats or unjustifiably injures, maims,

mutilates or kills any animal, whether wild or

tame, and whether belonging to himself or to

another, or deprives any animal of necessary

sustenance, food or drink, or neglects or

refuses to furnish it such sustenance or drink, or

causes, procures or permits any animal to be

overdriven, overloaded, tortured, cruelly beaten,

or unjustifiably injured, maimed, mutilated or

killed, or to be deprived of necessary food or

drink, or who wilfully sets on foot, instigates,

engages in, or in any way furthers any act of

cruelty to any animal, or any act tending to

produce such cruelty, is guilty of a class A

misdemeanor and for purposes of paragraph (b)

of subdivision one of section 160.10 of the

criminal procedure law, shall be treated as a

misdemeanor defined in the penal law.20

There are lessons here about writing more clearly 

and breaking down long sentences into more 

sensible parts. Students could, for example, be

challenged to rewrite this statute in plain English,

breaking this long sentence down into several smaller

ones. Another flaw in the statute’s language is that

(again within the same long sentence) it variously

uses the terms, “necessary sustenance, food or drink,”

“such sustenance or drink,” and “necessary food or

drink.” Whether all three of these terms are intended

to have the same meaning is not clear. A useful object

lesson here could focus on the risks of choosing

“elegant variation”21 in legal writing and the

unintended consequences of altering meaning.

There are some good reasons, however, to use this

statute and Walsh for the sole purpose of illustrating

different understandings of the serial comma rule.

Having students read even this short case excerpt

demonstrates that grammar does matter, and that in

some instances it might be especially important to

understand how legal readers are likely to use rules 

of grammar to interpret meaning of statutes or

contracts. We should take every opportunity to

remind our students that the goal of writing so that

no reader can misunderstand, while an ambitious

task, is one worth aiming for.

© 2010 Susan J. Hankin

19
Interestingly, a similar example has been cited in Wikipedia’s

discussion of the serial comma debate to illustrate when including

a serial comma can sometimes create ambiguity (and while part of

me cringes at the thought of citing Wikipedia, this example is too

good to pass up): 

Use of the serial comma can introduce ambiguity. An example

would be a book dedication reading:

To my mother, Ayn Rand, and God

The serial comma after Ayn Rand creates ambiguity about 

the writer’s mother, because the proper-noun phrase Ayn 

Rand could be read as in apposition to my mother (with the

commas fulfilling a parenthetical function), resulting in the

interpretation “To my mother (who is Ayn Rand) and to 

God”. …

Without a serial comma this would read:

To my mother, Ayn Rand and God

This is only ambiguous if it can be interpreted as: “To my

mother, who is both Ayn Rand and God.”

Wikipedia, Serial Comma, <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki

/Serial_comma> (last visited Dec. 17, 2009).

20 N.Y. Agric. & Mkts. Law § 353 (2004).

21Henry Fowler Watson, A Dictionary of Modern English Usage

130 (1926).



“Students first

wrestle with

synthesizing case

law when learning

to draft the Rule

Proof section of 
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employed in 

legal writing 

for small-scale

organization.”

Step One: State the general rule.

Step Two: Illustrate the general rule by citing

specific examples of how courts have applied

it to particular facts. 

The two-part Rule Proof is most effective when 

the general rule is self-evident or is determined by

common usage and is not defined in any detail by a

statute or case law. In such instances, a middle step

explicating the factors or criteria that courts use to

reach a conclusion about a specific element is not

necessary. However, where a more complicated

judicial interpretation of an element is involved,

which is usually the case, the ability to formulate

general principles from a series of specific examples

is crucial. I have found that the following three-

part Rule Proof, which requires students to lay out

an additional “criteria” step, is an effective way of

encouraging case synthesis: 

Step One: State the general rule. 

Step Two: Flesh out the legal standard by

discussing up front the factors/criteria that

courts use to evaluate whether the general 

rule is met; in other words, synthesize the case

law by culling common themes from multiple

authorities to arrive at the underlying

principles that tie the cases together. 

Step Three:Use specific examples from case

law to show how the courts have applied the

factors/criteria to particular facts. 

To illustrate the differences between the two Rule

Proof  “variations,” I’ve had students work with the

New York statute for criminal possession of stolen

property in the first degree, which provides that the

prosecution must show:

1. The defendant knew the property was

stolen;

2. The defendant possessed the stolen

property;

3. The defendant intended to benefit himself;

and

By Amy Bitterman

Amy Bitterman is a Legal Research and Writing

Instructor at Rutgers University School of Law–

Newark in New Jersey.

Synthesizing multiple cases into a series of general

principles is a key technique for writing effective

briefs and memoranda. It is also one of the most

difficult tasks for first-year students to master. Faced

with explaining numerous decisions, the tendency

of most students is to deal with precedent by

focusing on the facts of specific cases without

analyzing how those decisions relate to one another.

This method is not only inefficient when you have

strict page limits, it also leads to heavy reliance on

fact-to-fact comparisons when arguing why case

law mandates a particular decision when applied 

to a client’s problem. Thus, faced with a negative

holding, students tend to focus exclusively on

factual differences between their client’s scenario

and precedent, instead of considering the more

persuasive argument that the underlying principles

of the prior decisions, when applied to the client’s

facts, mandate a ruling in the client’s favor. In short,

after laying out the particulars of cases, students fail

to take the next step in the inductive reasoning

process of moving to general conclusions. 

Students first wrestle with synthesizing case law

when learning to draft the Rule Proof section of 

the IRAC paradigm employed in legal writing for

small-scale organization.1 To encourage case law

synthesis, I have found it helpful to introduce Rule

Proofs using a two-part model and a three-part

model. The two-part model breaks down as

follows:
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1 The four-part small-scale organization paradigm is broken

down as follows:

I = identification of the legal rule

R = examination of how the rule is applied in relevant precedent

A = application of the rule to your client’s facts

C = conclusion

See, e.g., Helene S. Shapo, Marilyn R. Walter & Elizabeth Fajans,

Writing and Analysis in the Law (5th ed. 2008).

The Rule Proof Variations
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4. The stolen property was worth more than $1

million.2

The students are asked to consider whether the

prosecutor has a case under the following facts:

In 2000, A’s brother, B, stole a Bible from a church

after being fired from his job there. B told A that 

the Bible was a gift from his former employer; he

moved into A’s house the same year he stole the

Bible and the book has been in her house ever since.

B was very secretive about the book and told A not

to mention it to anyone. In 2008, B disappeared and

A does not know his whereabouts. From 2000 until

2008, A did not touch the Bible. In 2009, A took the

Bible to an antiques dealer for an appraisal. The

dealer offered her $3,000 for it. A then brought 

the Bible to Sotheby’s for a second appraisal. The

Sotheby’s appraiser recognized the Bible as a stolen

work that was worth more than $3,000,000. While

A claims she did not think the book was worth

much as it was “old and had no pictures,” the

Sotheby’s appraiser testified that A sought a 

second appraisal because she thought the book was

worth more than $3,000. The Sotheby’s appraiser

also noted the Bible had a torn label on the first

page and testified that the label probably identified

the owner. 

Applying the statute to these facts, the fourth

element of section 165.54 provides a clear example

of when a two-part Rule Proof is sufficient, since

the valuation requirement is self-evident and 

the case law does not provide much additional

explication. Either the property at issue is worth

more than $1 million on its face or as determined

by expert valuations or the fourth element is not

satisfied. 

Sample Rule Proof: To establish possession of stolen

property in the first degree, the prosecutor must

show that the item at issue was worth more than 

$1 million (Rule Proof 1). In Case A, the court

determined that the first element was satisfied when

the defendant had a stolen painting valued at $4

million (Rule Proof 2). 

However, the case law provides a more complicated

definition of the second element than the common

usage definition of “possession.”3 Pursuant to case

law, a defendant possesses the stolen property if he

exercises control over the premises where the object

was kept or if he exercises control over the item itself,

as evidenced by handling the item or arranging for its

dispersal.4 Thus, in this instance, the three-part Rule

Proof is appropriate.

Sample Rule Proof: The prosecutor must establish

that the defendant possessed the stolen property

(Rule Proof 1). The prosecutor can satisfy this

element by showing that the defendant exercised

dominion and control over either the stolen item

itself or the premises where the item was kept (Rule

Proof 2). Case A (finding that the possession element

was met where the defendant was the manager of the

store where the stolen goods were kept) (Rule Proof

3); Case B (determining that the possession element

was not met where the defendant had nothing to do

with the sale of the goods) (Rule Proof 3).

Prewriting Process

An effective Rule Proof at the writing stage begins

with effective prewriting techniques. One of the 

key prewriting tools for first-year students is the

preparation of case charts summarizing the key

information provided in opinions. Typical case

charts start with the names and facts of the case, an

approach that tends to lead to overreliance on case-

by-case analysis.5 To push students toward case

synthesis, I suggest that they work with a case chart

that forces them to think about the criteria that

courts use to determine when a general legal element

is met. For example:

2 N.Y. Penal Law §165.54 (McKinney 2004).

3 By way of example, the American Heritage Dictionary defines

“possess” as “to exert influence or control over.” 

4 See, e.g., People v. Fetter, 607 N.Y.S. 2d 381, 382 (N.Y. App. Div.

1994).

5 Deborah Shore, A Revised Concept Chart: Helping Students

Move Away from a Case-by-Case Analysis, 11 Perspectives:

Teaching Legal Res. & Writing 123 (2003).
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I have used a variation of the $10,000 Pyramid

game to encourage students to develop the

inductive reasoning skills needed to complete the

“criteria” column of the chart. Using samples from

assignments or in-class exercises, I ask one set of

students to list a series of fact findings from case

law relating to a specific issue and have another

group come up with an underlying principle that

unites these findings. 

By way of example, unlike the “possession” element

of a possession of stolen property claim, where the

case law clearly sets out the two major criteria for

determining if this aspect of the statute is met, the

opinions dealing with the “knowledge” element

tend to be more fact specific, forcing students to

determine what these facts have in common. The

following is a sample list of facts that courts relied

on to determine whether a defendant knew or did

not know the property at issue was stolen:

� Serial numbers on a radio had been filed

down.

�Defendant had exclusive possession of the

property within days of the theft.

�Defendant did not have exclusive possession

of the property until 17 years after the theft.

� Locks on a car had been tampered with.

� Chainsaws worth $1,500 were sold for $300.

�Defendant was told to “keep quiet” about

the exchange.

�Defendant could not clearly identify the

person who sold him a car that was missing

its radio property.

� The car radio was missing.6

These facts can by “synthesized” into three basic

criteria:

evidence of recent, exclusive possession

evidence of suspicious circumstances

implausible or contradictory testimony by 

the defendant

Thus, a Rule Proof for the knowledge element

might look like the following:

To state a claim for criminal possession of stolen

property, the prosecution must establish that the

defendant knew the property at issue was stolen

(Rule Proof 1). Absent direct proof, such as a

confession, the prosecution can show defendant’s

knowledge through: (1) recent and exclusive

possession of the property; (2) suspicious

circumstances that would reasonably put someone

on notice that the property was stolen; or (3)

implausible or contradictory explanations by 

the defendant of how he acquired the property

(Rule Proof 2). Case A (finding that the recent and

exclusive possession criterion was not met where

6 See, e.g., People v. Day, 518 N.Y.S. 2d 284 (N.Y. App. Div.

1987); Krause v. Bennett, 887 F.2d 362, 370 (2d Cir. 1989).

Relevant Rule Rule-Related Facts Outcome of Rule Criteria Used to
Determine Rule

Case Name

Possession of stolen
property 

Defendant was the
manager of a store
where stolen goods
were found.

Satisfied Whether defendant
had control over the
premises where the
stolen property was
stored

Case A

Same Defendant was a
security guard in a
warehouse. He did
not handle the boxes
that contained the
stolen goods and did
not direct their sale. 

Not satisfied Same; whether
defendant had control
over the stolen
property itself 

Case B
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the defendant acquired the stolen property 

17 years after its initial theft (Rule Proof 3); Case B

(determining that the defendant knew a car was

stolen because the radio was missing and the locks

had been changed (Rule Proof 3). The court in Case

C found the knowledge element was met where the

defendant purchased tools for $300 that were worth

$1,500 (Rule Proof 3). Finally, in Case D, the court

determined the defendant knew the property was

stolen because he told a witness not to mention its

acquisition to anyone (Rule Proof 3). 

The goal of both the chart and the game is to push

the students toward fleshing out the criteria that

courts use to evaluate whether the rule is met,

thereby decreasing their dependence on fact-to-fact

comparisons and contrasts. Once students are able

to complete this analysis, the three-part Rule Proof

provides a method for communicating this key

information. 

© 2010 Amy Bitterman

Another Perspective

“Before defining the cognitive components of thinking like a lawyer, it is important to analyze the 
origins of the concept. Scholars are unsure when the phrase ‘thinking like a lawyer’ first became popular,
but they consistently trace the origin of the concept to the 1870s when Dean Christopher Langdell
introduced the case method and Socratic method at Harvard Law School. Dean Langdell introduced this
approach because he believed that law is a science and that the scientific method could be suited for
use in legal education. Through the analysis of case precedent and the related use of the Socratic
method in the classroom, students were to learn analytical skills as well as the rules of law. 

As the case method became ingrained in law school pedagogy, critics challenged that the method failed
to teach explicitly the analytical skills the method was designed to develop. Critics observed that this
failure to focus on analytical skills, in part, led to students’ focusing on rule memorization over skills
development. As Paul Wangerin reasoned, ‘Most who teach substantive courses will … acknowledge 
that dialectical skills should be a principal focus of their courses. For the most part, however, such
acknowledgements are mere lip service to the idea. The overwhelming emphasis in most substantive
courses is on substance.’ 

Indeed, law students often quickly learn that they have to ‘know the rules’ to succeed on their exams;
and they, however misguided, focus on learning those rules and fail to develop their skills in applying
those rules within an analytical framework. ‘Many students leave law school still mystified because the
skills involved in legal thinking are never explicitly identified during the first year as a common thread
running through an integrated curriculum.’”

—Larry O. Natt Gantt, II, Deconstructing Thinking Like a Lawyer: Analyzing the Cognitive Components of the
Analytical Mind, 29 Campbell L. Rev. 413, 419–20 (2007). 
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Research Matters ... is a regular feature of Perspectives.

It explores the challenges of teaching the process and

strategies of legal research as technology continues to

shape research expectations and realities. Readers are

invited to comment on the opinions expressed in this

column and to contribute to future issues. Please 

submit material to Penny A. Hazelton, University 

of Washington School of Law, e-mail: pennyh@

uw.edu.

By Kristina L. Niedringhaus
1

Kristina L. Niedringhaus is the Director of the Law

Library and Associate Professor of Law at Cleveland-

Marshall College of Law, Cleveland State University,

in Ohio.

Most of us have heard the grumblings from law

firm partners and librarians that law students

graduate without learning how to do efficient 

and effective research. While the purpose of 

this article is not to debate whether or not these

grumblings are based in fact, I think many legal

writing and research faculty would agree that the

majority of our students’ skills are not at the level

we would like. 

What is the cause? Clearly, law schools are

attempting to teach these skills. In fact, many law

schools have engaged in lengthy evaluations and

reforms of legal writing and research programs 

in an effort to address complaints from the legal

community. And, I believe that many of us would

acknowledge that most of our students are putting

some effort toward trying to learn these skills.

For many students, a disconnect occurs between

completing coursework and transitioning those

skills to the “real world.” What can we do to both

improve skills in the classroom and help students

transition those skills in to their careers? Teaching

metacognitive abilities should help students

perform at a higher level and convert their

classroom experiences to situations they will face 

in practice. Some of us already teach in ways that

might promote metacognition. However, I believe

we need to be explicit and transparent about

teaching metacognition.

What Is Metacognition?

A student with metacognitive awareness will have

knowledge about how she thinks and be able to

control her learning.2 The knowledge about 

how she thinks would include knowledge about

learning preferences, strengths, weaknesses, what

knowledge needs to be gained, and the best way to

acquire that knowledge. 

In order to control one’s learning a student should

be able to plan, monitor, and evaluate her learning.

Using knowledge about her learning the student

should be able to plan a strategy or strategies for

acquiring knowledge that work well with her

preferred learning techniques. Monitoring learning

requires that the student be reflective about how

well the learning strategy is working. Does the

student need to acquire additional knowledge?

Where is the student weak and where is the student

excelling? What factors played into her successful

learning? Finally, a student needs to be able to

evaluate how well the plan worked. Did the

strategies that the student engaged produce the

expected results?

Cognition would be the skill required to complete 

a task—for example, Shepardizing a case.

Research Matters …

Teaching Better Research Skills by
Teaching Metacognitive Ability

1 Special thanks to Elizabeth G. Adelman, interim director,

Charles B. Sears Law Library, University at Buffalo Law School; 

Jan Ryan Novak, associate director, Cleveland-Marshall College 

of Law Library, Cleveland State University; and Ashley Jones,

research assistant, Cleveland-Marshall College of Law Library,

Cleveland State University.

2 Gregory Schraw, Promoting General Metacognitive Awareness,

26 Instructional Science 113, 114 (1998).
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3 For an excellent and in-depth treatment of the benefits of

metacognition in legal education see Anthony S. Niedwiecki,

Lawyers and Learning: A Metacognitive Approach to Legal

Education, 13 Widener L. Rev. 33 (2006–2007) [hereinafter

Niedwiecki, Lawyers and Learning].

4 For a summary of this history, see Niedwiecki, Lawyers and

Learning 36–37.

5 Gregory Schraw & David Moshman, Metacognitive Theories, 

7 Educ. Psychol. Rev. 351, 364 (1995).

6 See Julie M. Jones, Not Just Key Numbers and Keywords

Anymore: How User Interface Design Affects Legal Research, 

101 Law Libr. J. 7 (2009).

7 Stating that cognition, metacognition, and motivation are key

factors in acquiring transferable problem-solving skills, Richard E.

Mayer, Cognitive, Metacognitive, and Motivational Aspects of

Problem Solving, inMetacognition in Learning and Instruction:

Theory, Research and Practice 87, 88 (Hope J. Hartman ed., 2001).

8 SeeMichael Hunter Schwartz, Expert Learning for Law

Students (2d ed. 2008). See also, Robert J. Sternberg, Metacognition,

Abilities, and Developing Expertise: What Makes an Expert

Student?, 26 Instructional Science 127 (1998).

9Hope J. Hartman, Developing Students’ Metacognitive

Knowledge and Skills, inMetacognition in Learning and

Instruction: Theory, Research and Practice 33 (Hope J. Hartman

ed., 2001).

Metacognition is understanding when and why 

to apply a particular skill. Therefore, teaching

metacognitive skills should help students transition

their legal research skills from classroom

assignments to legal practice.

Most legal research faculty are making every 

effort to teach students when and why they should

use the skills being taught. But we need to expand

what we are teaching.3 Given the relatively recent

introduction of the concept of metacognition 

into the fields of learning theory and educational

psychology, these concepts and skills still are not

being taught in a widespread manner throughout

most of the educational systems in the United

States.4 This means that most of our students have

never been taught to think about how they learn 

or how to regulate their own learning. 

If the key parts to metacognition are knowledge

and control then we need to be transparent 

about teaching metacognitive abilities so that

students understand the process and the goals.

Metacognitive skills are highly transferable from

subject to subject5 so these skills, taught in the

context of legal research, should have a positive

impact on other legal practice skills as well.

Prior to reading the educational theory and

learning the terminology and concepts, I would 

talk to my advanced legal research class about 

the importance of  “thinking about how you are

thinking about legal research.” It is a clumsy phrase

but my instinct was that most students had not

thought about how they were approaching legal

research (or legal writing, case analysis, etc.). In

legal research, as with other types of research, it has

become easier and easier to appear to be doing

research without understanding very much about the

tools being used. Efforts to make databases more

“user-friendly” and tools such as Google, Wikipedia,

and Bing make it easy for students to find results

without understanding whether those results are

thorough or even valid. We should not decry the

value of these resources—they are only tools and

must be used properly. Although we should monitor

their impact closely, valuable and revealing research

is being conducted on how search interface design

impacts usage.6

Legal research faculty have tried to teach students

about assessing resources and research strategies. 

But many students do not seem to be learning these

skills in a way that they are transferring to their life 

in practice.

I believe that most of our students have the 

will to learn (another concept important to

metacognition7). Teaching these students about 

how to become “expert” and “self-regulated” 

learners8may give them the tools they need to

translate the skills they learn in law school to new

and varied situations in practice.

Why Is Metacognition Important to Learning?

“High achieving students have been found to 

possess more metacognitive awareness and engage in

more self-regulatory behavior than low achieving

students.”9
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One illuminating example from mathematics

instruction that may sound eerily familiar to legal

research professors is Schoenfeld’s comparison of

the problem-solving strategies of beginning

students and expert mathematicians.10He found

that the beginning students would quickly choose 

a solution strategy and then follow that strategy

regardless if it was getting them closer to a solution,

on a “wild goose chase.” The students lacked the

awareness to stop and evaluate whether the strategy

was working and then adjust their approach.

Instead, they spent much longer than needed using

a strategy that was not producing results. This

sounds strikingly similar to first-year law students

who spend inordinate amounts of time working on

legal research assignments because they have gone

down the wrong path and do not stop to evaluate

whether their strategy is working. On the other

hand, Schoenfeld found that expert mathematicians

spent most of their time understanding the

problem, evaluating whether their solution strategy

was working, and changing to a more effective

strategy if needed. Or, in the legal research context,

they behaved like a skilled legal reference librarian.

A student who is metacognitively aware will be

better able to assess what knowledge they have not

learned thoroughly. These students will be able to

develop a plan for relearning the material using

techniques that speak to their preferred methods of

learning. These students, by reflecting on what they

have learned and filling the gaps, will not only be

better students but will be able to contribute more

fully to the classroom experience. They may 

better understand where their fellow students are

struggling and provide a model for other students.

Because metacognitively aware students can assess

their strengths and weaknesses and plan how to

correct weaknesses, they will be able to apply

knowledge and skills from law school to new

situations in practice.

Techniques for Teaching Metacognitive
Awareness in Legal Research Classes

To be clear, I am not advocating that we give up

teaching particular resources in legal research

classes. The object of this article is not, however, 

to discuss which resources should be taught or

debate the timing of print vs. electronic.11 Rather, 

I am advocating that we also teach our students

metacognitive awareness and try new techniques 

for teaching legal research.

Modeling:One important aspect of teaching

metacognitive awareness is modeling. The 

professor should discuss explicitly why choices 

were made to teach certain materials, demonstrate

self-questioning and reflection (discussed below),

and provide a running dialogue or classroom

discussion about problem-solving strategies while

resources are being taught.

Predicting outcomes: An important skill for

promoting metacognitive awareness is the ability 

of the student to predict outcomes—either of the

strategy they are engaging or of their own abilities.

So, when working a research problem or

constructing a research plan, one task would be for

the students to complete a statement predicting

how well their strategy will work. Initially, students

may not be very good predictors of outcomes.

However, this exercise encourages the students to

reflect on their level of knowledge, how good their

skills are, and what the potential benefits and risks

are of the research strategy they have chosen.

Additionally, if the students share with their

colleagues their predictions after completion of the

assignment, it can be an opportunity for student

modeling of metacognitive ability to their peers.

I have also used this approach on a larger scale by

having students predict their strength of knowledge

in legal research before the semester begins. On 

the first day of advanced legal research I give my

10 Alan H. Schoenfeld, What’s All the Fuss About

Metacognition?, in Cognitive Science and Mathematics Education

189, 192–194 (Alan H. Schoenfeld ed., 1987).

11 For one excellent outline of resources that should be taught

in first-year legal research classes see Nancy P. Johnson, Best

Practices: What First-Year Law Students Should Learn in a Legal

Research Class, 28 Legal Ref. Serv. Q. 77 (2009). 
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students a pretest for assessment purposes. I explain

that the pretest is an equivalent of what I would give

students at the end of a first-year legal research

class. The pretest will be scored and returned to

them but will not count toward their grade in the

class. The purpose of the test is to alert both the

student and me to areas where deeper review is

needed and areas where skills are stronger and we

can advance more quickly. Before they take the

pretest I ask them to write on a separate sheet of

paper what they think they will score on the exam. 

I find the pretest to be an illuminating experience

for the students. It helps them better evaluate areas

of strength and weakness and predicting their own

outcome provides practice evaluating their own

knowledge.

Forcing “thinking about thinking” through

unfamiliar subject areas:On the first day of

advanced legal research class, after administering

the pretest, I explain to the students that in addition

to teaching them legal research materials and

techniques I also want to work with them on how

they think about research problems. This is a nice

introduction to discussing metacognition and its

components. We discuss how the focus in the class

will be on how to analyze a problem, develop

research strategies, make choices about the use 

of particular resources, and monitor and evaluate

their success. 

One way to force the students to think about how

they think about research is to design a problem

that places them on unfamiliar ground. Almost any

nonlegal subject area can be tied in to a potential

case. One such problem I have constructed involves

research on a piece of art. I provide the students

with minimal information about several works of

art and they can choose one to research. I ask them

to consider what sort of information their client,

who is considering a purchase, might want to know

about the piece. I explain that, for this exercise, they

should be seeking information about this particular

work of art and not general legal issues that might

arise. They are to spend a designated amount of

time coming up with a list of questions they might

need to answer, discussing where they might be

likely to find such information (who might collect

such information and how it might be made

available), creating a research plan, and evaluating

how well their plan might work. I explain that the

point of the exercise is not to actually do the research

but to think about how they might approach the

problem if this client walked into their office. 

One benefit of trying to find a subject area that is

unfamiliar is that the focus becomes not what

LexisNexis®, Westlaw®, HeinOnline, BNA, or CCH

database will be used, but what information is being

sought, who might have that information, and how 

it might be accessible. The responses I have received

to this assignment have been, for the most part,

thoughtful and revealing. An informal discussion of

this assignment revealed that after they got over the

discomfort of not being able to immediately run a

search in a database, they found it a useful prompt

for thinking about what they do when presented

with a research problem.

Reflection12: Self-regulated learners spend time

reflecting on what they have learned and what they

need to spend additional time learning. These

students reflect on how effective their strategies for

learning and problem solving have been. One way to

encourage reflection is through journaling, student

podcasting, writing blogs, and participating in

discussion boards. Each of these techniques can be

used as an open-ended technique or with teacher-

directed questions. Journaling and blogging can be

used between the teacher and the student or can be

viewable by the entire class. Students who already

have a high level of metacognitive ability will

function well with self-directed journaling. However,

teacher-directed reflection will be more helpful for

the majority of students who are just acquiring

higher-level metacognitive skills. The teacher can

provide some brief questions for the students 

to respond to, either individually or on a class

discussion board. Helpful to this process will be an

explanation of why these questions are important.

This provides modeling of metacognitive behavior

12 For a more in-depth treatment of using blogs and discussion

boards for reflection see Niedwiecki, Lawyers and Learning 65–67.
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for the students and helps them understand when

they might ask these same questions in the future.

Graphic organizers: Graphic organizers come in 

a variety of formats, the most common of which

might be flowcharts, tree diagrams, and concept

maps. Graphical organizers can be used to help

students work through the ideas and connections 

in a case or solve a problem. These graphics can be

created by hand-drawing, using Microsoft® Word

or Excel, or one of the mind-mapping software

programs available. (For free, open source software

I’m particularly fond of FreeMind, available at

<freemind.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/Main_P

age>.) For students unfamiliar with creating their

own graphic organizers it is helpful to start with an

exercise where some information is provided for

them or directed questions are provided to assist

students analyzing the information to be visualized.

Directed student teaching: Another effective

technique for promoting metacognitive abilities 

is directed student teaching. This can be either

impromptu or planned. Students may be assigned 

a particular topic to teach, required to create a

teaching plan, and scheduled to meet with the

professor to discuss and improve the teaching plan.

In the alternative, students can be selected in class

to lead a discussion on a specific topic. The

professor provides a critical role in both situations

by asking questions designed to keep the discussion

on track, discussing why those questions are

important, and otherwise modeling metacognitive

behavior. The student teaching the topic is also

providing modeling for her colleagues. 

I discovered one way of using directed student

teaching in a legal research class purely by accident.

At the beginning of one semester I was wearing a

cast on my hand and arm. As I was attempting to

demonstrate a database in class I became frustrated

by my choice between either using both hands

(causing pain) or using one hand to peck out what I

wanted on the keyboard. I asked one of the students

to come to the front of the class and drive the

mouse and keyboard. The transformation was

amazing. Even though I was guiding the discussion

and what was happening on screen, the student

driving the keyboard and mouse became much

more involved in asking questions and making

choices. This empowerment spread to the rest of

the class as more and more questions were asked by

the students. I could actually see the class leaning

forward toward the screen in their chairs and the

questions eventually led to a discussion about using

features of the database for research issues they 

had from moot court, externships, or a paper for

another class. Even though the professor is there 

to guide the discussion and ask questions, there is

some risk involved in this technique. You have a

lesson you are trying to convey and directed student

teaching can feel like herding cats. This technique

can also take more time, though again, the

professor can monitor progress and exert more

control when necessary. In my experience, the

benefits have always outweighed the drawbacks 

of this technique.

Self-questioning: This is a technique that is fairly

self-explanatory. If learners with metacognitive

abilities engage in planning, monitoring, and

evaluating, then self-questioning is a key

component. Self-questioning prompts the student

to take an active role in learning, which is critical to

metacognition and encourages self-regulation. This

technique is almost always an aspect of journaling

or reflection. It can also be built into traditional

legal research exercises. Students can be asked to

complete a line of questions in an exercise or write

their own legal research exercise. Having students

develop their own legal research exercise, while

time-consuming, can be extraordinarily helpful.

Any legal research faculty member who has written

problems knows that in order for students to write

problems they will need to understand the nuances

of the tools they are using and translate them into

thinking about a different issue.

Conclusion

Strengthening metacognitive ability allows students

to build skills that they can take into other law

school classes, the bar exam, and practice. Students

who understand what they know and understand

how to control their own learning are more likely to

understand how to apply what they have learned

previously to new situations. Legal research faculty

may already be using some of the techniques



described above without an explicit explanation of

why the technique is being used. Transparency is

important because students are much less likely to

learn to plan, monitor, and evaluate their learning

unless they understand what the goal is. New

techniques that promote metacognitive abilities

may be applied without distracting from teaching

legal research materials and strategies. Teaching

metacognition is vital for increased student

performance in the classroom and for successful

transfer of skills after graduation. Teaching 

these skills in legal research and writing could

significantly improve understanding and retention

of these skills. However, ideally, metacognitive skills

would be taught across the first-year curriculum.

Promotion of these skills fits just as smoothly 

in classes taught through the case method.13

If first-year students begin learning about

metacognition, they will have more time to build

expertise as self-regulated learners and to learn to

translate legal knowledge and skills to different

problems and environments. This curricular change

could improve performance in 2L and 3L classes, 

on moot court and law review, on the bar, and

ultimately, as practicing attorneys.

© 2010 Kristina L. Niedringhaus
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13 See Niedwiecki, Lawyers and Learning 33–34.

Another Perspective

“Educators have a long history of resisting change. When the printing press debuted in the fifteenth
century, one scholar famously declared that ‘the world has got along perfectly well for six thousand years
without printing, and has no need to change now.’ His colleagues at medieval universities vehemently
opposed mechanical printing, fearing that it would degrade scholarship, destroy monastic education, and
replace rigorous academic tutelage with independent inquiry. Four centuries later, introduction of the
chalkboard caused a similar outcry: Nineteenth century teachers doubted that this newfangled invention
could improve their teaching in any way. 

Today, printed books and chalkboards are the traditional learning tools that faculty members vigorously
defend. Electronic sources, internet courses, podcasts, and Microsoft PowerPoint are the suspect
newcomers. Most professors did not use these tools as students, and the new technologies challenge
established teaching routines. Some faculty accuse new learning methods of ‘dumbing down’ education:
they dismiss PowerPoint slides and iPod tracks as pandering to a generation raised on television, high-
speed cable, and the internet.

Among legal educators, such resistance to new educational tools is particularly troublesome. Lawyers are
thinkers and communicators; law students will succeed in the new, highly competitive global economy
only if they analyze and articulate ideas better than other professionals worldwide. Communication and
information technologies are not just instruments of learning in law school; they are the tools of the
lawyer’s trade. If law faculties neglect to master new forms of gathering, organizing, and disseminating
information, they risk failing students both in the classroom and after graduation.”

—Deborah J. Merritt, Legal Education in the Age of Cognitive Science and Advanced Classroom Technology, 
14 B.U. J. Sci. & Tech. L. 39, 40–41 (2008). 
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Introduction

If you’ve ever wondered if your students are 

actually understanding and internalizing the legal

research process you’ve carefully taught and built

into your research assignments, there is a quick and

easy way to find out: ask them to show you what

they’ve just done. 

Asking the students to reflect back on and create a

visual representation of their research experience

incorporates both visual learning and active learning

techniques into a legal research assignment. 

Thus, one simple additional question added to 

the research assignment can greatly increase the

possibility that they will understand and internalize

the concept of legal research as a process and then 

be able to use it efficiently for future research

challenges. 

Learning Theory Supporting This Approach

Visual/Graphic Organizers

Traditional law school teaching is verbal in nature,

with information primarily presented through

written text.1However, visual techniques have been

“endorsed ... as a way of improving law teaching.”2

Visual techniques are an effective way to

communicate information to students across all

learning styles in that they act “as an organizer for

ideas, improve[] comprehension, and function[] 

as an aid to memory.”3

More specifically, as Professors Edwards and

Lustbader so succinctly summarized: 

[G]raphic techniques work for a number of

reasons. They facilitate the metacognitive

process, especially for visual learners; they

clarify the connections among substantive

concepts; they provide students with the

schema (ways to organize information)

necessary for becoming an expert in 

a particular area; and they involve students in

their own learning. Finally, graphic techniques

engage the right brain. Thus, with whole 

brain thinking, students are more apt to

comprehend and retain information.4

Flowcharts and concept maps (also known as

semantic networks5) are particularly useful in

helping students6 learn complex topics and engage

in “deep processing” of the material.7 These

visual/graphic organizers let “the writer visualize

“What Did I Just Do?” 
Using Student-Created Concept Maps or Flowcharts 
to Add a Reflective Visual Component to Legal 
Research Assignments

1M.H. Sam Jacobson, Learning Styles and Lawyering: Using

Learning Theory to Organize Thinking and Writing, 2 J. Ass’n Legal

Writing Directors 27, 34 (2004). 

2 Angela Passalacqua, Using Visual Techniques to Teach Legal

Analysis and Synthesis, 3 Legal Writing 203, 205 (1997); see also

William Wesley Patton, Opening Students’ Eyes: Visual Learning

Theory in the Socratic Classroom, 15 Law & Psychol. Rev. 1 (1991).

3 Passalacqua, 3 Legal Writing 203, 206 (1997).

4 Linda Edwards & Paula Lustbadder, Teaching Legal Analysis, 

2 Perspectives: Teaching Legal Res. & Writing 52, 53 (1994).

5 David H. Jonassen et al., Learning with Technology: 

A Constructivist Perspective 163 (1999). 

6 Educational literature tends to prefer the term learner rather

than student. However, the author found that term awkward to use

in writing this article and has therefore deliberately chosen to use

the term student. 

7 Edwards & Lustbadder, supra note 4.
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relationships, steps, or chronology by showing the

spatial relationship between the ideas.”8 Further,

“because many students learn through interacting

physically with learning material,”9 the actual

physical act of drawing a flowchart, concept map, or

other graphic organizer “may help them internalize

and express”10 the information. 

Due to the iterative nature of the legal research

process, flowcharts and concept maps are

particularly well suited to help students understand

and internalize the research process. Indeed, 

I suspect most of us who teach legal research and

writing (LRW) think about the research process, 

at least in part, as a visual picture. The fact that

every commonly used legal research text includes

flowcharts and diagrams in addition to written text

as a way to explain and clarify the research process

seems to support this personal theory.

Yet many legal research assignments do not include

a visual/graphic task as part of the assignment.

Rather, the typical research assignment verbally

guides the students through the process of the

assignment, asking them to type in a response to a

series of written questions. For example, a typical

question might ask something like “What Wyoming

cases on attractive nuisance did you find in the

digest? Please list them with a brief summary of

each case.”11

The irony is that most LRW professors have

intentionally built a very specific pattern into their

research assignments, because we are trying to

implicitly guide the students into following an

efficient research process for that particular research

question. And many of us actually draw a map or

other visual depiction of the process ourselves, both

to test the assignment pattern and to make the

information easier for us to reference in class and in

student conference. We may even emphasize that

pattern in class or conference after the assignment is

completed.12 But unless we ask the students to draw

their own visual of the process, we can only hope

that they have recognized and understood that

pattern themselves.

Taking the assignment one step further and asking

the students to visually map the process after they’ve

followed your carefully crafted written questions

triggers a number of cognitive benefits. First,

engaging in visual processing of the material after

first doing it by following written instructions

requires them to engage in whole brain thinking.

Second, it helps them create their own schema for

the complex, iterative process of legal research. 

Third, the physical activity of actually drawing out

the process (either by hand or digitally) should help

the students internalize and remember the process. 

The Reflective Phase of Active Learning

It is a well-accepted premise in the educational

research literature that active learning is preferable to

passive learning for students.13 Indeed, one of the key

subprinciples enunciated in the recently published

Best Practices for Legal Education14 is for the

professor to “[e]ngage the students in active

learning.”15 The main reason for this emphasis on

active learning is that “actively engaged students

absorb complex material better than if they have

been taught traditionally.”16 Put another way,

8 Jacobson, supra note 1 at 52. 

9 Lisa McElroy & Christine N. Coughlin, The Other Side of the

Story: Using Graphic Organizers as Cognitive Learning Tools to 

Teach Students to Construct Effective Counter-Analysis, U. Balt. L.

Rev. at *14 (forthcoming 2010) (submission copy available online 

at <ssrn.com/abstract=1416875>) (cited with permission from 

the authors). 

10 Id.

11 From the author’s fall 2008 research memorandum research

trail. 

12 Deborah A. Schmedemann et al., Teacher’s Manual, The Process

of Legal Research T-10 (6th ed. 2004) (suggesting flowcharts or

outlines as a class activity). 

13 Roy Stuckey, Best Practices for Legal Education: A Vision and a

Road Map 123–124 (2007).

14 Id. at 123.

15 Id. 

16 Robin A. Boyle, Employing Active-Learning Techniques and

Metacognition in Law School: Shifting Energy from Professor to

Student, 81 U. Det. Mercy L. Rev. 1, 3–4 (2003).
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students “who discover things themselves own the

learned material permanently.”17

While there are, of course, various formal

definitions of active learning, the basic concept of

active learning is fairly simple. Rather than a teacher

simply delivering a lecture to a passive group of

“empty vessels,”18 that teacher instead attempts 

to engage the students in the learning process in

various ways.19 There are four basic student actions

comprising the active learning process—“talking

and listening, writing, reading, and reflecting.”20

Whether under expert learner,21 constructivist,22

or cognitive23 learning theory, the reflection phase

of the learning process is considered to be the one

critical for the information to be internalized for

future use by the student. To generalize the various

reflection phases of each theory, the students look

back on the experience and consider what they’ve

done, where that information might fit with their

prior learning, and how they might use it in the

future.24

Unfortunately, reflection on the overall research

process itself is often lacking in the typical research

assignment. Instead, at the end of the assignment,

the students are asked to consider which authorities

they think might be the most useful and why they

made that decision. While asking which authority

the student might use is admittedly reflective in

nature, the focus of the question is on the end result

of authority choice rather than the overall research

process itself—thus losing valuable cognitive

connections concerning the ultimately more

valuable long-term learning goal of efficient

research strategies.

Taking the assignment one very simple step further

and asking the students to actively reflect on their

own actions prior to class discussion makes it 

much more likely that they have truly absorbed and

internalized the global iterative research process for

their next research challenge. It also makes for a

much more lively and enjoyable interactive dialogue

as the class walks through and diagrams the process,

comparing their reflection results to those of the

other students and the one suggested by the

professor. 

The Experiment

The actual implementation of the experiment was

quite simple. I put together a standard research 

trail for the second fall research memorandum

assignment. The problem was based on a common

law issue, and incorporated a pattern appropriate 

to the topic to guide the students in the process, 

to help avoid a few research black holes, and to

demonstrate that they could find most of the

authority in several different places. At the end of

the assignment, I asked the students to reflect on

what they had just done and draw that process. 

The specific directions were as follows: 

“Please make a flow chart, concept map, or some

other visual diagram of the research steps you just

took in following this research trail assignment.

(This portion of the assignment can be hand-

written/-drawn.)”

When I handed out the research assignment in

class, I very briefly reviewed a few slides on the

iterative nature of the research process. I also briefly

explained why I was asking them to draw the

process, referencing the learning theories laid 

out above. I explicitly told the students that we

would all be participating together in a research

experiment for this assignment, and that I thought

they would appreciate the added learning benefits

even though it resulted in a little more work on

17 Ellen M. Callinan, Take Charge of Your Training Room, 

3 Perspectives: Teaching Legal Res. & Writing 8, 9 (1994).

18 Chet Meyers & Thomas B. Jones, Promoting Active Learning:

Strategies for the College Classroom, xi, 3–4 (1993).

19 Id. 

20 Id. at 19.

21Michael Hunter Schwartz, Expert Learning for Law Students

(2005).

22 Jonassen, supra note 5.

23 Schwartz, supra note 21 at 21–22; see alsoMcElroy & Coughlin,

supra note 9 at 10–11.

24 The author acknowledges that this is a very simplistic summary

of a complex topic. However, for the purposes of an article indicating

the simplicity of incorporating some of these techniques, it seemed an

appropriate approach. 
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their part. And, because they were first-year law

students, I specifically assured them that they would

not be graded on the artistic merit of their work.

The entire discussion only added approximately 10

minutes of lecture time to the research assignment

discussion.

Student Response and Work Product

The student response to the experiment was very

positive.25 They seemed to appreciate the fact that 

I was trying to incorporate additional approaches

for them to understand the information. And,

based on their work product, all but one or two 

of the students took the visual portion of the

assignment very seriously. Several students really

engaged with the project and produced excellent

work product, some of which has been reproduced

in the figures in this article. One of them was even

quite funny in addition to creating a wonderful

representation of the actual research process,

including specific details on some of the thoughts

and decision making going on during the research

process. Even those few students who were not

quite as imaginative in their work product as some

of those featured here were able to make notations

and indicate connections on a common law

research flowchart handout from class—indicating

that they had engaged in more processing of the

material than they would have done with a strictly

oral version of the assignment. 

Another intriguing result was that some strong

work product came from students who were

normally fairly quiet in class and conference,

indicating that perhaps this approach appealed to

their preferred learning style more so than class

discussion. 

The three figures in the appendix illustrate effective

but fairly different approaches to how these students

conceptualized the research process. I was pleased by

how many strong submissions I received.  

Conclusion 

The visual reflection question was simple to add, and

did not really require much additional time to review

the assignments; in fact it made the reviewing

process more enjoyable. The concept is well-

supported by educational learning theory,

incorporating both active learning and visual

learning techniques. And it made the class discussing

the research trail for the memorandum more lively

and interesting because the students had actually

reflected on the process and taken the time to

diagram the overall research process rather than

focusing solely on what authority they found. 

What’s not to like?

25 None of the students indicated any confusion about what a

concept map or flowchart was. I suspect that, with the popularity of

these visual/graphic organizers in K-12 education, most of them had

already done something like this at least once in their education prior

to coming to law school. A few of them even used software that I had

not been previously aware of myself to draw their projects digitally—

an unexpected learning bonus for me. My own current favorite for

this type of work is a program called Inspiration, available

inexpensively for educators in both Mac and PC versions at

<www.inspiration.com>. 
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Appendix

Figure 1: Creative and Cognitive: The complete

process, including thoughts behind each step.
26

26 Erin Shirl, student author (fall 2008). The author would also

like to thank her legal writing colleague, Kathryn Sampson, for the

suggestion that I label these diagrams a little more creatively, as well

as other helpful commentary on the final draft. 
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Figure 2: Books v. CALR: Yes! You really can find

the same authority in different places!
27

27 Glenn Cason, student author (fall 2008). While

updating of the references was not included on this

chart, it was chosen for searching in a variety of

sources and for the notes on the process where the

student realized that there was no state digest in our

law library. 
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Figure 3: A Classic Common Law Research Path
28

28 TaLisha Wiens, student author (fall 2008).
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Brutal Choices in Curricular Design ... is a regular

feature of Perspectives, designed to explore the difficult

curricular decisions that teachers of legal research and

writing courses are often forced to make in light of the

realities of limited budgets, time, personnel, and other

resources. Readers are invited to comment on the

opinions expressed in this column and to suggest other

“brutal choices” that should be considered in future

issues. Please submit material to Helene Shapo,

Northwestern University School of Law, e-mail: 

h-shapo@law.northwestern.edu, or Kathryn Mercer,

Case Western Reserve University School of Law, 

e-mail: klm7@case.edu.

By Linda Hiemer and Jane Wise

Linda Hiemer is the Director of Legal Writing and

Associate Dean of Legal Skills Programs for Concord

Law School of Kaplan University. Jane Wise is a law

professor at Concord Law School, where she teaches

legal analysis and writing. She also teaches legal

writing at BYU Law School in Provo, Utah.

In 1999, Concord Law School, the first online law

school, had been in operation for one year. United

States Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg

was in New Jersey dedicating the new Rutgers

University Center for Law and Justice. She was

asked to comment on Concord with its online

education. She said:

I greet the advent of the computer age and its

manifold prospects for legal education with

cautious optimism. On the one hand, if used as

a supplement to classroom teaching and direct

contact between students and instructors, the

Internet can be an invaluable teaching tool.

But I am uneasy about classes in which

students learn entirely from home, in front 

of a computer screen, with no face-to-face

interaction with other students or instructors.

So much of legal education—and legal

practice—is a shared enterprise, a genuinely

interactive endeavor. The process inevitably

loses something vital when students learn in

isolation, even if they can engage in virtual

interaction with peers and teachers. I am

troubled by ventures like Concord, where a

student can get a J.D. (although the school is

still unaccredited) without ever laying eyes on a

fellow student or professor. We should strive 

to ensure that the Internet remains a device for

bringing people together and does not become 

a force for isolation.1

A Unique School with Unique Challenges

Frankly, Justice Ginsburg’s words provided some of

the earliest publicity for Concord and resulted in a

significant increase in enrollments, growing from 

an inaugural class of 13 to 1,500 students within five

years. In 2009, its four-year, part-time program had

more than 900 graduates. Those Concord graduates

began law school at an average age of 47, half

possessing graduate degrees, and most employed 

full time throughout their studies. They learn from

approximately 20 full-time faculty members and

about 90 adjunct faculty and guest lecturers, who all

work and teach remotely from their homes or offices.

The Legal Writing Department is a director-run

program with both full-time and adjunct faculty. 

Designing a Legal Writing Course for an 
Online Law School

In considering this article, we struggled with the

word “brutal” in its common parlance for identifying

the curricular decisions we have made for legal

writing. Using “brutal” to mean “unpleasantly

accurate” (e.g., “brutal” honesty) precisely describes

the curricular decisions made by Concord’s first legal

writing director. 

1 Available online at <chronicle.com/article/Justice-Ginsburg

-Questions/31346/>.

“Brutal Choice” or Creative Opportunity? 
Teaching Legal Writing Online for an Online Law School

Brutal Choices in Curricular Design…
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Martha Siegel came to Concord with extensive

background in developing legal writing curriculum.

With a J.D. from Harvard Law School and an Ed.D

from Harvard University Graduate School of

Education, it was her task to develop Concord’s

legal writing program. One of the challenges of

creating this program was the asynchronous nature

of the course: students would be completing

assignments at their own speed and not together 

as a class. She notes: “The brutal choice was the

courage to create, develop, implement, improve,

and maintain an asynchronous legal writing course

at a distance. This creating and developing required

a wrenching thought process to figure out how to

deliver quality education, especially work-product

critique—without ever being ‘face-to-face.’” 

Brutal Choice #1: Legal Writing as a 
Third-Year Course

Concord’s legal analysis and writing (LAW) four-

credit course is designed for students to proceed

asynchronously through a 30-module online

syllabus. Because Concord is not ABA accredited

and only California allows our students to take its

bar, under California’s rules our students must pass

the California First Year Law Students Examination

(FYLSE) after their first year of study. Students are

permitted up to three attempts to take and pass 

the FYLSE. Concord’s first-year and second-year

courses take into consideration the doctrinal

courses included on the FYLSE and the time

students need to study for the exam conducted in

June and October each year. Thus, our first-year

legal writing and test-taking course is limited to

teaching IRAC, and is geared to identifying issues

and rules and applying them to essay examination

fact situations. Because of the part-time nature of

the program and the demands of the FYLSE, 

LAW and the concurrent but separate course, 

legal research, are not taught until the third year. 

This is a choice we struggled with from inception,

appreciating the importance of analytical 

reasoning gained in legal writing and research

courses balanced against the requirements of the

California Bar.

This means students come to LAW steeped in

substantive law and IRAC-structured essays, but

somewhat deficient in synthesizing rules and

identifying and explaining outcome-determinative

facts from an array of precedent cases. Analogical

reasoning and the CREAC structure are new

concepts to them and difficult skills to master 

after two years of success in using another writing

structure. The choices we have made for teaching

persuasive and predictive CREAC include a single

case analysis, a first draft and rewrite of a 

“closed universe” client letter, a research office

memorandum, and a memorandum of law 

(trial-level brief). 

Brutal Choice #2: Standard Feedback Two
Ways: Written and Recorded

LAW professors provide extensive written

comments on all assignment drafts by either

electronically embedding them in the student’s text

or using the comment feature in Microsoft® Word.

Papers quickly fill up with comments specific to

grammar and punctuation and sentence and

paragraph structure, and those that point out

problems with the writing structure. In addition,

professors comment on substantive law and gaps in

research or legal and policy reasoning and provide

“helpful hints” for improvement on the rewrite.

Nevertheless, our students struggle with looking

beyond line edits to proofread critically from the

reader’s perspective. Too often, the rewrite fails to

address a professor’s concerns beyond line edits.

Most students think a rewrite incorporating what

those comments point out is enough. It is the 

rare student who can use written comments as a

springboard to focusing beyond the technical fixes. 

In order to incorporate all learning styles and to

help students appreciate the reader’s perspective, 

we also record our oral comments in an audio file

saved and uploaded in MP3 format along with the

graded assignment. Concord’s program is called

VoiceLynx. The student can then review the written

comments along with VoiceLynx. All VoiceLynx

recordings and graded assignments are archived on

our network and are easily retrieved by student or

professor. Our oral comments provide suggestions

on how to improve the assignment beyond

technical edits and encourage students to develop
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critical proofreading and self-editing skills. These

comments include observations about the purpose

of predictive and persuasive writing, the use of

policy arguments, and the potential impact their

prediction would have in a practice setting. 

To keep our students engaged and focused on the

assignments, our department grades and returns all

assignments within five to seven days. This short

turnaround can be accomplished due to the

asynchronous nature of our program. Students

submit an assignment in the respective “module”

and not on a date certain. Based upon a student’s

module progress, professors receive assignments on

a staggered basis over a period of weeks rather than

being inundated with 20 assignments in a single

afternoon. 

Brutal Choice #3: Taking an Emotional
Temperature When You Cannot Feel 
the Forehead

Being entirely online, we cannot meet “face-to-face”

with students. Additionally, we do not require

telephone conferences with all our students. The

problems with reaching international students

coupled with inadequate phone access make live

conferences with every student difficult. If students

score a “C” or less on an assignment, there is a

mandatory telephone conference. Most of these

conferences last from 30 minutes to an hour. We

have spoken to students in Iraq, Afghanistan, Asia,

Europe, and throughout the United States. We use 

a Concord toll-free conference telephone number

that both the student and the professor call.

Teaching part-time students with full-time

employment in different time zones requires

flexibility. This can be inconvenient when midnight

is the only time the student can talk. 

A traditional law school offers physical encounters

between professors and students that can put

professors on notice that something may not be

right. A student may start skipping class, appear

nervous or edgy in a conference, or avoid eye

contact. We do not have the luxury of “seeing” our

students or gauging their level of understanding

through visible cues. Our best gauge of possible

problems is keeping track of student progress.

When students get behind in their work, we are

alerted to possible problems (but keep in mind that

due to the students’ asynchronous progress, it is not

always easy keeping track of ideal progress). We can

e-mail students, call them on the telephone, or alert

an assistant dean of students, who serves as an

assigned law adviser, to help monitor progress 

and address possible personal, professional, or

educational issues affecting performance.

There is an art to empathetic e-mails, and we reach

out to all students on a weekly basis to ensure

students remain engaged. Our department is

required to respond to e-mails within 24 hours

through our administrative site. All incoming and

outgoing e-mails are archived on our network and

can be retrieved through a search by professor,

student, or administrator. 

Brutal Choice #4: The Online Classroom

Concord’s learning management system (LMS)

platform and our classroom called “Seminar”

recognize that many students reside in areas where

high-speed Internet access is still not readily available

or economically feasible. Our curriculum design and

delivery consider an average student’s bandwidth

limitations and computer capabilities to ensure all

students have access to the LMS and Seminar. Such

bandwidth considerations, for example, have

required us to conduct oral arguments telephonically

rather than with the use of real-time streaming-

video technology and webcams. The Seminar 

records the entire classroom (all oral and written

interaction) and archives it immediately. Thereafter,

a student can access the archives to review the class

again or to attend the class if unable to be present for

the live session. Similarly, professors can access any

archived class for review, training, and development.

Seminar offers a variety of features for optimal use in

the live classes, including the “whiteboard” and “pass

the mic.” 

Concord’s live classroom allows students to hear the

professor and allows the professor to receive written

student comments and post them so the rest of the

class can see them. Holding a live class is a little

jarring for the professor at first since there is a delay
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between what is said and what is heard. Asking

questions and receiving answers may take several

minutes. The Seminar platform allows the professor

to see the names of students who have entered the

classroom. Two separate whiteboards appear on the

professor’s screen. The lower screen (which can 

be minimized or maximized) receives student

responses to oral questions. The professor is

notified that “students are typing” in order to await

responses. Only the professor sees the lower screen.

A professor can select student responses and click

and drag them to the upper board, which is visible

to the entire class. Interestingly, this provides 

an opportunity to select incorrect, correct, or

incomplete responses depending upon where the

professor wishes to lead the discussion. Unlike a

traditional classroom where a professor sees raised

hands without knowing what the student will say,

here the professor can better select and screen

responses to ensure the class proceeds as desired. 

Additionally, the upper whiteboard screen can 

be used to paste in professor content such as

PowerPoint presentations, lecture notes, graphs, or

diagrams. A “survey” feature also permits students

to “vote” on a particular response or hypothetical.

Moreover, the professor can place the whiteboard 

in “unmoderated” mode where all responses are

visible to all students. Similarly, the professor can

enable or disable professor-to-student or student-

to-student instant messaging. This creates

opportunities for small group interaction. Finally,

Seminar provides a “wallflower” feature where

student participation is monitored. If a student 

fails to participate during the class (i.e., 15 minutes

pass without the student typing a response), a

computer-generated icon of a flower appears next

to the student’s name. This alerts the professor to

encourage the student to participate either by

private instant message or by orally calling on 

the student. 

Depending on the class and a professor’s preference,

our “pass the mic” feature can be activated. This

feature gives students the chance to respond by

voice rather than by typing. The professor controls

the audio feature and can click a name to give the

student a virtual microphone. This feature requires

students to have an adequate headset with

microphone if they wish to participate audibly. 

Conclusion

It has been more than 10 years since Concord 

Law School was launched, and those years have

demonstrated Concord’s solid online program.

Concord has an important niche in the law school

world: providing a quality education for students

who work full time, who live in places where there

are no brick-and-mortar law schools, or who do

not have the resources to attend fixed facility

schools. Concord’s brutal choices in teaching legal

writing deal with the challenges of teaching online,

but are not dissimilar from those in the traditional

law school environment. Remoteness of students,

technology, and the asynchronous nature of our

program create unique and sometimes brutal

choices in our design and delivery. We hope 

to continue to meet these challenges in a

technologically advancing world and an 

evolving legal writing pedagogy. 

© 2010 Linda Hiemer and Jane Wise



By Patrick Charles

Patrick Charles is the Associate Director of the

Chastek Law Library at Gonzaga University School 

of Law in Spokane, Wash.

When we teach students how to do case law

research, whether in print or online, we focus on

strategies for retrieving relevant returns. One

research tool we emphasize is the West topic and

key number system since it directs the reader to

specific points of law in West’s classification system.

We understand that students will research both in

print and online. Because the topic and key number

representations differ by format, we developed these

teaching materials to help minimize confusion for

novice researchers. 

The West topic and key number system provides 

a structure to organize legal concepts so that

researchers can locate case law from any

jurisdiction. The topic and key number system ties

the reporters and the digests together. The system is

based on headnotes that identify the legal issues in

each case. West editors assign at least one topic and

one key number to each headnote. The headnotes

are then arranged according to their topic and key

numbers in the digests. The advantage of using

West’s digests (in print or on Westlaw®) is that the

topics and key numbers assigned to the headnotes

are uniform throughout all of West’s digests.

Essentially, digests are subject indexes to case law

and they are a very effective way of finding relevant

case law either in print or on Westlaw. 

Even though the topic and key number system is 

the same in print and on Westlaw, a headnote on

Westlaw looks dramatically different than a

headnote in the West reporters. Below is an example 

of a headnote as it appears in a West reporter (North

Western Reporter®). This headnote is from Bronsen v.

Dawes County, 272 Neb. 320, 722 N.W.2d 17 (2006). 

The topic is Courts and the key number is 89; 

however, the same headnote looks dramatically 

different on Westlaw.

Westlaw adds a lot of information that can lead to

confusion for the novice researcher. 

�Westlaw assigns a numeric code to each topic in 

addition to key numbers. For this example, the 

number 106 represents the topic Courts. This first

number should not be confused with the key number

which is 89. The kmeans key. 

�Westlaw includes numerous subdivisions for the 

topic. To understand the various subdivisions of 

the topic, refer back to the analysis of the law 

(outline) for each topic. 

�Usually, the most relevant information to determine 

the topic and key number is the last key symbol. 

For this example, the topic and key number is 

106k89, which translates to Courts 89. 
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Here is an example in which West editors have assigned one topic and two key

numbers to one headnote. This headnote is from United States Olympic

Committee v. American Media, Inc., 156 F. Supp. 2d 1200 (D. Colo. 2001). 

This is what the headnote looks like on Westlaw: 

If one were to look at this headnote in a West reporter (Federal Supplement®), 

it would look like this:

Here is an example where West editors have assigned two topics and two key

numbers to one headnote. This headnote is from Just Dirt, Inc. v. Knight

Excavating, Inc., 138 Wash. App. 409, 157 P.3d 431 (2007). This is what the

headnote looks like on Westlaw:



If one were to look at this headnote in a West reporter (Pacific Reporter®), it would

look like this: 

Here is an example where West editors have renumbered the key numbers in a

particular topic. In some instances, West editors revise and renumber topics to

reflect new judicial developments within topics. When West editors revise and

renumber topics, these changes are not retroactively reflected in the West reporters

and the changes are only seen on Westlaw. This headnote is from United States v.

Waltzer, 682 F.2d 370 (2d Cir. 1982). 

The print version of the case remains as it appeared in 1982. Researchers should

note that in addition to not noting the renumbering of the topic, the layout 

of the headnote in the print reporter (Federal Reporter®) will not include the

outline of the cited topic. However, the headnote reflects the specific point of law: 

© 2010 Patrick Charles
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By Iselin Gambert and Ben Grillot

Iselin Gambert is Visiting Associate Professor of Legal

Research and Writing at the George Washington

University Law School in Washington, D.C., and

directs the law school Writing Center. Ben Grillot is 

a third-year law student and Writing Fellow at the

George Washington University Law School who

worked as a Research Assistant for Professor

Gambert during the fall 2009 semester. 

I. Building a Better Life Raft: Challenges 
and Opportunities

As the fall semester of 2009 began, a nervous 

first-year student walked the halls of the George

Washington University Law School (GW Law)

clutching a stack of books on seemingly obscure

subjects: contracts, torts, and legal writing. A flier

posted on a bulletin board in the hallway caught

her eye. It was advertising something called the “Fall

Writing Workshop Series,” a series of peer-to-peer

workshops hosted by the law school’s Writing

Center. This particular workshop, titled “Tips on

Briefing Cases and Managing the 1L Workload,”

looked promising. She jotted down the details and

made sure she could attend.

When the student arrived at the workshop she

found a room full of fellow 1Ls and a not-too-

threatening looking pair of third-year students

standing in the front of the small classroom.

Settling into her seat, she soon found herself

immersed in a brief PowerPoint presentation, after

which she turned and worked with a partner on 

a case briefing exercise. The upper-level students

hosting the workshop easily and clearly answered

questions she had about case briefing that she’d felt

too shy to ask in her other classes. She left happy

and overall less stressed, and told a friend about the

workshop. Disappointed that her friend was unable

to attend, they logged onto the Writing Center’s

TWEN®Web site1 and were pleased to find that the

workshop had been recorded and that the video

was available online.

The Fall Writing Workshop Series, sponsored by 

the GW Law Writing Center, successfully developed

both first-year students’ writing and analysis skills

and upper-level students’ lesson planning and

presentation skills while capturing new and 

creative ways to teach legal writing for future

generations of students. While we broadly

accomplished these goals, we learned a great 

deal in the process that we will use to improve 

the workshop series in years to come.

II. A Tour of the Harbor: Background and
Origins of the Writing Workshop Series

A. About the GW Law Writing Center 

The GW Law Writing Center consists of

approximately 40 writing fellows (WFs)2 who

provide one-on-one legal writing assistance to all 

law students—from first-year students to LLMs.

However, because the first-year students are

required to take two semesters of legal research and

writing courses and have the least experience with

legal writing, these students are the primary users of

the Writing Center. WFs are second- and third-year

law students selected based on grades, writing

samples, and interviews with both current WFs and

a member of the law school’s legal research and

writing faculty. Once selected, WFs serve for one
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Making Workshops Work (for Everyone): 
Creating and Capturing a Student-Driven Writing
Workshop Series

1 GW Law School uses West’s TWEN (The West Education

Network®) courseware to supplement classroom offerings. The

Writing Center has its own TWEN page and all first-year GW Law

students are encouraged to join the page to sign up for writing

conferences and workshops, and to access resources we house there.

2 The Writing Center colloquially refers to writing fellows as

“WFs” in internal communication and we will use this abbreviation

throughout this paper.
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academic year and may reapply for a second year.

They meet weekly for a one-hour class session 

with the director of the Writing Center, where they

discuss conferencing techniques and strategies as

well as details of the first-year students’ writing

assignments. 

B. Visions and Goals for a Writing Workshop

Series

When we began planning the Writing Center

curriculum for 2009–10, we decided to reintroduce 

a series of workshops hosted by the WFs. Such

workshops had intermittently been part of the

Writing Center in earlier years, but had never 

been a formal component of the Writing Center’s

offerings. We envisioned offering one-hour

workshops on topics ranging widely from 

“bread-and-butter” legal writing topics including

developing statements of fact and legal reasoning

through analogy, to more practical topics such as

exam writing, workload management, and case

briefing to help first-year students adjust to law

school.3

We had a variety of pedagogical goals for the

workshops. For the entire law school student body,

but particularly for the 1L students, we wanted to

expand the reach of the Writing Center to more

students than was possible through traditional one-

on-one writing conferences. For the WFs, we hoped

to develop their speaking and presentation skills

and give them new insights that they could take

back to their one-on-one conferences. Finally, we

hoped to capture the institutional knowledge

generated by the workshops, and to make available

videos and other materials to future generations of

students and WFs as a resource.

III. Floating the Boat: The Fall Writing
Workshop Series in Action

The Fall Writing Workshop Series was, by several

measures, extremely successful. WFs hosted 26

workshops that were attended by hundreds of

students.4 Twenty of these workshops were

videotaped and made available online. Despite our

successes, our close examination of the workshop

series revealed that improvement is possible. 

At the end of the semester we conducted a survey 

of the WFs to gauge their reaction to the writing

workshops. We also talked informally with a number

of WFs about their experiences and the student co-

author of this paper hosted two different workshops.5

To gauge the attendees’ response to the workshops,

we posted and publicized a survey on the Writing

Center’s TWEN page at the end of the semester, 

but only received a handful of responses. We also

contacted several first-year students and conducted

telephone interviews to determine, even if

anecdotally, how successful the workshops were.

This article is based on this combination of direct,

anecdotal, and survey evidence and is divided into

three sections: first, an examination of the WFs’

experience, then an exploration of the 1Ls’

experience, and finally a discussion of the capture

and future use of the workshop content.

A. WFs Are Their Own Captains: Topics, Titles, 

and Formats

The content, format, and logistical details of the

workshops were left up to the discretion of the

individual WFs. We gave the WFs a list of potential

topics, loosely organized around the first-year

students’ syllabus, and gave them the option of

hosting a workshop either individually or with a

partner. WFs were responsible for advertising 

the workshops and many used fliers and posted

announcements on the law school student portal. 

We encouraged returning 3L WFs to host workshops

early in the semester, both because of their
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3 A complete list of workshop titles is included in an appendix at

the end of this article. 

4 Four hundred and nine students signed up to attend workshops,

but actual attendance numbers may have varied. Further, these are

not necessarily unique students as some may have attended more

than one workshop. 

5 The first workshop, entitled “The Power of Fusion: Effective

Analysis and Synthesis of Legal Rules,” was hosted with a partner,

while the second workshop, entitled “Shooting Baskets: Crafting

Effective Application Sections,” was hosted alone.
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experience and to allow first-time WFs a chance to

acclimate to the WF experience before hosting

workshops. Early topics included workshops on

core legal writing subjects, such as “The Power of

Fusion: Effective Analysis and Synthesis of Legal

Rules” and “Trick or TREAT,”6 as well as workshops

on more practical topics such as “Managing the 1L

Workload” and “Briefing Cases.” These early

workshops were extremely popular with the first-

year students and were either full or nearly full.7

Although the initial workshops were very heavily

attended by the first-year students, often without

significant advertising, by the end of the semester

attendance at the workshops declined.8

At the midpoint of the semester, as the first-year

students prepared for their midterm exams, 

WFs prepared workshops entitled “Mastering the

Midterm” and “Getting to Maybe: Exam Writing

Tips.” These workshops were very popular and 

had the highest attendance levels for the entire

semester.9Additional workshops were given on

basic writing topics such as “Grammar and

Punctuation” and “Editing and Polishing.” Other

notable workshops included presentations on 

the research aspect of the legal writing process,

including the well-attended “Tips for Efficient

Online Research” and workshops on very specific

aspects of the legal writing paradigm, including

“Perfecting Case Analysis in the ‘A’ Section”10

and “Making Good Use of Direct Quotes and

Parentheticals.”

There was significant variation in the formats of 

the presentations. Most WFs used a PowerPoint

presentation for all or part of their workshop, but

many developed interesting interactive sections of

their lesson plans. These activities ranged from

small-group exercises to working with actual drafts

provided by the attendees. Almost all workshops

incorporated some form of question-and-answer

section, and both WFs and attendees reported that

the Q&A sections of the workshops were the most

beneficial.11One WF reported, anecdotally, that

students preferred an interactive environment and

noted that they didn’t like workshops that “just

repeated LRW class.”12

B. “The More Experience We Can Get, the Better”:

The WFs’ Perspective
13

WFs in follow-up surveys and interviews

mentioned three primary benefits to hosting 

the workshops. First, WFs felt that conducting

workshops allowed them to focus on the bigger

picture of legal writing concepts outside of the

narrow concerns of the assigned legal writing

problems. Second, WFs reported that they were 

able to use the insights gained while preparing and

delivering their workshops to refine their one-on-

one conferences to better serve the needs of the

students. Third, the workshops gave WFs an

opportunity to develop teaching, speaking, and

presentation skills different from those gained

through one-on-one conferences.
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6 TREAT is the acronym the textbook used by legal research and

writing (LRW) professors at GW Law uses to describe the process of

legal reasoning. Similar to “IRAC,” it stands roughly for Thesis, Rule,

Explanation, Application, and Thesis (restated as Conclusion).

7 None of the seven workshops given during the first month of the

semester was less than half full and four of them were completely full.

8Workshops on “Managing the 1L Workload” and “The Power of

Fusion: Effective Analysis and Synthesis of Legal Rules” given during

the first week of classes were fully booked as was a workshop on

“Editing and Polishing Legal Writing.” However, by late October a

workshop on “Grammar and Punctuation” only had five students

sign up out of 12 available slots and a workshop on “Time

Management and Writer’s Block” had five students sign up out 

of 30 available spots. 

9 Three midterm-related workshops were held in larger

classrooms to accommodate demand. A total of 131 students 

signed up for these workshops.

10 The “A” section in TREAT, the legal writing paradigm at 

GW Law, is the Application section, where the legal writer makes

connections between the facts of the problem and the facts and law

of precedential cases and shows how, because of factual similarities

(or differences), a particular outcome is compelled (or not).

11 Interview with 1L Ben Grillot, Dec. 12–16, 2009. The attendees

came to the workshop with questions and used the Q&A section of

the workshop to get direct responses to particular concerns.

12WF comment from end-of-semester survey. On file with the

authors.

13WF comment from end-of-semester survey. On file with the

authors.
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In a typical one-on-one conference in the Writing

Center, a student and WF work closely with text the

student has prepared for a legal writing assignment.

In contrast, the workshop format provided WFs

with an opportunity to step back and explain broad

concepts without being tied to a particular set of

facts or law. As one WF wrote in a survey: “[The

workshop] provided an opportunity to creatively

plan a lesson and communicate with a larger

audience. I found it to be a great opportunity 

to get students thinking about legal writing in

advance and outside of the context of a particular

assignment.”14

Further, our survey results consistently showed that

WFs developed new ways of explaining concepts 

and were able to take these insights back to their 

one-on-one appointments. As one WF wrote: 

“I’ve found it helpful to use several of the analogies

that I developed for the workshop in my individual

appointments.”15Other WFs noted that the

workshops provided them with a way to get a 

sense of the general concerns and issues that 

first-year students were facing. As one WF put it,

they “became more aware of potential problems

that students were facing and [ ] how to address

these issues.”16

Finally, some WFs even recognized that the

workshop format allowed them to develop their

speaking and presentation skills.17Developing 

these skills in the WFs was our goal, but we didn’t

expect all of the WFs to notice. The fact that some

reported this as a specific benefit of hosting the

workshops is evidence that the workshops

accomplished our goal of aiding the hosts as 

well as the attendees.

C. Workshop “Life Rafts”: The Attendees’

Perspective
18

Based on survey and anecdotal evidence, we found

that the workshops were helpful to the first-year

students in two ways: first, they quelled anxiety

about law school, and second, they provided students

a way to develop legal research and writing skills in 

a less formal setting. In the words of one first-year

survey respondent: “I think the workshops are great,

some are better than others, but with time I think

they’ll all be very helpful. I definitely think I did

better on the memo in part because of my

attendance at several workshops.” 

In interviews, students stated that the workshops

helped alleviate early-semester anxiety and were a

“life raft” during the first few weeks of school.19

This function, aside from the substantive content of

the workshops, is important and reinforces the idea

that the Writing Center is a friendly, accessible place,

staffed by knowledgeable peers. By fostering the

image of writing workshops as life rafts for first-year

students, the Writing Center will likely benefit from

an increase in interest in its services and a resulting

substantive improvement in the quality of students’

writing skills.

In the workshops hosted by the student author 

of this paper, students were very engaged and

interactive. The questions they asked showed a

serious interest in learning and, on occasion, the 

WF even saw students’ eyes light up as they gained

insight into an issue. The informal nature of the

workshops, with plenty of room for give and take

between the WF and students, led to a relaxed

dialogue that was quite unlike either a classroom

setting or a one-on-one writing conference.

D. Keeping a Log: Capturing the Workshops for

Future Generations

No sooner did we announce the launch of the Fall

Writing Workshop Series then a steady stream of

requests came in asking us to record the workshops
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14 Comment from Writing Fellow Survey. Another writing fellow

wrote: “[Workshops required] prepping concrete examples to give to

students that are simple and disengaged from their memo topics so

that they can focus on the writing concepts instead of the law.”

15 Comment from Writing Fellow Survey. Another writing fellow

found that in one-on-one conferences they “use some of the stuff

from [their] slides to teach rule synthesis and E sections now.” Still

another wrote that they “learned a new technique for explaining

TREAT that [they] hadn’t previously considered.”

16 Comment from Writing Fellow Survey.

17Writing fellow comment: “[I learned] general presentation

[and] public speaking skills.”

18 Interview with student Ben Grillot, Dec. 16, 2009. Notes on file

with authors.

19 Interview with student Ben Grillot, Dec. 16, 2009. Notes on file

with authors.
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and make them available online. We liked the idea

immediately; it complemented our vision of

making writing resources available online in the

newly created law school Online Writing Lab

(OWL), it was an easy way to build institutional

memory of the work of the Writing Center, and it

opened up the workshops to far more students than

we could accommodate in any given live, in-person

session. 

Our initial hurdles included (1) ensuring that 

the WF workshop hosts felt comfortable being

recorded and having those recordings made

available online to the greater law school

community; (2) advertising the existence of the

workshop recordings so that students knew that

they were available as a resource; and (3) working

out the logistics between the law school media

center, the IT department, and TWEN to get the

workshops recorded, uploaded to the Internet, 

and posted to the Writing Center TWEN page for

general consumption. 

The first hurdle—ensuring that WFs were

comfortable with being recorded—turned out 

to be a nonissue. We sent the WFs an e-mail letting

them know that all workshops would be recorded

and posted online unless a particular WF objected

to that practice, in which case we would refrain

from recording that particular workshop. No WF

voiced an objection, and many actually followed 

up with the media center on their own to ensure 

the workshop was set up to be recorded at the

appropriate time and place. 

The second hurdle—advertising the availability of

the workshop recordings—was somewhat more

challenging. We sent messages to all of the LRW

professors and dean’s fellows20 notifying them

about the recorded workshops and asking them to

pass the message along to their students. We also

encouraged WFs to mention the recordings to the

attendees of their workshops. Due to the small

number of survey responses obtained from

workshop attendees, we don’t have a full under -

standing of how many people were aware that

recordings of the workshops were available. Of five

attendees that we got feedback from on this issue,

three knew that the workshops were recorded and

two did not. Of the three who knew, one watched a

recording and the other two did not. Both people

who did not know about the recordings reported

that they would have watched one or more had 

they known. 

That left us with the third hurdle: logistics.

Recording the workshops and making them

available online was more administratively

burdensome than we expected. However, because

the process was so particular to the way the media

center is structured at GW, a detailed discussion

isn’t relevant here. Despite the challenges, we

recorded and posted 20 out of 26 workshops,

including two midterm-related workshops that 

we posted within 24 hours. 

Technological challenges cropped up along the way

as well. Sound quality on the recordings was often

poor, and the PowerPoint presentations rarely

showed up visibly. Because recordings were

automatically programmed, they frequently started

several minutes prior to when the workshops

actually began, resulting in several minutes of “dead

air” at the beginning where it is possible to overhear

student and WF conversations. The recordings were

made available in a format that was slow to load

and buffer and that offered no good way to skip

ahead to particular segments of the workshop

content. Finally, for a time, the recordings appeared

to only be viewable on certain Web browsers,

though that problem resolved itself midway

through the semester.

Perhaps the most unexpected challenge concerned

an e-mail we received from one of the WF hosts.

The WF wrote to disclose that during his workshop

he had used some profanity in connection with an

insult about the LRW program, and wanted to

make us aware of it in case we needed to censor that

portion of the recording. Unfortunately, censoring

only a snippet of the recording was not logistically

feasible, so we needed to decide whether to post or
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20 Dean’s fellows are third-year law students who teach research

and citation to first-year students as part of the legal research and

writing curriculum. 
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not post the entire workshop. After watching the

recording in question and discussing the issue with

the directors of the LRW program, we decided that

the benefit to students of making the content of the

workshop available online outweighed the negative

comments made by the WF host, and we posted 

the recording in full. Since posting it we have not

received any feedback on the recording, and we are

not aware of any negative effects of our having

posted it. 

IV. Trimming the Sails: Lessons Learned and
Ideas for the Future

Going forward, our goals for the Writing Workshop

Series remain the same: to expand our offerings of

peer-to-peer writing instruction to the law school

community, improve the lesson planning and

presentation skills of the WFs, and capture the

collective knowledge for future generations of

students and WFs. We have, however, through this

first semester of implementation learned important

lessons and will adjust course accordingly for 

the future. 

We will continue to give the WFs significant

autonomy in planning the workshops while giving

them access to examples from this semester. WFs

will be explicitly encouraged to bring what they

learned in the workshop setting into their one-on-

one conferences and WF classroom time may be

spent sharing such experiences. WFs may be asked

to journal or write about their workshop experience

to give us even more insight into what is working

and not working. 

To improve our awareness of attendee student

concerns we will, for all future workshops, be 

sure to collect survey data along the way. Even if

relatively few students complete these surveys, they

will still provide important insight into students’

needs and concerns. Further, to improve attendance

we will be sure that WFs are aware of first-year

student schedules and encourage them to plan the

workshops accordingly. 

We will encourage WFs to focus their workshops on

practical topics and will develop ways to market and

publicize more “bread-and-butter” topics to make

them appear as dynamic and interesting as possible.

Finally, we plan to be more explicit in stressing to the

WFs the importance of being aware that, as hosts of

workshops that are being seen by hundreds of

students live and countless more on the recordings

we make available online, they are serving as long-

term ambassadors of the Writing Center and the

entire LRW program. As such, they must choose

their language carefully when hosting workshops.

As for capturing the content of the workshops for

future viewing, we plan to do a more thorough job 

of advertising the recordings, including using a flier

campaign around the law school to publicize the

online availability of the workshops. We plan to work

closely with the law school media center to explore

ways to cut steps out of the process of recording and

posting the workshops. We will also work to improve

the quality and format of the recordings. We hope to

find a program that allows for quick and easy editing

of the videos, and we want to set up the videos with

“chapters” so that students can easily skip to different

portions of a workshop. We are also exploring the

possibility of creating our own GW Law Writing

Center YouTube channel as a place to centrally house

all of our multimedia content. 

Our vision is that in the fall of 2010, as a new crop of

anxious first-year students arrives on campus, they

will be met by a new set of fliers advertising another

year of the GW Law Writing Center’s Writing

Workshop Series. The fact that the workshops 

are recorded and available online will be widely

publicized. At the end of each workshop, attendees

will be presented with a survey to gauge their

response and collect ideas for improvement. And a

new team of WFs will sharpen their lesson-planning

and presentation skills as they build a new series of

workshops for current and future generations of 

law students. 
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Appendix: Fall 2009 Workshop Titles in

Chronological Order 

• The Power of Fusion: Effective Analysis and

Synthesis of Legal Rules 

• Managing the 1L Workload

• 1L 101: Tips on Briefing Cases, Managing Your

Workload, and More

• Trick or TREAT: Learning the Tricks of the 

TREAT Paradigm

• Now! That’s What I Call a Q&A Session: 

How to Write Effective Questions Presented 

• Editing and Polishing 

• TREAT Yourself to Success: Unlocking the

Fundamentals of TREAT

• Diamonds in the Rough: Tips for More Effectively

Conducting Online Research

• Shooting Baskets: Crafting Effective Application

Sections

• Grammar Workshop

• Getting to Maybe: Exam Writing Tips from 2009

GW Law Order of the Coif Graduates

• Mastering the Midterm

• Burn the Fat: Making Strategic Choices in Fact

and Law

• Organizing and Synthesizing Independent

Research

• Facing the Facts: How to Write a Top-Notch

Statement of Facts

• Writing the Question Presented and How it Leads

to the “T” in TREAT

• Techniques for Perfecting Case Analysis and

Comparisons in the Application Section

• Grammar and Punctuation

• Making Good Use of Direct Quotes and

Parentheticals

• Getting to the Finish on an Hour a Day: 

Time Management and Writer’s Block

• Tying It All Together: Putting the Finishing

Touches on Your Writing 

• It’s Going to Be Okay: Tactics to Get You 

Through Exam Season

• Making the Grade: Tips on Successful Outlining

and Exam-Taking Techniques

© 2010 Iselin Gambert and Ben Grillot
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Another Perspective

“It is six in the morning and a law student is walking her dog before beginning a full day of classes.
Across town a few hours later, a classmate rushes onto a crowded subway train, forced to stand
sandwiched between strangers during his commute to school. That afternoon, an evening student sits 
in rush hour traffic, hoping to make it into the city in time for class. Later that night, a student jogs on a
treadmill at the gym after a long day of school. What do all of these students have in common? They are
learning by listening to their professors’ podcasts. Even though they are located in different places, at
different times of the day, while their hands or eyes may not be free to open a book to study, they can
still listen and learn. This Article discusses how and why professors can use podcasts to enhance their
students’ education. Podcasts provide students with an opportunity to listen to their professor outside of
the time and space constraints of the classroom. … [I]t illustrates how professors can use podcasts as a
teaching tool to reach today’s multi-tasking, technology-savvy student in a different way than traditional
classroom teaching methods. Now instead of just listening to rock, pop, jazz, country, or any other
musical genre, students can add their law school podcasts to their playlist.”

—Kathleen Elliott Vinson, What’s on Your Playlist? The Power of Podcasts as a Pedagogical Tool, 2009 U. Ill. J.L.
Tech. & Pol’y 405 (2005).  



By Lisa T. McElroy

Lisa T. McElroy is an Associate Professor of Law at 

The Earle Mack School of Law at Drexel University 

in Philadelphia, Pa.

Like many legal research and writing professors, 

I tell my students that they can forget pretty much

everything I teach them, if only they’ll remember

how important it is to update and verify their law.

I’m not usually a huge believer in war stories, but

when it comes to updating and verifying, I tell the

same anecdote every year. Every year, I see looks of

panic, then amusement, then understanding. Every

year, I see vast improvement in the students’ cite

checking. All it takes is this:

I was a junior associate in a big firm litigation

practice when a partner assigned me to work on a

brief for a pro bono criminal appeal. There was

little chance, he admitted, that our client could

prevail, so this opportunity would be an ideal one

for me to gain experience writing an appellate brief

and arguing the case before our state’s appeals

court. It was to be my first real appellate argument.

I poured my heart and soul into that brief. I wrote

that evidence had been improperly admitted at

trial, that our client’s rights had been prejudiced by

ineffective assistance of counsel, even that our client

was truly innocent of the crime of attempted rape.

True, I could not find a case that squarely supported

our arguments, but I did what lawyers do: I took the

available authority, stretched it as far as it ethically

could be stretched, and analogized the heck out of

our facts. The result? A brief that sounded credible,

a breathless associate poised and primed for oral

argument, a partner’s signature on the “Counsel for

the Appellant” line.

In the months that followed, I waited with

mounting excitement to hear from the court that

our oral argument had been scheduled. I checked

my mail every day and bugged my assistant to

death. “No, nothing today,” she would start to say,

sometimes before I even got the question out. “I’ll

tell you as soon as we get notice.”

She promised. She meant it. She would have told me,

had the notice come to me. As counsel of record,

however, the partner got the letter. His secretary

marked his calendar. He prepared for argument. 

He forgot all about me. 

Until the day before the argument.

“I’m so sorry, Lisa,” he said, daring to look me in the

eye, then quickly looking down. “I promise I’ll let

you do the next one. Meanwhile, will you moot me?

And will you sit at counsel table?”

As a junior associate, I knew the value of keeping my

mouth shut, of refraining from telling the partner

exactly what I thought about his failure to keep his

promise, of keeping my face studied and still. And so

I agreed. I prepped him and coached him, even up to

the 10 minutes before our oral argument, even as we

walked up to the courthouse.

Just as we climbed the courthouse steps, he asked,

“So, if I had to cite one case that says that our client

wins, what would it be?”

“We really don’t have a case like that,” I answered.

“Unfortunately, our guy doesn’t have much of a leg

to stand on.”

“That’s what I thought,” answered the partner, and

we entered the courtroom and sat down at counsel

table.

It wasn’t a very exciting day at the appeals court. 

The other cases calendared for that day were pretty

much like ours—dull stuff. There were no cases of

first impression, no hot button constitutional issues,

probably no appellants with much of a chance of

winning.

The only interesting thing? Opposing counsel. He

was Doogie Howser in lawyer form. He was so green,
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I doubt that he had ever shaved. What’s more, 

it was clear that it was his first appellate argument,

because his entire extended family was sitting in the

courtroom. He was wearing a brand new suit, his

hair was slicked down, and he was compulsively

arranging and rearranging his file folders on the

table in front of him.

Our case was called. My boss stood up. “May it

please the court …” he began.

“Counsel,” one of the judges bellowed. “Let me 

see if I have the facts in this case straight. Your 

client was convicted of attempted rape. He was

apprehended by a police officer in the middle 

of the Boston Common, at 2:00 in the morning,

with his pants around his ankles and his private

parts exposed, on top of a woman who was yelling

‘help, help!’ Is this correct?”

“Yes, your honor,” my boss answered. “But you 

see, the trial court judge improperly admitted

evidence …”

“But, counsel,” the same judge interrupted. “Isn’t it

true that your client was found by a police officer in

the middle of the Boston Common, at 2:00 in the

morning, with his pants around his ankles and his

private parts exposed, on top of a woman who was

yelling ‘help, help!’?”

“Yes, your honor,” my boss said smoothly.

“However, trial counsel was clearly ineffective …”

“Counsel! I fail to see how you could possibly 

argue that this wasn’t an attempted rape, whatever

counsel did or didn’t do at trial!” The judge was

getting pretty mad. Another judge had his face in

his hands and was shaking with laughter. The third

judge was already perusing the briefs for the next

impossible case. Doogie Howser was looking smug

and self-impressed.

“OK, counsel. Here’s a question for you. Give me

one case that says your client wins.”

My boss looked at me, then at his notes, then at 

the judge. “Well, your honor, I think it would be a

mistake to limit our analysis in this complex matter

to a single authority. …”

“Sit down, counsel!” The judge’s face turned 

beet red. 

He turned to Doogie Howser.1

“Mr. Howser, what do you have to say?”

Doogie buttoned his suit jacket and folded his

hands on the podium. “Your honor,” he began. 

“You just asked my brother to cite to a single case

that says that his client’s conviction should be

overturned. He could not offer one. However, the

case of Commonwealth v. Jones2 is controlling in

this case, and according to Jones, the conviction

should be affirmed.”

The grandparents in the gallery beamed. The 

angry judge nodded. The laughing judge looked up.

Doogie focused his attention on the laughing 

judge, making eye contact, just as he had

undoubtedly been taught in legal methods 

about 10 months before.

The laughing judge looked at Doogie long and

hard. 

“Yes, counsel,” he said, no longer laughing. “But 

that case has been overruled.”

Doogie gulped. The gallery hushed. The angry

judge looked angrier than ever.

“Uh, well …” Doogie said. “Actually … OK. But,

your honor, the appellant was apprehended by a

police officer in the middle of the Boston Common,

at 2:00 in the morning, with his pants around his

ankles and his private parts exposed, on top of a

woman who was yelling ‘help, help!’”

“I rest on my brief.” Doogie sat.

“The case is submitted,” said the angry judge. 

The courtroom cleared.

On the way out, I couldn’t help looking back 

at a dejected Doogie, surrounded now by aunts 

and uncles and cousins twice removed. I turned 

to my boss. 
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2 Not the real name of the case; to be honest, I can’t remember 

it for my life.



“You know what I’m going to say, don’t you?”

“Just wait until we get out of the building!”

As soon as we hit pavement, I started in. “You

should have let me argue it! I couldn’t have done

any worse than Doogie did!”

“Well, Doogie had better hope that his boss 

wasn’t there. If she was, he’s toast. He’ll be sending

out resumes by mid-afternoon. And I sure ain’t

hiring him.”

At this point in the story, I ask the students, “What

do you think happened?”

The answers vary. “He got fired.” “He got disbarred.”

“His grandma disowned him.”

“Maybe,” I answer. “I really don’t know. I never ran

into Doogie again. I’ll tell you what, though, I sure

wouldn’t have wanted to be in his shoes. Can you

imagine having to appear before the appeals court,

or any court, again after that? Can you imagine

what happened to his reputation in the

community? How easy would it have been 

for him to avoid such a critical error?”

A great discussion always ensues. We discuss the

importance of looking up every case, using a citator

to update right before filing a brief, and checking

one more time just before oral argument.

Of course, then I always get the obvious question. 

It always comes from the wisecracking student who

likes a good laugh.

“Who won?”

It breaks my heart to tell them that, however much

Doogie may have screwed up, my client never stood 

a chance.

After all, he was apprehended by a police office in 

the middle of the Boston Common, at 2:00 in the

morning, with his pants around his ankles and his

private parts exposed, on top of a woman who was

yelling “help, help!”

However poor the other side’s lawyering, there was

just nothing the appeals court could do with those

facts. It affirmed the conviction without an opinion.

But I know, and my class takes to heart, that Doogie

may have won the battle, but he lost the war.

© 2010 Lisa T. McElroy
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Another Perspective

“When people believe the work they are doing is meaningful, they are happier; when work loses its
meaning and workers do not feel they are making a difference, they are more dissatisfied. One of the
most important ways to make law students feel that they matter is to make them feel as though they
have embarked on a noble journey. This is no easy task in an era of lawyer jokes and references to
ambulance-chasers, when public opinion polls show respect for lawyers ranking only ahead of used 
car salespersons.

We honor our students’ choice of law as a career by offering courses, and content within courses, that
show lawyers as justice seekers, justice givers, and problem solvers. History has provided us examples 
of hero-lawyers, lawyers who have served their clients and their communities well. We need to tell their
stories. We need to inspire. We need to emphatically reject the notion of law as an amoral profession.
Take law students back to the aspirations in the personal statements they wrote for their applications 
to law school. Remind them of their heroes.”

—Nancy Levit & Douglas O. Linder, Happy Law Students, Happy Lawyers, 58 Syracuse L. Rev. 351, 371–72
(2008). 



Teachable Moments … is a regular feature of

Perspectives designed to give teachers an opportunity 

to describe techniques or strategies for presenting a

particular research or writing topic to their students.

Readers are invited to submit their own “teachable

moments” to the editors of the column: Elizabeth

Edinger, The Catholic University of America, e-mail:

edinger@law.edu, or Craig T. Smith, Vanderbilt

University, e-mail: craig.smith@law.vanderbilt.edu. 

By Debora Person

Debora Person is the Administrative Law Librarian at

the George William Hopper Law Library, University of

Wyoming College of Law, in Laramie.

At the University of Wyoming College of Law, the

law librarians run a 12-week introduction to legal

research course for the 1L students during their 

first semester. The class meets once a week for 50

minutes, and because we are from a rural state, we

have continued to introduce students to primary

and secondary sources in both paper and electronic

formats. Students do introductory in-library

exercises each week, and for several weeks they 

also compile a research journal, with in-library

timed quizzes at the end of the 12 weeks. This

introductory course is labor-intensive for students

and librarians alike. 

For years student evaluations complained that there

was too much work for one credit. Each fall, I tried

to preempt their frustration by explaining that

while the work required was substantial, effective

legal research requires practice—and they will

continue to refine their research skills throughout

their legal careers. I encouraged students to see that

the true value of this course cannot be measured by

the credit given. They didn’t buy this explanation.

Concerned that students would reduce their efforts

because of the one-credit nature of the course, I

changed my strategy. I now assign two preliminary

readings that highlight the importance of learning

to research effectively. The first is an excellent law

review article by Marguerite Butler, Rule 11-

Sanctions and a Lawyer’s Failure to Conduct

Competent Legal Research.1 Butler describes the

historical background of Rule 11 of the Federal

Rules of Civil Procedure and the possible sanctions

that can be applied by the courts. She cites cases

where attorneys have been sanctioned under Rule

11 or jurisdiction-equivalent rules. She discusses the

reasons for the sanctions and includes details about

them, including fines, fee shifting, reprimands, and

“‘ordering the attorney who violated the rule to

circulate, in his or her firm, a copy of the opinion 

in which the pleadings were criticized.’”2 The

second reading is a federal district court case from

Pennsylvania, Total Television.3 In Total Television,

the judge dismisses the case and orders the young

attorney, who has exhibited inadequate research

skills in several previous cases in the district, to

meet with the judge to “determine what corrective

steps will best enable him to provide this court and

others with adequate legal research in the future.”4

During our first class session, I briefly explain the

importance of Rule 11, that counsel must have a

reasonable basis in fact and law for any pleading.

Then we discuss the article, highlighting sections

where attorney actions have drawn sanctions. 

I point out the obvious—that these decisions, once

distributed, are available for the world of legal

researchers, including prospective employers. 

After this discussion, we examine the class syllabus

and talk about the one credit they will earn after

successfully completing the 12-week course. These
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Teachable Moments …

Using Rule 11 Sanctions to Persuade First-
Year Students to Focus on Legal Research

1Marguerite L. Butler, Rule 11-Sanctions and a Lawyer’s Failure

to Conduct Competent Legal Research, 29 Cap. U. L. Rev. 681 (2002). 

2 Id. at 693.

3 Total Television Entm’t Corp. v. Chestnut Hill Village Assoc., 

145 F.R.D. 375 (E.D. Pa. 1992).

4 Id. at 387.



readings serve as testimonials, substituting for

inviting local attorneys into class to talk about 

how necessary it is to develop good research and

writing skills. Exposure to these readings persuades

students that learning how to use legal resources

effectively will be beneficial throughout their

careers. 

During the course of the semester I refer back to

these readings. When we discuss secondary sources,

they are excellent examples to help distinguish

secondary sources from primary sources. The Rule

11-Sanctions article, typical of law review articles,

has 225 footnotes referencing a variety of cases,

statutes, court rules, and other secondary sources.

Students easily identify the function of secondary

sources in commenting on a specific area of law 

and collecting a wide array of resources for future

reference. They require only a brief reference to the

law review article and the Total Television case to be

able to identify the differences between secondary

and primary resources. 

When we explore statutes and court rules, I remind

the students that we have already seen court rules in

action when we examined Rule 11 of the Federal

Rules of Civil Procedure. This helps provide 

context as we talk about rules of civil and criminal

procedure for federal and state courts. 

I admit freely to my incoming students that my

intent in assigning these readings is to shock them.

Courts recognize the harm of poor research 

and have a duty, according to the rules of their

jurisdiction, to sanction attorneys who fail to

conduct competent research. These readings, the

class discussions, and the assignments over the

semester effectively persuade students that the

introduction to legal research course is worth 

much more than the one credit that will appear 

on their transcripts. 

© 2010 Debora Person
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Brutal Choices in Curricular Design ... is a regular

feature of Perspectives, designed to explore the difficult

curricular decisions that teachers of legal research and

writing courses are often forced to make in light of the

realities of limited budgets, time, personnel, and other

resources. Readers are invited to comment on the

opinions expressed in this column and to suggest other

“brutal choices” that should be considered in future

issues. Please submit material to Helene Shapo,

Northwestern University School of Law, e-mail: 

h-shapo@law.northwestern.edu, or Kathryn Mercer, 

Case Western Reserve University School of Law, 

e-mail: klm7@case.edu. 

By Sue Payne
1

Sue Payne is a Clinical Assistant Professor of Law at

Northwestern University School of Law in Chicago, Ill.

She teaches an upper-level seminar called basics 

of contract drafting for J.D., J.D.M.B.A., and L.L.M.

students. She also has taught the contract drafting

module described in this article to first-year law

students as part of their communication and legal

reasoning course. Professor Payne’s book, Basic

Contract Drafting: A Narrative Approach, is

forthcoming from Aspen. 

I. Introduction

When I began teaching at Northwestern University

School of Law in 2005, Northwestern already had

incorporated a brief introduction to contract

drafting into the two-semester communication 

and legal reasoning (CLR) course taken by its

approximately 240 first-year law students. In a

sense, the brutal curricular design choice had been

made for me: I was to continue teaching something

about contract drafting to all of the first-year

students in two or three class periods purloined

from their CLR professors’ tightly packed calendars. 

For efficiency’s sake, as one professor with 240

students, I knew that I would have to lecture. I have

never enjoyed lecturing very much because when 

I look into the faces of a large audience they really

do resemble a sea, rising to engulf me in a wave of

expectation. Therefore, from the start, I knew that 

I would have to make my “lecture” as interactive as

possible. While I was thinking about how to do that,

I also began to wonder whether it would be possible

(and pedagogically sound) to ask the students to

draft a contract. I wanted the first-year students to

do more than dip their toes in the transactional law

pool; I hoped that I could teach them to swim a bit. 

II. Scheduling and Marketing the Contract
Drafting Module

In two semesters, our CLR professors must teach

legal research, reasoning, and analysis; objective and

persuasive writing (from closed memorandum

through trial or appellate brief); plus oral

argument. Together, we had to figure out the best

way to incorporate the contract drafting module

into their calendars. I needed to co-opt at least two

of their 90-minute class periods separated by two

weeks’ time, which would allow for the students to

draft contracts. In the fall semester, the students are

adjusting to law school and beginning to learn the

important basic skills of legal research, reasoning,

and analysis. Therefore, we chose to offer the

contract drafting module in the spring, when the

students have a bit more experience and may be a

little less overwhelmed. 

The CLR professors were eager to make it work,

but, in truth, they still had to “fit me in” to their

curriculum. This shoehorn effect was what the

students were likely to experience as well. Since the

CLR professors ultimately had to “sell” the contract

drafting module to the students, they suggested 

that I prepare some talking points addressing why

Northwestern wanted to introduce all of the first-

year students to contract drafting. 
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Teaching Contract Drafting to First-Year
Law Students in Three Hours or Less

Brutal Choices in Curricular Design…

1 Professor Payne delivered a brief version of this article as a 

10-minute talk at the Legal Writing Institute Conference in the

summer of 2008.



“Many law

students will

become

transactional

attorneys (as

opposed to

litigators) and 

will need to have

basic contract

drafting skills.”

Ultimately, I combined three CLR sections into one,

teaching between 75 and 90 students per module.

Obviously, this was not an optimal number of

students. I attempted to manage this problem by

assigning the students to teams, which had the added

benefit of reinforcing Northwestern’s commitment

to developing teamwork skills as a “foundational

competency” of legal education.5 I divided the

students into teams of five, mixing them up across

CLR sections so that they would have at least some

teammates who were not in their CLR section. 

I assigned team names (usually the names of my

favorite rock bands, poets, or artists) and posted the

team lists on the doors outside of the classroom,

along with the directive “Please sit with your team.”

Inside the classroom, I set up small table easels and

printed the team names on cards set up on the easels. 

B. To Assign or Not to Assign Reading in Advance

Because the students would be spending so little class

time on contract drafting, I did not want to force

them to purchase a book. While I could have posted

reading assignments for them on their Blackboard

sites, I knew that the students were busy completing

other CLR assignments and I hoped to minimize

their perception that the contract drafting module

was an additional burden. I wanted them to

approach it with interest and not worry too much

about it ahead of time. Therefore, I did not assign

any reading material in advance. 

Instead, I prepared a packet of materials to be

handed out at the end of Class I and posted on the

students’ Blackboard sites. The packet contained a

model contract entitled “Leaf Disposal Services

Agreement,” a handout about basic contract drafting

concepts and the verbs used to express them, an

outline of the contract that the students would 

be drafting between Classes I and II, and a

comprehensive contract drafting checklist.
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This is what I said: Law schools are being called

upon to teach students how to produce the

documents that lawyers typically use in law

practice.2Many law students will become

transactional attorneys (as opposed to litigators)

and will need to have basic contract drafting skills.

Even litigators, who settle the vast majority of their

cases, will need to know how to draft settlement

agreements (which are contracts in their own

right). Also, litigators need to understand contract

design, especially if they will be handling litigation

involving contractual disputes. In short, contract

drafting is a critical lawyering skill that

Northwestern wants its students to learn.3

Given limited time, personnel, and other resources,

Northwestern has chosen to expose each first-year

law student to contract drafting through the

contract drafting module described here.4

III. The Contract Drafting Module: A Summary

A. So Many Students, So Little Time

As the professor in charge of teaching contract

drafting to all 240 first-year students, I initially

faced a sticky math problem. We had nine CLR

sections that all met at the same time. Theoretically,

I could teach them all at once if we happened to

have an available classroom large enough to hold

240 students. We did not. Moreover, I wanted to

give each CLR professor some control over when I

would teach the contract drafting module to his or

her class. Finally, I feared that having 240 students

in the class would dampen the interactive spirit and

force me to spend too much precious teaching time

on crowd control.

2 Roy Stuckey & Others, Best Practices for Legal Education (2007). 

3 Northwestern’s Plan 2008: Preparing Great Leaders for the

Changing World identifies “drafting, including the ability to draft

simple contracts” as a vital communication skill that all of its

graduates need. See <www.law.northwestern.edu/difference

/NorthwesternLawPlan2008.pdf>, p. 17.

4 In the fall of 2009, I taught the contract drafting module 

to one section of first-year law students in their contracts class.

Northwestern is in the process of evaluating this pilot project to

determine whether it works better to introduce students to contract

drafting in their contracts classes as opposed to in their CLR classes. 

5 In addition to recognizing contract drafting as a vital

communication skill for law school graduates, Northwestern’s 

Plan 2008 recommended that teamwork should be emphasized 

more frequently in existing courses, <www.law.northwestern.edu

/difference/NorthwesternLawPlan2008.pdf>, p. 18.



“Naked drafting

is what attorneys

must know how 

to do when a deal

involves provisions

for which there 

is no available

precedent.”

C. Creating a Basic Contract Drafting Assignment

for the Masses

Each year, I create a new contract drafting

assignment and use it for all 240 first-year students.

Before I give the students the assignment, I make

sure that I remind them of their obligations under

Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.1. 

If a client asks an attorney to draft a contract, 

the attorney must be “competent” to draft it. The

attorney can satisfy this competence requirement 

by “necessary study” or through “association 

with a lawyer of established competence.” I tell the

students that, for the purposes of this assignment,

they should view me as the “lawyer of established

competence.” 

Because the principles I teach the first-year students

are so basic, I believe that I can assign a contract

about any kind of simple purchase or services

transaction that does not require them to know 

a lot about a particular area of the law. Usually, 

I choose a subject that I believe the students will

find appealing because it is quirky or topical. Over

the years, I have asked the students to represent

corporations who provide exotic pet sitter services,

purchase golden doodle puppies from breeding

farms, publish self-help books, procure licenses to

publish the first photographs of celebrities’ babies,

and hire bloggers to write for blogging networks. 

I do quite a bit of research beforehand in order 

to appear to be the “lawyer of established

competence,” whom students can turn to when

drafting their contracts. My research culminates in

an outline of the contract that the students will be

required to draft and a detailed script for the client

interview they will conduct in order to learn the

details of the transaction. This assignment creation

phase is the most exhausting and time-consuming

part of preparing to teach the contract drafting

module. During my first year at Northwestern, 

I tried to create a new assignment for each CLR

section—an assignment related to the brief that the

students were writing during the spring semester.

While that effort arguably integrated the contract

drafting module into the CLR course more

smoothly, I decided that I could not continue 

it without getting a lot of help.

D. Contract Drafting Module Class I: Basic

Concepts and a Simple Deal

I begin Class I by handing out a one-page syllabus

summarizing the contract drafting module. In the

syllabus, I emphasize that the students are not to

use any outside sources to complete the contract

drafting assignment other than those I have

provided in the packet. This is how I handle the

elephant in the contract drafting classroom:

precedent. In practice, lawyers rarely draft contracts

without having a form or template in hand. 

A senior partner routinely hands her associate a

contract from another fully negotiated deal to use

as a model. I tell the students that, although I have

given them some precedent in their packets (the

Leaf Disposal Services Agreement and the outline

of the contract they are going to draft), I encourage

them to practice “naked drafting.” 

Naked drafting is what attorneys must know how to

do when a deal involves provisions for which there

is no available precedent. Naked drafting skills

apply to all types of contracts. The contract drafter

must know how to draft covenants, representations,

warranties, conditions, statements of discretionary

authority, and declarations. Tina L. Stark, in

Drafting Contracts: How and Why Lawyers Do

What They Do, identifies these concepts as some 

of the “building blocks” of contract drafting.

Additionally, she refers to the ability to determine

“which contract concept best reflects the business

deal” as a “translation skill.”6 I thank her for these

wonderfully effective metaphors, which I share

repeatedly with the students during the contract

drafting module. 

I usually begin Class I by talking about some 

basic writing principles that are important in

contract drafting. We discuss the importance of

remembering your audience, communicating in

plain English, and drafting in active voice. By briefly

touching on each of these basic principles at the

start, I hope to dispel any notions the first-year

students might share with one misguided student
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drafting module, at
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enrolled in my basics of contract drafting seminar

who complained, “But when I signed up for this

course, I thought we’d be drafting, not writing.” 

I then pass out 10 pieces of paper folded in half and

stapled shut. I give them out randomly and instruct

the students who receive them not to open them

until I call the number printed on the outside of

each paper. I tell the students that I am going to

take them through the model Leaf Disposal 

Services Agreement, showing them the essential

parts of the contract and highlighting how the

drafter translated the terms of the deal into

covenants, representations and warranties,

conditions, statements of discretionary authority,

and declarations. 

Turning to the first slide of my PowerPoint

presentation, I ask the student with card no. 1 to

open it and read what it says out loud to the class. 

It may say something like this: “Why do we give a

contract a title?” If the student hesitates or draws a

blank, I may say “Why do we give anything a title 

or a name?” Usually, this elicits an answer about

needing to identify the thing we label. I use the

student’s answer as a springboard to discussing

what makes a good title for a contract and how a

title can assist the contract’s audience(s), including

the busy executive who may have a stack of

contracts on her desk. 

I continue through the contract in this fashion,

calling on students with cards when a slide prompts

me to do so. Card no. 4 may correspond with the

Definitions article of the contract. Card no. 4 says

something like: “You are having an argument with a

friend, who comments, Now wait a minute. Let’s

make sure we’re both on the same page.What does

your friend mean?” The student’s response leads

into a discussion of how important it is to define

terms in a contract. 

Not every PowerPoint slide corresponds with 

a numbered card. Sometimes I embed a mini-

worksheet in the PowerPoint and ask the entire

class to call out answers to the questions posed. 

For example, I may do a whole slide requiring the

students to identify whether “shall” is used correctly

in the covenants listed. Using custom animation, 

I run one sentence at a time across the slide and 

the class calls out “yes” or “no.” If “shall” is used

incorrectly, I ask a volunteer to correct the sentence.

After we make our way swiftly through the entire

model Leaf Disposal Services Agreement (which

takes about 50 minutes of a 90-minute class), I tell

the students that they are about to meet a client who

needs them to draft a contract. Before the client

arrives, each team must choose a secretary, who will

take notes during the client interview. All of the

teams will question the client at once. The client will

call on the students/questioners by team name. 

I then leave the classroom (or simply turn around 

for a few moments) and return as the client. I play

the client myself in order to maintain control of the

assignment. Because I know the scenario so well, 

I can improvise answers to unexpected questions

without creating inconsistencies and without

overcomplicating the deal. I introduce myself and

pass out business cards containing basic information

about myself and my employer. In order to get things

started, I briefly outline who I am, what my company

does, and what kind of contract I need. 

Generally, things start out slowly, but, about 20

minutes into the 40-minute client interview, the

students catch fire. Every time I teach this contract

drafting module, at least one student asks me an

absolutely brilliant question that never occurred to

me when I was preparing my script. I enjoy seeing

the students fully engaged in thinking about a deal

and trying to find out what they need to know about

that deal in order to draft the contract. They are

acting the part of transactional attorneys, and, for

some of them, this is the first time they have had the

opportunity to assume that role.

When time runs out, I morph back into myself 

and tell the students that they can ask their client

additional questions by sending me e-mails. I will

collect the e-mails in batches and forward the

questions to the client. Later, I will post the client’s

answers on the Blackboard site. 
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contracts.”

E. Contract Drafting Module Class II: The Group

Critique 

During Class II, we work as a group to critique the

contracts that the students have drafted. Before

class, I skim all of the contracts, flagging with

stickers some examples of common issues and

errors. Having saved all of the contracts as Word

files on my computer, I can then cut and paste these

provisions into a PowerPoint presentation. Each

PowerPoint slide contains a provision from one of

the team’s contracts. Custom animation allows me

to run a question addressed to another team along

the bottom of the slide. For example, I might post

the following provision drafted by Team A: “The

Seller shall be paid $20,000 for the Paperweight.”

Along the bottom of the slide, I would run this

question addressed to Team B: “Can you redraft this

sentence in active voice?” Or, I might post Team B’s

provision: “The Seller represents and warrants that

she will wrap the Paperweight in bubble wrap and

ship it to the Buyer.” Along the bottom of the slide, 

I would run this question addressed to Team C: “Is

this an appropriate representation and warranty?” 

At the beginning of Class II, I tell the students to

close their laptops and give me their full attention.

This does not always make me popular! Then, 

I carefully set the stage for the group critique. I tell

the students that I will be projecting portions of

their contracts onto the screen but that I will not be

identifying which team drafted each provision. I ask

the students to focus on reviewing and analyzing

(critiquing) rather than expressing judgment or

disapproval (criticizing). I tell them that I trust they

understand the difference between saying “I think

that provision is ambiguous” and “I think that

provision sucks.” 

Class II of the module is lively and fun. The teams

buzz a bit when I post a provision, as they are trying

to figure out whether it comes from their own

contract. Then, when the question addressed to a

particular team appears on the bottom of the slide,

that team catches its collective breath and begins 

to think. Time is short, so if the thinking takes too

long, I may ask the team if they want to use a

“lifeline.” If they do, then I allow them to pass the

question on to another team. Frequently, a team

will voluntarily identify the provision as its own and

fix it or explain why they drafted it the way they did.

An interesting discussion ensues. Inevitably, we

laugh a lot, but with a generous spirit. I give the

students the credit for making this work by

respecting each other and acting like colleagues

rather than competitors.

IV. Grading the Contract Drafting Module

When I taught the contract drafting module for the

first time, I wanted the freedom not to grade the

contracts. With only approximately three to four

hours of instruction and minimal outside resources,

the students were asked to draft contracts on teams

in roughly 10 days’ time. Many of them faced the

major challenge of completing a brand new task

that amounted to learning a new language. Even if

some of them could master the skill of translating

business terms into appropriate contract concepts,

they still had to coordinate with their other team

members to produce a consistent, polished product.

I was convinced that adding the pressure of a grade

would tarnish the students’ experience without

necessarily giving them an incentive to create a

better product.

Of course, my “feeling” about not grading the

module was just that—a feeling, unsupported by

empirical research. When the assignment was not

graded, the gap between the best contracts and the

worst contracts seemed very wide. Some teams had

embraced the assignment; others had blown it off.

To avoid this disparity, beginning in my second

year, we decided to try grading the contracts. 

The decision to grade the contracts truly was a

brutal choice. Given my teaching load, I could not

read and comment on all 48 of the 1L contracts.

Therefore, I had to find and train teaching assistants

to do the initial critique of each contract, which I

would then review and edit before assigning a final

grade. I hired two teaching assistants and borrowed

three others from the CLR professors. I gave each

TA copies of everything in the packet that I had

handed out to the first-year students at the end of

Class I. I also gave each TA a copy of the script I had

prepared for the client interview, along with the
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client’s answers to questions posed by the students

in the interim between Classes I and II. 

After the TAs reviewed the script and the materials

in the packet, I held a training session to go over 

the assignment and the basic contract drafting

principles I taught during Class I of the module.

During the training session, I also gave the TAs a

rubric to use when grading the contract. I asked the

TAs to focus specifically on whether the students

had accomplished the goals set forth in the rubric,

which included the following questions. Did they

follow the directions in the contract outline

contained in their packets? Did they translate the

business terms into appropriate contract concepts,

using appropriate verbs? Did they produce a

polished product? 

I did not ask the TAs to assign points or final

grades; rather, I requested that they read the

contract, fill in the rubric, summarize the contract’s

strong and weak points, and assign a tentative “gut”

grade. The summary of strong and weak points

provided the basis for the summary comments that

I would draft after skimming each contract and its

associated rubric. For quality control purposes,

after each TA critiqued one contract, I reviewed the

rubric to make sure the TA was on the right track. I

sent the TA a redlined version of the rubric, along

with some general comments. Ideally, I would have

held another training session—perhaps a “group-

grading” session—but time was just too short. 

The TAs bring to the critiquing process their own

experience with contract drafting (some have taken

my seminar and some have taken the contract

drafting module) and their varying abilities to read

and comment critically on other students’ work.

Some TAs complete the rubrics with curt, almost

cryptic comments that must be expanded and

tonally adjusted; others write lengthy, detailed

comments that must be shortened to elevate

substance over style. Some TAs strike just the right

balance. Grateful for the TA who knows exactly

what to say and just how to say it, I use their

completed rubrics to train groups of TAs in

subsequent years. 

Could I skip the final step of skimming each contract

and rubric, redrafting the end comments, and

assigning the final grade myself? I have not been able

to bring myself to do that, especially given the small

amount of training I can afford to give the TAs. 

As for the question of whether making the contract

drafting assignment a graded assignment improves

the end product, my answer is “maybe.” I am seeing a

smaller gap between the best and the worst contracts.

That may mean that more students are taking the

assignment more seriously—or that more students

have had contract drafting experience in their 

jobs prior to law school—or that the particular

assignment was not as difficult as the assignment 

I gave when the contracts were not graded. Without

an empirical study, it is hard to say. 

V. Conclusion

I would like to offer the first-year students a full meal

of contract drafting rather than just an hors d’oeuvre

(albeit a tasty one). Nevertheless, with limited time

and resources, I have demonstrated that it is possible

to teach first-year law students some basic contract

drafting principles. I have also seen that asking the

students to think about a deal and draft a contract

embodying that deal is not asking too much. For a

brief period of time, the first-year students get to act

like transactional attorneys rather than litigators. 

I think that they find this change refreshing and

enlightening. The contract drafting module takes

many first-year students to a new place and also

moves Northwestern along the path to ensuring that

its graduates possess some contract drafting skills. 

© 2010 Sue Payne
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“Most students

have been told to

outline, but very

few have been

taught how to do

it. . . . I teach my

students to start

with a case

chart.”

By Lisa Healy

Lisa Healy is an Associate Professor of Legal Writing

at Suffolk University Law School in Boston, Mass.

“What happened?” you ask the student sitting

across from you, whose writing is usually excellent,

but whose latest memo is covered with comments,

very few of which are complimentary. 

“I don’t know! I just couldn’t get anything on

paper—I sat and sat, and just had writer’s block!”

he replies, as stumped as you were when you

received the poorly written, two-day-late effort.

We’ve all encountered this situation, and most of us

have been in it ourselves: a deadline looming, and

not a word on the page. But writer’s block can be

cured, and attorneys and students can be taught to

avoid it. 

Writer’s block is caused by a lack of planning and a

lack of planning to edit. Without any planning or

outlining, the writer sits down with little or no idea

what she will write. And with no plan to edit, each

sentence is crushed under the weight of perfection:

with only one draft, each word, sentence, and

paragraph must be perfect as it is put on paper. 

But if a writer plans and outlines, she will sit down

knowing what to write. And with the knowledge

that this will be the first of many drafts, she will be

able to write freely and quickly—if a sentence isn’t

perfect, it can be edited later. 

Step One: Planning and Outlining

Most students have been told to outline, but very

few have been taught how to do it. In the context 

of writing an objective office memorandum, 

I teach my students to start with a case chart.1After

reading and analyzing the case law, and choosing

which cases will be used to teach the reader the law,

I have the students make a chart that lists the facts,

holding, and reasoning from each case. The chart

gives them a framework with which they can

compare and contrast the facts of their client’s case.

And, because I have told them to write everything

in their own words, making the chart forces them 

to process through the cases to be sure that they

understand the law. 

For some memos, the logical next step would be to

create an outline, using whatever format is being

taught in that class (for example, IRAC, CREAC,

PREAC). But if the memo is simple and deals with

only one issue of law, this may not be a necessary

step, because they will have only one IRAC or

CREAC, and that will serve as the outline. 

So, after they have their case chart, I suggest that

they try to write a synthesized rule of law for their

issue—and again, they are required to do so in their

own words. Once they have their synthesized rule

(which will be edited later), I suggest that they write

their explanation paragraphs, which will serve to

summarize the cases, and teach the reader the law.

After they’ve written those paragraphs, I suggest

that they write “sub-rule” topic sentences for each

explanation paragraph, which give the reader the

rule of law that is new from that case. This is an

important step. Students are used to writing what 

I call “filler” transition sentences such as, “Courts

decide whether a claimant’s use of land was open

and notorious on a case-by-case basis,” which are

useless to legal readers and which take up precious

space. Instead, I suggest that they write sentences

that teach the reader something, like, “A claimant’s

use of land is open and notorious if that use is

readily visible, and would have put a reasonably

prudent landowner on notice that someone else 

was using her land.” Later, they will cut and paste

each of these sub-rule sentences into a separate

document, and that document will serve as an

editing outline for them to check to make sure they

have included all of the legal explanations that their

reader needs to understand the law.
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Ending Writer’s Block 

1 In our first-year legal writing course, this memo is a closed

research memo. The students are given only three cases and must

write a four-page objective memo dealing with one rule of law. 
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Once they have written their synthesized rule 

and their explanation paragraph sub-rule topic

sentences, they are ready to sit down and write.

Step Two: Just Write It!

At this stage, I tell the students that they can sit

down with their case charts and client’s facts next 

to them and just write. Sentences do not need to be

perfect and paragraphs can be too long. Formatting

can be off, and citation can be cleaned up later. 

I explain to students that this makes the writing

process much shorter, and is how I come up with a

one-third ratio: one-third of their time should be

spent on preparing and outlining, one-third on

writing, and one-third on editing. When I first tell

them this, they look at me like I am crazy: for most

of them, editing was something that they did by

using spell-check, and by glancing over a paper

before they handed it in. I tell them that I want 

that to change in my class, and that like outlining,

editing is something that everyone has told them to

do, but no one has taught them.

Step Three: Editing Beyond Spell-Check

Editing should be done in four steps. Step one is to

print the memo (no editing on the screen!) and

take some time off. I suggest that students take one

or two days away from what they’ve written. I know

that most of them are thinking “how will I take 

a day away from the memo when I won’t finish

writing it until the day before it’s due?” This is when

we have our talk about how law school isn’t college,

and their new planning skills should help them

finish writing earlier. But I concede that even if 

they can take only an hour or two away from what

they’ve written (the rule being that they must do

something completely unrelated to their memo

during those hours—go for a run, play the piano,

watch Top Chef)—they will be in a better position

to edit. It’s hard to be objective about something

you’ve just worked hard to write, and even harder to

see any issues with a piece that’s just been written. 

Step two is to do large-scale edits for content. Is the

rule clear, accurate, and comprehensive? Do the case

explanations teach the reader the law, or will she 

have to pull the cases and read them herself? Is the

application of the law to the client’s facts specific,

complete, and well-reasoned? Is the overall tone

objective? Is the memo easy to read? These are 

some of the considerations that I suggest for the first

read-through of an objective memo. This is where I

suggest that the writer cut and paste his conclusion,

rule, and first sentence of each remaining paragraph

into a new document. This new document should 

be a clear outline of the legal issue, and, if the reader

only had two minutes to read, it should serve to give

her at least a brief but accurate overview of the law. 

Step three is to do smaller-scale edits, to make sure

that paragraphs are not too long and that sentences

are clear and concise and teach the reader something

useful. It is at this stage that the writer can really “fix”

the writing itself. 

The final step is to make the micro edits for 

spelling, grammar, and format (e.g., font size, page

numbering). I emphasize that especially in legal

writing, spell-check tends to create more problems

than it solves (who wants to hand in a memo on

pubic land use law? Worse yet, who wants to read it?)

and that grammar-check is, in my opinion, one of

the worst technological inventions associated with

computers. 

Editing not only frees the writer to just write, it also

makes itself obsolete over time. A writer who edits

her own writing can see that she has an issue with

parallel construction, or citation, or thesis sentences,

and can learn how to correct that problem so that

she won’t have it again in the future. Good editing

allows the writer to teach herself how to analyze,

write, and cite, and helps her to learn from her

former mistakes. 
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the tools to plan

and edit can help
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writer’s block for

the rest of their

careers.”

Last year, on the first day of school, I had a student

ask me where the Editing Center was. I asked her

what she was talking about, and she said that 

her undergraduate university (an Ivy League

institution) had an Editing Center where students

could drop off papers to be edited. I directed her to

the ladies’ room, and told her to look in the mirror.

“You are the editing center! And if you learn to edit,

you won’t need to spend much time on it in the

future, because your writing will really improve.” 

I doubt that there are very many attorneys who

have the luxury of having someone else outline 

or edit their writing for them, and almost all

attorneys write under deadline pressure on a

regular basis. Giving students the tools to plan 

and edit can help them banish writer’s block for 

the rest of their careers. 

© 2010 Lisa Healy
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Another Perspective

“The analytic skill that litigators use is different from the one that deal lawyers use. Specifically, litigators
use the analytic skill that we teach in our first-year courses. There we teach students to take the law and
apply it to the facts to create a persuasive argument. That argument is then memorialized in a brief or a
memo or is otherwise used to sway another, be it the other party or the court. The paradigm is one in
which the litigators seek a certain legal result by working backwards from the law to a static set of facts.
The analytic skill of deal lawyers stands this paradigm on its head.

Deal lawyers start from the business deal. The terms of the business deal are the deal lawyer’s facts. The
lawyer must then find the contract concepts that best reflect the business deal and use those concepts
as the basis of drafting the contract provisions. I call this skill ‘translating the business deal into contract
concepts.’ Mastering it is the first steppingstone to becoming a deal lawyer. All else flows from this skill.
It is the foundation of a deal lawyer’s professional expertise and problem-solving ability. Without it,
negotiating and drafting are abstractions.”

—Tina L. Stark, Thinking Like a Deal Lawyer, 54 J. Legal Educ. 223–24 (2004).. 



“As a practical

matter, models

serve to validate

and, at times, 

even clarify class

instruction, 

written critiques,

and reading

assignments.”

By Patricia Grande Montana

Patricia Grande Montana is a Professor of Legal

Writing and Director of the Street Law Externship

Program at St. John’s University School of Law in

Queens, N.Y. 

First-year legal writing students always plead for

model examples of the types of writing we teach.

Though most legal writing texts include an

appendix of sample legal documents, the students

invariably ask for more. They insist that a multitude

of samples are needed to fully grasp the structure

and organizational approach that is expected of

them. Their reasons for wanting models of good

legal writing are not without merit. Interoffice

memoranda, trial and appellate briefs, as well as the

other kinds of legal documents we teach in the first-

year writing curriculum are unlike anything our law

students have previously seen or written.1 Through

studying samples, students are able to identify the

analytical framework used to organize the

discussions of varied legal issues and then apply it

to their writing assignments.2 The more samples

they have at their disposal, the easier it will be for

them to emulate that framework.3More samples

also reinforce the reality that there is “no one

structure which fits all presentations.”4 Because 

we teach students to analyze legal problems using

traditional paradigms like IRAC, particularly in the

first semester, they are often misled into thinking

that the presentation of legal analysis must be

formulaic and rigid. As the writing assignments

become more complicated, we want our students to

realize there are different and more sophisticated

approaches to organization. This can be

accomplished through the use of models. 

As a practical matter, models serve to validate and, at

times, even clarify class instruction, written critiques,

and reading assignments. Students will often refer to

them to answer questions they might have when we

are unavailable. Finally, at least from the students’

perspective, the models enable the students to write

with greater ease because they provide some insight

into what we consider good legal writing. For them,

the model is a recipe for obtaining an “A” on their

assignment. If they follow the recipe’s directions,

they are assured that they are presenting their

analysis in the “right” way. This lessens the anxiety

that they, as novice legal writers, typically experience,

resulting in a more positive and productive writing

experience for them. 

The Drawbacks to Using Models

Supplying students with models, however, presents

significant drawbacks for both the teaching and

learning of legal analysis and writing. The most

obvious one is that students will mimic a model

without ever considering whether its structure,

organization, and style are appropriate for their

problem. Even when we instruct them that there is
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Meeting Students’ Demand for Models of
Good Legal Writing

1 Judith B. Tracy, “I See and I Remember; I Do and Understand”:

Teaching Fundamental Structure in Legal Writing Through the Use 

of Samples, 21 Touro L. Rev. 297, 309 (2005) (arguing that first-year

legal writing programs should incorporate the use of samples). 

By integrating samples into the curriculum, law professors can

“equip students with the ability to prepare clear, logical and reliable

presentations of legal analysis, consistent with what will be expected

of them in practice. …” Id. at 307. 

2 Id. at 307–308.

3 Laurel Currie Oates, I Know That I Taught Them How to 

Do That, 7 Legal Writing 1 (2001). Oates asserts that legal writing

professors can help students transfer what they learn in the context 

of one assignment to another by providing them with a number 

of different examples that have similar underlying structures and

problem solutions but different “surface features.” Id. at 7. This

approach allows students “to develop general schemata that are not

tied to specific facts, which increases the chances that [they] will be

able to retrieve an analogous example” when working on a new

problem. Id. 

4 Tracy, supra note 1, at 311; see also Helene S. Shapo & Mary S.

Lawrence, Surviving Sample Memos, 6 Perspectives: Teaching Legal

Res. & Writing 90, 90 (1998) (arguing that samples can be used “[t]o

dispel students’ perception that there is but one ‘right’ approach to

writing”).
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not a single formula that works for all problems,

they still attempt to mold their analysis into the

model structure.5As we know, it is the analysis of

the individual legal problem that dictates the

written presentation. That analysis turns on the

specific facts and law of the problem, which will

always differ from the model one, even when the

model addresses a similar problem or comparable

law. To use my recipe analogy from earlier, the

ingredients for the students’ assignment—the facts,

law, purpose, and audience—will not be identical 

to the ingredients in the model recipe. Therefore, a

strict adherence to that recipe will not necessarily

yield the same positive result. The students fail to

appreciate this point. The rightmodel for their

assignment would be the answer, which, of course,

the students want, but we cannot give them, at least

not before they have completed the assignment. 

Even when a structure, organization, and style

similar to the model might work for their

assignment, the students often “slavishly follow 

the good model and [do] not consider equally

acceptable”6 or superior alternatives. The students

“fail to recognize nuanced differences between

different work products.”7 Consequently, the

students’ final drafts might be perfectly adequate,

but not excellent. Their writing could be improved

considerably if they revised and polished it without

referring to a model for guidance.8

A related problem is that students blindly imitate

the word choices, sentence structure, tone, and

mechanics of the models. In doing so, they liberally

lift language and dump it into their writing no

matter how grammatically incorrect or awkward

sounding it might be.9And, oftentimes, the

students slip back and forth between their voice 

and the one they adopted from the model, creating

confusing shifts in their writing. The result is a

document that lacks internal consistency, clarity,

and conciseness—areas that are critical to the legal

reader’s understanding of the analysis.10

The use of models, however, can hinder students

from developing complete confidence in their own

analytical and writing skills. Students over-rely on

the ability to “check” their writing against the

models we provide because they can easily, though

superficially, assess whether they are on the right

track or not. Though such a comparison might

have some utility in the law school setting, it is not

always feasible or possible in practice. Supervising

attorneys typically do not give their junior attorneys

samples of the type of legal work they assign.

Relevant and good models will not always exist.

And, if they do exist, finding them can be time-

consuming and costly. Thus, a student’s unhealthy

dependence on models can have long-term

consequences on his or her professional

performance. 

Finally, using models can also be problematic for a

professor’s credibility. Despite the many disclaimers

that professors give about over-relying on models 

to write their assignments, students still use them,

rather than their analysis, to decide on a structure

for their writing. They do this, in part, because 

they assume it will result in a good grade. When 

a professor does not reward a student for strictly

adhering to a model, that student will almost

certainly feel cheated. The professor endorsed a

model, but expected something totally different. 
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5 Shapo & Lawrence, supra note 4, at 90. Shapo and Lawrence

assert that models create “major hazards” for new legal writers

because students tend to “mimic [them] mechanically.” Id. Students

follow a “model’s organization with a dogged literal-mindedness

regardless of subject matter and context.” Id. 

6 Louis J. Sirico Jr., Beyond Offering Examples of Good Writing:

Let the Students Grade the Models, 14 Perspectives: Teaching Legal

Res. & Writing 160, 160 (2006) (suggesting that students evaluate

sample answers using holistic scoring to encourage the effective use 

of models in legal writing). 

7 Id.

8 Shapo & Lawrence, supra note 4, at 90. Models also “divert

students’ attention from analytical processes and can impede students

from developing self-editing skills.” Id. 

9 Id. “Like Cinderella’s ugly stepsisters in the Grimm tale, [the

students] cut off their heels and toes, mutilating their sentences to

match the sentence patterns in the model, often with absurd results.”

Id. 

10 This partially explains why we see so many strange

organizations, incoherent sentences, and grammatical issues in the

assignments we grade. The more time students spend on trying to

emulate the model writing, the less time they have to revise and cure

these problems on their own. 
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and word selection. As part of this discussion,

professors should explore alternative ways the writer

could have presented the material, assessing the

positive and negative attributes of those alternatives.

To accomplish this, professors could give students

comparative models of the entire document or a

portion of it so that the students can concretely

evaluate why the model approach is superior.

Additionally, professors can ask the students to write

the alternate approach so that they can experience

for themselves why that approach is less attractive

than the model one. And, finally, the students can

always compare and contrast their own drafts to the

model writing to see how their approach matched

up. No matter which route the professor takes,

exploring alternatives to the model will remind

students of the many factors that influence a writer’s

decision about presentation. In turn, this process 

will help them recognize and produce good legal

writing.13

Annotating the models is another effective way 

to explain the writer’s choices to the students.

Professors can give the students a model with margin

annotations that, among other things, identify the

analytical elements, comment on rule explanations

and analogical reasoning segments, and explain

paragraph, sentence, and word choices. These

annotations would reveal the many important

substantive and technical decisions the writer

confronted in drafting the model. Alternatively,

professors can ask the students to annotate the

model on their own or in groups, following

instructions on which areas to identify and explain. 

Professors often oppose using and manipulating

models of completed work for two reasons. 

First, it is burdensome to draft models of all of the

assignments they teach. Second, distributing model

answers to an assignment precludes professors from

using that assignment in the future (or at least in the

near future) as the “right answer” is now available 
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As a result, the student is less likely to trust that

professor’s instruction and guidance in the future. 

The Solution: How to Use Models Effectively

The disadvantages associated with giving students

models can be substantially minimized when

professors take a practical, hands-on approach to

their use in the curriculum. Professors must treat

them as opportunities for the students to learn and

practice important analytical and writing skills, not

as examples of good legal writing. This requires that

professors meaningfully integrate the models into

their classroom instruction and dialogue; they

cannot simply distribute them without discussion

or refer to them only casually. Professors must

engage the students with the models. Basing

samples on past work and asking students to draft

their own models can help ensure that students use

them appropriately. 

Provide Models of Past Work or Completed
Assignments 

Professors should limit the models they distribute

to those addressing problems with which the

students are familiar. When students know the

factual scenario and law of the model assignment,

they are better able to understand the organizational

choices that the writer made. In other words, “the

student[s] will be able to see how the process by

which the analysis was developed—through reading

and class discussion of the authority—was

transformed into a structure which successfully

explains that analysis.”11Without that context, the

students will only see a formula; they will not see

that the writer selected that formula because it was

the best way to communicate the analysis of the

particular problem.12

As with any model a professor distributes, there 

must be a rich discussion about all of the writer’s

choices—from large-scale organization to sentence

11 Tracy, supra note 1, at 316. “Further, if students are given a

sample memorandum on a matter on which they have already

written, the sample will serve to confirm their work and will become

part of the critiquing and feedback process.” Id. 

12 Also, this method lets the students compare what they wrote to

the model answer, allowing for additional feedback on their writing. 

13 Carol McCrehan Parker, Writing Throughout the Curriculum:

Why Law Schools Need It and How to Achieve It, 76 Neb. L. Rev. 561,

583–84 (1997) (suggesting that law professors should discuss the

comparative strengths and weaknesses of many model documents to

help students recognize and emulate good legal writing). 
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to students, making it impossible to ensure that

they do not plagiarize. 

One way to address these concerns is to distribute

models of completed assignments that are

ungraded. In the first month of my first-semester

legal analysis and writing course, I assign a series of

three ungraded exercises. For each assignment, the

students are asked to analyze a factual scenario

using three to four short, edited cases. The students

are then instructed to organize their analysis in

writing following a traditional CRAC format. After

each assignment is completed, I distribute a model

answer, which we discuss using a combination of

the teaching methods described here. As this is 

their first formal introduction to legal writing, the

students are eager to figure it out on their own.

Because it is so early in the semester, the students

are also unaware of what I have taught in previous

years. Even if the students learned that I posted

models of similar exercises in the past, they gain 

no real advantage from using the models, as the

assignments are not graded. This eliminates most

motivation to plagiarize, allowing me to reuse the

ungraded assignments and models in the future.14

Have the Students Create Their Own Models

When professors are unable to provide models of

good legal writing, they should still encourage

students to draft their own models of the various

ways their problem could be organized and written.

This is a particularly useful exercise when students

are working on their graded assignments. By

writing out different versions of the assignment, 

the students can engage in the same comparative

analysis they would if they were given a model

sample to compare. Having isolated the different

ways the assignment could be written, they can pick

the version that best communicates their analysis to

the reader. That version is the “model”—the one

they should then revise, polish, and ultimately

submit to the professor for a grade. 

Professors should emphasize to students that they

can self-model an entire assignment or just the

parts with which they are struggling. For example,

early in my first-semester legal writing course, we

discuss how it is usually most effective to explain

analogous cases in support of a rule before

distinguishing ones. However, there are instances

when this organization might not be desirable, for

example, when a distinguishing case is the leading

authority on the issue or the most illustrative of the

rule. Though the students understand this logic,

they are uncertain about how to apply it to their

assignment. Thus, I tell my students to write it both

ways—one where the analogous cases are discussed

first and another where the distinguishing cases are

discussed first. The students then have two written

drafts to compare. The visual comparison helps

them see and decide for themselves which

organization is most effective. 

These self-modeling exercises are extremely time-

intensive and, for that reason, students often resist

them. To drive home the value in doing them, 

I require the students to rewrite sections of their 

first draft of the memorandum assignment (after 

it is graded) in class so that they can experience

firsthand the benefits of writing it both ways. The

students usually have that exciting “aha” moment in

class, as they are able to answer their own questions

about revision without needing the aid of a model

or the professor’s input. 

There are many ways to engage students with the

models we assign so that they resist the temptation

to blindly imitate them and instead learn how 

to choose the best method for organizing and

presenting the legal analysis of their problem. By

encouraging students to understand what factors

influenced the drafting of the model example, 

they will develop the confidence and skill needed 

to successfully apply what they learned to new

scenarios without having to depend on a model for

guidance. Because the benefits to using models are

important and the drawbacks can be controlled

through skillful lesson planning, professors should

strive to meet the students’ demands for them. 

© 2010 Patricia Grande Montana
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14 Even though the exercises are ungraded, I review and comment

on their assignments. I have yet to see an assignment that copied a

past model in any way. This tells me that the students are unaware

that they exist or, if they are aware, do not wish to plagiarize them

because they want feedback on their own writing before they work

on their first graded assignment. 
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In several previous columns, Joe Williams and I

offered advice on the tasks most commonly faced

by legal writers: writing for colleagues, for clients,

for decision makers, and for academic journals.

Master those, and you will be an accomplished legal

writer. But there is another task that lawyers face

often enough that you should try to master it as

well: communicating to the general public. 

Whether you are issuing a statement on behalf 

of a client, or ghostwriting for a client, or simply

publishing or speaking in a nonlegal forum—in

these and many other cases, lawyers are called on to

communicate legal issues to those who have little

capacity and even less interest in talking or thinking

like a lawyer. In those cases, the kind of writing that

makes you successful in the office or the courtroom

has all the appeal of cod liver oil: it’s unpleasant

going down and the bad taste lingers. So when

addressing the public, you have to set aside some of

your hard-earned ability to craft a nuanced, fully

supported legal argument and adopt some habits

not usually associated with the practice of the law.

You owe all your readers, knowledgeable in the law

or not, your best efforts to follow the Golden Rule: 

Write unto others as you would have them

write unto you.

But when you write for the public, that rule carries

a codicil: 

It’s not what you say but what they remember.

In following that codicil, there are lessons to be

learned from the kind of communicators who for

centuries have dealt successfully with the public:

advertisers, marketers, journalists, public speakers,

and even politicians. You cannot simply appropriate

their techniques, because you have to write to a

higher standard. Even in their public communica -

tions, lawyers face greater constraints than do most

public communicators. But you can learn from the

state of their art, which reflects deep insights into

how and why people understand and remember

some, but not others of the messages they encounter

every day. In this column, I will offer seven 

concrete strategies that make use of what public

communicators know but that do not compromise

good legal practice.

But first a warning: Some of what you see here rubs

against the grain for many legal writers, who cannot

happily simplify their reasoning as much as public

communication requires. You will not be able to

employ all or even most of these suggestions in every

case, but used judiciously, these seven strategies can

help you complete your repertoire of writing skills.

It’s Not What You Say but What They
Remember

The most successful public communicators always

begin writing with the result in mind—not what

they want to say but what others will remember. That

focus on ends is one reason why the most common

forums for public communication have relatively

loose standards for their means of telling the truth.

Here’s an example far removed from the law. 

In his book, Awakenings, the physician Oliver Sacks

teaches readers a great deal about the nature of

consciousness by telling the true story of how he

“awakened” a group of encephalitis sufferers, whose

catatonia left them effectively dead to the world, by

giving them the psychoactive drug L-dopa. That

story was made into a hit movie, directed by Penny

Marshall and co-written by Sacks. One significant

theme shared by the book and the movie concerns

self-control in the awakened patients. In the book, 

a prime example of this is the frequent, aggressive
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masturbation by one awakened male (in the film,

Leonard Lowe, the main character). The movie has

no masturbation. What communicates that theme

in its place is an invention: Leonard’s sexual

attraction to a young woman who regularly visits

the ward, an attraction that he breaks off when he

begins to lose control of his body.

Although Sacks and Marshall take liberties with 

the facts in the film, one could argue that they

communicate what the book does more accurately

than would a more literal representation. It is one

thing to read about aggressive masturbation in a

relatively clinical book written by a physician. It

would be quite another to see it depicted, even

furtively, larger than life on the screen. The shock of

that depiction would overwhelm any message about

the relationship between consciousness—our

deliberate control over our thoughts and actions—

and our physical drives, something that the

substituted “love” story does well enough. In other

words, if we consider the effect on the audience,

Hollywood’s bowdlerized version could be said to

communicate the truer understanding and to leave

the truer memory.

When you write for the public you have to make

similar adjustments, but without the poetic license

we allow to Hollywood. Nor can you stretch the

truth as do advertisers and marketers or lie to our

faces and call it “spin,” as politicians so often do.

The seven principles here will help you use the

lessons of public communicators within the

constraints of responsible legal practice.

Respect Common Sense

It is tempting for smart, highly educated writers 

to feel that when they “reduce” complex legal

reasoning to a message suitable for common

understanding, they are “dumbing it down.” That is

a grave mistake. First of all, it’s false, because the

limitation on public understanding is not chiefly

intelligence. Even the brightest, most educated

members of the public will have neither the interest

nor the time for a disquisition on the law. You too

would have little more than common sense to bring

to the table if you were forced to listen to a

neurobiologist explain the memory research that

underlies some of the advice below. 

But what’s worse, think dumbing down and you will

put yourself in a frame of mind that leads to failure.

Your goal is to talk common sense: to explain your

position in light of the shared knowledge,

experience, and values of the community you

address. Don’t listen to that inner voice that says, 

If I just explain things fully and clearly enough, I

can “educate” my readers. You cannot cram a legal

education into any message people will read. Your

goal is not to help readers appreciate legal nuances

or follow the intricacies of your argument. Neither

can you afford to talk down to readers: you’ll lose

them as quickly by explaining the obvious as by

assuming the arcane. (When in doubt, present what

may or may not be obvious as something already

known: “Of course, discovery is …”; “Since

discovery is …”; “Given that discovery is …”)

Respect the common sense in others and you will

make better decisions about what to say and how 

to say it.

1. Cut Jargon

One man’s jargon is another’s term of art. We may

hate other people’s jargon, but we mostly love our

own—and for the same reasons. Every field of

expertise has its own set of technical terms designed

to facilitate the forms of reasoning specific to that

field. That’s why we love our own terms of art

(especially when we are new to a field): once our

expert way of thinking begins to seem natural to us,

those terms mark out our home territory. But other

people’s terms of art are connected to ways of

thinking that seem to us unnatural. It’s not just that

we don’t know what the terms mean—even with 

a definition, they remain connected to forms of

reasoning we do not share, ways of thinking that 

are not only alien but alienating.

You should not—indeed, cannot—avoid all legal

terms. But you must learn to distinguish those that

will alienate readers because they seem so much

legal jargon. What makes a term jargon is that it

functions as a term of art in a specialized discourse

but not in ordinary language. There are many legal
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terms you can freely use because they do have a role

in ordinary civil discourse, but many more do not.

When in doubt, just ask someone on the street.

Most terms of art encapsulate a story, so the easiest

way to avoid jargon is simply to tell the story

behind the term, not as an abstract definition 

but as an application of a principle to a specific

case. The public cares about the principle and the

result, not what a lawyer would call it. For example,

promissory estoppel

When the Local Baseball League could no

longer use city land for its games and practices,

Mr. Donor promised to let the league use his

nearby land rent free for 20 years, if the league

cleared the land, built playing fields, and put in

lighting. But after the parents solicited

donations and built with their own hands four

first-rate diamonds, Mr. Donor said that the

league would have to pay rent to use the fields.

Even though there was no formal contract, the

law requires Mr. Donor to honor his promise,

because the parents invested their time and

money on the basis of his promise, and Mr.

Donor knew they were doing so. So the league

does have the right to use the land for the

promised 20 years.

disparate impact

Ritzy Resort requires all applicants for

maintenance and cleaning work to have a high

school diploma, claiming that such workers

“preserve our image as a premium destination

with premium service.” In this part of the state,

the diploma requirement affects minority

applicants far more than white ones: twice as

many African Americans and almost three

times as many Hispanics. Since the work 

itself does not require a high school education

and there is no necessary connection between

a diploma and “premium service,” the

requirement illegally discriminates against

African-American and Hispanic applicants

and must be eliminated.

When a term of art stands not for a story but for a

person or a role, you can almost always find

ordinary correlates that may be less precise, but are

adequate to the purpose:

surviving spouse widow/widower

lessor landlord

testator someone who has a will

If you do use a legal term that may sound like jargon,

present its ordinary language definition before you

introduce the term. Once readers have a rough idea

of what it might mean, you can use it again without

further explanation. Here diversity jurisdiction is

defined before it is named:

Despite what Abco claims, Giant Corp has not

deprived Abco of its day in court: we just want

to address this matter in the proper court. Abco

could have sued Giant in the Ohio state courts,

which is where this dispute belongs. Instead,

Abco tried to bring suit in federal court because

it and Giant are incorporated in different states

(Ohio and Illinois). Suits like this can be filed in

federal courts only if all of the parties in the

case are located in different states, which is

known as “diversity jurisdiction.” But many of

the matters in this case involve Little Giant, a

distinct Ohio corporation. So the court ruled

that this case does not qualify for federal

diversity jurisdiction because two of the parties

are located in the same state. Giant Corp and

Little Giant welcome the opportunity to defend

their actions if Abco files suit properly—in an

Ohio court.

2. Use Picturable Language

Words are more vivid, and more memorable, when

readers can create mental images of what they depict.

For example, compare these three warnings:

� If you don’t let us replace your power steering unit,

you will experience vehicle directional control

difficulties, especially as velocity increases.

� If you don’t let us replace your power steering unit,

your steering mechanism will freeze up, especially

at higher speeds.

� If you don’t let us replace your power steering unit,

you won’t be able to steer when you go fast.
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Arguably, the three say the same thing. But the first

hardly warns at all. Its language is so abstract that 

it seems unconnected to any actual situation. The

second is better: most of us can create a rough

mental image of a steering mechanism freezing up

and we can certainly imagine high speeds. But the

third is by far the most effective warning: not only

can we create a vivid mental image of going fast 

and not being able to steer, but that mental image

carries the kind of emotional kick that makes a

warning work.

You may have heard similar advice put this way: 

Use specific, concrete terms rather than abstract

ones. That’s not bad advice, but it’s incomplete.

What matters is not whether the terms are abstract

or concrete, but whether readers can easily create a

mental image of them. 

Abstract terms are usually hard to picture, but the

most familiar ones tend to have surrogate images:

justice gives us a balance scale, love a heart or

Cupid, patriotism a flag or Uncle Sam, and so on.

On the other hand, it is not the case that more

concrete terms are always more picturable. For

example, car is for most people more picturable

than vehicle, because the abstract category vehicle

includes so many disparate kinds. Sports car is

more specific than car, but about equally picturable.

Roadster is still more specific, but for many people

less picturable. Spyder is still more specific and

Murciélago is as specific as a term can be; but unless

you are a car nut like me, it’s unlikely that either

term is as picturable as the more abstract sports car.

For any given object or event, the most picturable

term is one that is as concrete as possible and that

the reader encounters most often in everyday

speech. For most of us, those terms are not the most

specific ones available, but the everyday names for

everyday objects: apple rather than Fuji, bird rather

than wren, cabinet rather than commode. Picturable

words tend to be somewhat general, one or two

steps above the most concrete and specific level;

they tend to name what psychologists call the 

“basic level of categorization.” This level is the most

important one for memory (it’s where we tend to

store most information about objects—so that we

think of a wren as a bird with special features), and

we tend to process words at the basic level faster

than we do others.

So unless you are addressing car nuts, antique

dealers, or others with specialized knowledge and

experience, try to keep your language at the basic

level. Not only will your words seem less legalistic,

but they will be more memorable.

Use this Not this But also not this

(basic level) (too general) (too specific)

hammer implement ballpeen
tool

gun weapon Glock
jail time/ incarceration Statesville
prison sentence

3. Don’t Explain, Illustrate

Every litigator and patent attorney knows the

value—and limits—of a good illustration. 

Not only can pictures be worth thousands of 

words, but they are uniquely capable of evoking 

the kind of emotions that motivate even the most

rational decision making. But no picture can ever

convey the kind of deep understanding needed to

resolve complex legal issues. For that, only good

argument will do.

Of course, the resources of good legal argument are

just what you cannot deploy effectively when you

communicate with the public. So for the kind of

quick, memorable, and yet powerful understanding

you need in those cases, nothing beats a good visual

or verbal illustration.

Here’s a familiar example: dietary advocates have

learned that the best way to convince people that

some food is not good for us is not to explain

what’s in the food and why it’s bad for you but to

illustrate the problem with a dietary equivalent. 

On the morning I drafted this page, the Today Show

had a segment showing that restaurant kids’ meals

can be dangerously high in calories. But rather than

give calorie counts, the presenter paired kids’ meals

with their caloric equivalents: a cheeseburger kids’

meal equals two Big Macs; a kids’ mini deep-dish

pizza equals a 14-inch thin crust; a turkey burger

kids’ meal equals two adult chopped steak and

mashed potato entrees. No parent seeing those two
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adult meals can think the turkey burger and fries

next to them would be good for their kids.

Even when you can’t use visuals, a verbal picture

can illustrate your position more memorably than

any explanation. For example, when a grocers’ trade

association presented an amicus brief opposing new

requirements for warning labels on produce, its

lawyer used illustrations to good advantage in the

“Statement of the Case”:

These regulations would mandate warning

labels for trace amounts of ubiquitous

naturally occurring substances, including

nutrients and natural food constituents that

are not deliberately added to food and pose no

significant risk. Under these regulations, every

local food store would become a forest of

warning labels, frightening ordinary

consumers with warnings on every product,

not just those composed of a stew of artificial

chemicals but every perfectly safe one

containing only naturally occurring

substances. How could any mother without a

degree in chemistry differentiate between

organically grown broccoli, with its warning

label covered by more than forty items she’s

never heard of, and artificial sweetener, with

only two?

For the public version, she focused only on the

illustration:

If these regulations pass, you will face a forest

of warning labels every time you shop for food.

Even organic foods will be laced with

warnings—lettuce will have more than thirty

items on its warning label; broccoli will have

more than forty; and table grapes more than

that. You need labels that help you tell which

products are made from a stew of artificial

chemicals, not labels that make you learn the

full chemical composition of every fruit and

vegetable. If the Commission has its way, you’ll

need a degree in food science just to shop.

4. Focus on One Core Issue

When you write for judges or other legal decision

makers, it is essential to focus their attention on the

dispositive issue(s). But it is equally important not to

miss any ancillary issues that might help your cause.

Those who write for the public, however, require 

a sharper focus: Raise two issues and you risk

confusion; raise three and all you create is noise.

Stick to a single issue whenever you can identify one

that is legally dispositive or otherwise decisive for

your readers. You’ll have to reduce your well-crafted

argument to what feels like a sound bite, maybe 

even ignore strong points that go your way. But the

experience of the professionals is clear: you must 

be ruthlessly focused.

If you cannot separate out one specific legal issue,

group the important ones into a more general matter

that captures them all. For example, when actor

Wesley Snipes was convicted of tax evasion in 2008,

the case against him involved a number of specific

issues beyond the mere fact that he did not file his

taxes. But in the public statements from the Justice

Department and the Internal Revenue Service, there

was but one message: pay your taxes or else. Here is

the assistant attorney general:

Those who unlawfully dodge their tax

obligations should know that they face long

prison terms and stiff financial penalties.

And here the IRS commissioner:

Our criminal justice system has once again

determined that there are no legal grounds for

failure to file or pay federal taxes. There is no

secret formula that eliminates a person’s tax

obligations—the law is very clear: people must

pay their taxes.

Both might have been a tad less legalistic (not tax

obligations but taxes; not criminal justice system but

the courts), but both were admirably and effectively

focused.

5. Don’t Bury the Lead

Readers of your legal documents do not want to wait

to the end to learn your main point, but they are not

likely to stop reading if they don’t find it where they

expect—at the end of your introduction. And they

will give you one or even two pages to develop that

introduction. But readers of your public documents
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is through the
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they invoke.”

will stop, quickly, if they don’t see something worth

reading right away. They want your main point

early, after only one or two sentences of

introduction.

Newspapers have responded to the limited patience

of the reading public by beginning all news stories

with a “lead”—one sentence that crams in all the

most important information in a story. If a news

writer takes even two or three sentences to develop

important information, he is said to have buried 

the lead.

You shouldn’t go as far as newspapers do: outside of

news stories, readers find a crammed opening

sentence too abrupt, even rude. But do remember

to be quick. You should begin with one or two

sentences of introduction to get readers up to speed,

and then get your main point out early. It may be

your only chance to communicate your message.

6. Tell (Familiar) Stories

Every good legal writer knows the power of stories.

Most cases are won with good facts, clients follow

directions best when they are presented in story

form, and even contracts work better when they tell

stories of who must do what. Human brains are

hardwired for stories: they are what we take away

when we read, how we structure much of our

knowledge, and how we organize memories. So the

most effective public communications are almost

always a story.

Whenever possible, structure a public story in a

familiar, prototypical form. It can be one of those

stories that have names: David and Goliath

(individual vs. giant corporation, small business vs.

big government); the Good Samaritan (Korean

shopkeeper helping neighborhood Hispanic kids);

the Alamo story (a neighborhood center is a

fortress where kids can fight off drugs, gangs, and

so on). But there are many other prototype stories

that readers will readily recognize and use for quick

understanding of even a complex situation. Here’s a

version of the “if it looks like a duck” story:

Symphony Space did accept rental payments to

defray its costs, which would seem to disqualify

it for tax-free status. But of the 207

performances in the year at issue, only 127

performances involved rent, of which 82 were

for less than $500 and none were more than

$750. Ninety-seven performances were by

student groups; and only six were by profit-

making organizations. Symphony Space’s

director testified that it never made a profit on

any performance and that events were chosen

based first on their educational value; second

to balance its programming among music,

dance, and theatre; and third whether

Symphony Space could afford to subsidize 

the performance.

In every way, Symphony Space has acted as a

nonprofit organization supplying essential

cultural services for its community. It is

undisputed that Symphony Space is an

important cultural force in the Upper West

Side. Located in an area noted for its diversity

of population, it has promoted programs of

particular interest to each particular group and

to the community at large. It has become a

haven for theatre and dance companies that

otherwise would have no place to perform. 

It opens cultural horizons to people who

otherwise would not be part of a theatre or

dance audience. The principal of the local

public school whose students have performed

at Symphony Space without charge and 

whose classes have watched performances, has

described it as “indispensable.” The founders,

employees, and those associated with its artistic

and cultural endeavors are idealistic, unselfish,

and energetic. They have transformed a

second-rate, dingy movie theater into a

pulsating center for the arts whose only profit 

is the good it provides to its community.

7. Choose a Persuasive Frame

One final way that your words and stories can

communicate is through the cognitive frames or

mental models they invoke. For example, one of 

the most common frames is Life Is a Journey, which

leads us to apply the model of a journey to the

chronology of our lives. Accordingly, we talk about

a first marriage as the first step in a journey: we say
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that a young couple is “starting out” and that their

first condo is a “starter home”; television has even

named a show about a divorced woman the Starter

Wife. We also use lots of path terms: in bad times

we say that we have hit a “rough patch”; in good

times things are “smooth” or perhaps we are “sailing

along”; when we act badly we have “lost our way,”

but when we return to the “straight and narrow” 

we are “back on track”; we say that some jobs are 

on the “fast track,” that some are “dead ends,” even

that some have a “mommy track.” Much of our talk

about the progress of a life only makes sense if we

are unconsciously thinking of life as a journey. And

when we use journey language to write about our

lives, that framework infuses everything that we say

and that our readers understand.

One effect of cognitive frames is that they lead

readers to play out the consequences of a statement,

often far beyond anything that is actually said. For

example, suppose that after graduation Sue takes a

job at a large, high-pressure firm in the big city, but

she comes to be unhappy with the job and moves to

a smaller firm in a smaller town. Later in life, Sue

might describe that first job negatively as a “detour”

or positively as “a first step.” Although those terms

convey different judgments, through the mental

model of a journey they both imply a complex set

of commitments about what Sue’s working life—

her career—should be (career comes from the Latin

carrus [car] via the Middle French carriere [street]).

A career should follow one path; it should have a

goal. Episodes that bring her closer to that goal are

good and those that take her away are mistakes.

Frames are often used to convey judgments. For

example, robber baron John David Rockefeller used

to say that the success of his company was a case of

the “survival of the fittest.” The phrase seems to fit

the take-no-prisoners competition of 19th-century

business (note the frame Business Competition Is

War). But Rockefeller had something more in mind:

by invoking a Darwinian frame, he implied not only

that the survival of his business was an indication of

its superiority but that its survival was nature’s (and

so God’s) way.

Another effect of frames is to imply or even

encourage a course of action: the Life Is a Journey

frame entails a commitment to goals; Rockefeller’s

Darwinian frame implies that to regulate business is

to interfere with nature. Accordingly, effective writers

choose a frame that supports the outcome they hope

to achieve. For example, what’s at stake in all business

problems or opportunities is ultimately a matter of

money. In addressing a problem or opportunity, that

monetary stake can be framed either positively as a

benefit or negatively as a cost. Economically, the 

two are mirror images: to gain $20M is not to leave

$20M on the table, and not to lose $20M is to gain

the benefit of keeping that $20M. But a large body 

of research has shown that people are far more

motivated by a negative frame than a positive 

one. We are quicker to act to avoid a loss than to

achieve a gain. So the most effective business writers

choose to use a negative frame to motivate their

recommendations, even when there are only gains 

to be had.

Frames have their greatest effect when they imply

both judgments and an expected course of action.

For example, this is part of a statement explaining

why a school suspended students with offensive

slogans on their locker doors:

What those students had in their lockers was

not just speech; it was hate speech. We isolated

the offenders before their sick ideas could infect

other children. Other schools have seen this

kind of virulence spread through the entire

school community, distracting students for

weeks before the sickness could be eradicated.

Here, an extreme environmentalist group defends 

its actions:

A living thing has the right to protect itself from

predators. And if it cannot defend itself, then

those who love it have a duty to do so. The

redwoods cannot defend themselves, so we who

love them must defend them and punish their

attackers. That’s justice; that’s nature’s law.

Here, a police department explains why it will not

change its policy:
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The accidental shooting of Mr. Halloway was a

terrible tragedy, and we are thankful that he is

expected to recover. But we cannot listen to

those who want us to stop our raids on the

drug dealers who attack our communities with

their chemical weapons. The war on drugs is

no picnic. Wars have casualties, but that cannot

stop us from fighting an enemy that targets

innocent children.

Writing for the public may seem a crude

instrument compared to the rare and difficult 

art of the best legal writing. And if we expect fully

considered, rational decision making, then it is. 

But such careful decision making requires the kind
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of complex institutional structures that characterize

the law, scientific research, and other expert forums.

From the point of view of the rough-and-tumble

forums in which people use quick-and-dirty tools

to make the best decisions they can, the best writing

for the public is also a rare and difficult art, one that

the best legal writers cannot afford to ignore. You

can be sure that those on the other side of your

issue will not.

© 2010 Gregory G. Colomb

Another Perspective

“When my son was very young, he loved toy trains. But when we purchased a train set for him, he was
unable to assemble the individual cars into a train. Connecting two cars required a small twist of one 
of the cars before the mechanical coupling would connect. My husband repeatedly demonstrated the
required twist. But even with multiple demonstrations, our son did not succeed in attaching the cars.

Later, I sat with our son and the train cars. As I wiggled the cars, so that the coupling caught, and
assembled the train so that my son could play with it, I spoke in some detail about what I needed to do
to make his train work. ‘Hold the engine, twist the coal car.’ Once the train was assembled, he played
happily with it. But the plastic couplings tended to disengage with active play. They were, after all,
designed to disengage easily so that children could add cars or reassemble the train into different
configurations. Suddenly, I saw our son grasp the engine and the coal car and heard him say, ‘Hold the
engine, twist the coal car’ as he held the engine and twisted the coal car to engage the mechanical link.

I did not know then that learning theorists and empiricists would have described my son’s preferred
mode of learning as an aural one. But I did know that having him hear and hearing him speak 
(re-auditorize) the directions triggered his ability to learn and become the master of his train set. 
Like most human beings, his ability to process visually and through other modalities has grown with
maturity. But this experience of observing my son as a learner changed me as a teacher.”

—Kate E. Bloch, Cognition and Star Trek™: Learning and Legal Education, 42 J. Marshall L. Rev. 959–60
(2009). 
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Annotated Legal Bibliography on Gender, 15

Cardozo J.L. & Gender 383–449 (2009). 

Extensively annotated bibliography of

journal articles on a range of topics 

related to gender, including abortion and

reproductive rights, domestic violence,

human rights, and sexual abuse, among

others.

Joshua D. Baker, Note, Relics or Relevant? The

Value of the Modern Law Review, 111 W. Va. L. Rev.

919–942 (2009). 

This student note discusses “the importance

of the modern American law review in 

terms of student scholarship, opportunity,

and academic value,” emphasizing the 

law review experience in terms of its

opportunity to research, write, analyze, and

think logically. Id. at 920. The note offers

“recommendations on how the modern 

law review can be reformed in an effort 

to reestablish their [sic] relevance in the 

legal community.” Id. Recommendations

range from instituting branding efforts 

to encouraging shorter articles with less

footnoting and editing to offering more

articles on current and controversial topics. 

Camille Broussard, Teaching with Technology: Is

the Pedagogical Fulcrum Shifting?, 53 N.Y.L. Sch. L.

Rev. 903–915 (2008/2009).

The author poses the question, “Is Legal

Education 1.0 Ready for Web 2.0 Students?”

Id. at 904. The article is intended to further

the discussion about how to teach today’s

law students and the place technology has in

teaching, and describes an experiment at the

author’s school with an “iSection” of first-year

students who will use blogs, wikis, social

networking, games, and various other

technologies and methods to practice their

new legal skills. “Law schools will need to

adapt to these changing expectations to reach

and teach the digitally comfortable student.”

Id. at 914.

Josiah M. Daniel, III, A Proposed Definition of the

Term “Lawyering,” 101 Law Libr. J. 207–218 (2009). 

This article surveys the use of the term

“lawyering” in both legal and nonlegal

contexts. The author proposes the following

definition: “‘Lawyering’ is the work of a

specially skilled, knowledgeable, or

experienced person, who, serving by mutual

agreement as another person’s agent, invokes

and manipulates, or advises about, the

dispute-resolving or transaction-effectuating

processes of the legal system for the purpose

of solving a problem or causing a desired

change in, or preserving, the status quo for 

his or her principal.” Id. at 215; emphasis in

original.

John J. DiGilio, Bridging the DiGital Divide: 

Custom Search Engines Put You in Control,

LLRX.com, June 14, 2009 (available online at

<www.llrx.com /columns/customsearch.htm>).

This brief article discusses the next big 

thing on the Internet, custom search engines

(CSEs). Using a CSE, not only can you tell 

your search engine what to look for, but also

where to look. The two front-runners in the

competition to develop CSEs are Google

Custom Search (<www.google.com

/coop/cse/>) and Rollyo

(<www.rollyo.com>).

Kris Franklin, “… See Erie.”: Critical Study of Legal

Authority, 31 U. Ark. Little Rock L. Rev. 109–134

(2008).

The author argues that accurately citing to

proper authorities is not simply about form,

but also “constitutes a crucial connection

between legal argument and the grounding

upon which it rests. At its base, understanding

citation requires understanding the ways that

lawyers and judges characterize and use law.”

Id. at 111. This article discusses how the
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proper use and citation of legal authority 

is “a primary skill in understanding the

subtleties of legal reasoning” not “simply a

technical addendum to the process of legal

writing.” Id. at 112. The author argues that

“thoughtful understanding of legal citation

sheds light on the basic processes of law.” Id. 

Ian Gallacher, Cite Unseen: How Neutral Citation

and America’s Law Schools Can Cure Our Strange

Devotion to Bibliographical Orthodoxy and the

Construction of Open and Equal Access to the Law,

70 Alb. L. Rev. 491–536 (2007). 

“This Article will review the history of legal

citation, discuss how citation rules affect our

ability to cite court opinions, and scrutinize

some proposed alternatives to present

citation practices and the reasons those

alternatives have not, as yet, become

standard.” Id. at 499. The author argues “that

the American legal system’s present citation

practices have the real, if unintended,

consequence of solidifying two for-profit

companies’ preeminent positions as the

provider of American legal information, 

and that America’s law schools should act to

correct this situation and make the law truly

available to all.” Id. at 500.

Peggy Garvin, The Government Domain–

Congressional Documents on FDsys: The Basics,

LLRX.com, July 27, 2009 (available online at

<www.llrx.com/columns/govdomain41.htm>).

Research expert and e-gov guru Peggy

Garvin provides an overview of the

organization, content, and search features 

of the Government Printing Office’s new

Federal Digital System (FDsys). FDsys will

replace the 15-year-old GPO Access Web site.

Stephen Gerst & Gerald Hess, Professional Skills

and Values in Legal Education: The GPS Model, 

43 Val. U. L. Rev. 513–557 (2009). 

The authors argue that mainstream legal

education has focused its attention on legal

theory, doctrine, and analysis at the expense

of teaching competence in professional 

skills and values. The article details the

development and delivery of the General

Practice Skills (GPS) course, a six-credit,

required, simulation-based course at their

law school that directly addresses skills and

professionalism. Recommendations for

designing and instructing in a similar skills

and values course are included.

James Grimmelmann, The Google Dilemma, 

53 N.Y.L. Sch. L. Rev. 939–950 (2008/2009).

The author looks at the various ways

individuals, companies, and governments

have tried to shape Google’s search results to

further their own goals because “[w]hoever

controls search engines has enormous

influence on us all.” Id. at 940. The author

uses examples of five Google queries to

illustrate the problems that Google and

other search engines must confront in

delivering results. “‘[M]ongolian gerbils’

shows their power to organize the Internet

for us; ‘talentless hack’ shows how their

rankings depend on collective human

knowledge; ‘jew’ shows why search results

can be controversial; ‘search king’ shows the

tension between automatic algorithms and

human oversight; and ‘tiananmen’ shows

how deeply political a search can be.” Id. 

Stephanie Roberts Hartung & Shailini Jandial

George, Promoting In-Depth Analysis: A Three-

Part Approach to Teaching Analogical Reasoning to

Novice Legal Writers, 39 Cumb. L. Rev. 685–705

(2008–2009). 

“This article suggests a three-part approach

to promoting effective use of reasoning by

analogy in student writing.” Id. at 685. The

authors’ process is one that (1) introduces

students to a “four-step construct” for

developing logical analogies, (2) uses 

in-class exercises with nonlegal examples 

to demystify the process, and (3) provides

constructive feedback methods. Id.

Pauline T. Kim, Deliberation and Strategy on the

United States Courts of Appeals: An Empirical

Exploration of Panel Effects, 157 U. Pa. L. Rev.

1319–1381 (2009). 

Building on research showing that decisions

of federal appellate judges are influenced

both by individual judicial preference and

the preferences of colleagues on the panel

(the “panel effect”), this article reports on

“an empirical test of two competing

explanations of panel effects—one

emphasizing deliberation internal to a
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Jana R. McCreary, The Laptop-Free Zone, 43 Val. U.

L. Rev. 989–1044 (2009). 

The author explains why she bans laptop

computers only from the first several rows in

the classroom, based on the pros and cons

advanced in the “laptop debate” and

information on how students learn. 

William R. Mills, The Decline and Fall of the

Dominant Paradigm: Trustworthiness of Case

Reports in the Digital Age, 53 N.Y.L. Sch. L. Rev.

917–936 (2008/2009). 

For more than a century, West Publishing

Company provided legal authors with

confidence in accuracy and authenticity in

citing American case law, but with the move

from print to electronic primary sources 

there is no digital equivalent source with 

an equivalent reputation for accuracy and

authenticity. The author argues that in 

the new digital age, the “American legal

profession must look to new ways of assuring

the trustworthiness of case reports. …” Id. at

919. This can be done through a joint effort of

government, professional groups, and private

enterprise. Id. at 936.

Diane Murley, Law Libraries in the Cloud, 101 Law

Libr. J. 249–254 (2009). 

The author provides an overview of the

meanings of  “cloud computing” and

“software as a service,” discusses benefits and

concerns, and lists some of the ways that law

libraries provide resources and services using

these tools. She suggests that cloud computing

is nothing new for law librarians, because 

law libraries have been using such tools for 

many years.

Tristan C. Pelham-Webb, Note, Powelling for

Precedent: “Binding” Concurrences, 64 N.Y.U. Ann.

Surv. Am. L. 693–749 (2009). 

This student note addresses the question of

how courts identify the precedential value, 

if any, of concurring opinions in a context

different from that out of which the

concurring opinion arose. The author briefly

explains and then critiques the two major

rules of interpretation of concurring

circuit panel, the other hypothesizing

strategic behavior [whether to compel or

avoid Supreme Court review] on the part 

of circuit judges.” Id. at 1319. The author

concludes that strategic behavior is not

supported by the data, which strongly

supports a theory that the environment 

of the circuit as a whole creates the panel

effects. 

Sanford Levinson, The Vanishing Book Review 

in Student-Edited Law Reviews and Potential

Responses, 87 Tex. L. Rev. 1205–1221 (2009). 

This article decries the “willful refusal—of

America’s leading law reviews to serve as a

venue for serious discussions of important

books relevant, along one dimension or

another, to thinking about the law.” Id. at

1207. The author urges a book review issue

on more journals, which is now more

important given the “ever-brisker rate” at

which books are published. Id. at 1206. 

He suggests that students could write book

reviews instead of the standard comment 

or note or that a new journal, a “Reviews of

Law-Related Books,” could be created. Id. 

at 1220.

Judith Lihosit, Research in the Wild: CALR and 

the Role of Informal Apprenticeship in Attorney

Training, 101 Law Libr. J. 157–176 (2009).

Focusing on the recent discussion of

whether “a shift in reliance from print 

to online materials,” and especially the

declining use of the West digest system, 

will require a change in legal education, 

the author argues that the shift will not

“fundamentally alter the way attorneys 

think or do research, nor will it alter the 

legal system itself. … ” Id. at 158. The author

posits that “law schools in fact have never

been the main source of training from which

attorneys have learned to practice—that role

has been left to the apprenticeship system” of

the law firm, summer clerkships, internships,

and mentoring relationships. Id. at 167.
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opinions, and calls for a return to the

“traditional approach” of limiting the

concurring opinion to its particular facts

when the other approaches do not work.

Parker B. Potter Jr., If Humpty Dumpty Had Sat 

on the Bench … : An Egghead Approach to Legal

Lexicography, 30 Whittier L. Rev. 367–532 (2009). 

Humpty Dumpty said “[w]hen I use a word

… it means just what I choose it to mean—

neither more nor less.” Id. at 369. This article

examines “opinions discussing those who

can, cannot, and should not act like Humpty

Dumpty” in assigning meanings to words.

Id. Numerous examples of courts discussing

and assigning meanings to words, and the

consequences of those judicial actions, are

included, often with references to The Egg

himself. 

Joyce D. Saltalamachia, Podcasts, PowerPoint, and

Pedagogy: Using Technology to Teach the Part-

Time Student, 53 N.Y.L. Sch. L. Rev. 893–900

(2008/2009).

“This essay will explore the use of various

types of technology in order to assist part-

time first-year law students in a required

core course,” for both in-class and out-of-

class review purposes. Id. at 894. The 

author specifically discusses podcasting,

PowerPoint, TWEN®, and CALI lessons as

technological means to enhance the part-

time students’ first-year study. She includes

tips for classroom technology use, tabulated

students’ reactions, and an “unscientific”

teacher’s perspective.

Michael H. Shapiro, Argument Selection in

Constitutional Law: Choosing and Reconstructing

Conceptual Systems, 18 S. Cal. Rev. L. & Soc. Just.

209–392 (2009).

This article uses constitutional adjudication

in order to analyze legal argument, with the

author posing the question, “what are the

criteria for choosing among arguments that

meet at the same outcome?” Id. at 209. The

author develops and describes criteria “set 

at a midlevel theoretical plane” for selecting

among possible converging arguments. 

Id. at 210.

Andrew T. Solomon, Practitioners Beware: Under

Amended TRAP 47, “Unpublished” Memorandum

Opinions in Civil Cases Are Binding and Research

on Westlaw and Lexis Is a Necessity, 40 St. Mary’s

L.J. 693–749 (2009). 

Texas Rule of Appellate Procedure (TRAP)

47, amended twice in recent years, is

examined and its consequences critiqued.

TRAP 47 covers the issuance of, citation 

to, and precedential value of unpublished

and memorandum opinions. The author

concludes that those who use memorandum

opinions, which have precedential value,

must have access to Westlaw® or Lexis® to

research these documents because the court

Web sites lack “sophisticated search engines

with necessary capabilities to conduct

competent research.” Id. at 694. 

Teaching Legal Research, Part I of II (Special Issue)

28 Legal Ref. Serv. Q. 1–177 (2009). Articles include:

Barbara Bintliff, Legal Research:

MacCrate’s “Fundamental Lawyering

Skill” Missing in Action, 28 Legal Ref. Serv.

Q. 1–7 (2009). 

In an introduction to the special issue,

the author argues that legal research is

the only one of the MacCrate Report’s

“fundamental lawyering skills” that is

un- or under-implemented by law

schools. 

Michael Chiorazzi & Shaun Esposito,

Commentaries on Hicks’ “Teaching Legal

Bibliography”: With an Addendum by

Robert Berring, 28 Legal Ref. Serv. Q. 9–30

(2009). 

The authors use Frederick Hicks’

classic article Teaching Legal

Bibliography as a starting point to

discuss the history of legal research

instruction in law schools. The article

includes Hicks’ entire work, annotated

with the authors’ own comments.

Paul D. Callister, Thinking Like a Research

Expert: Schemata for Teaching Complex

Problem-Solving Skills, 28 Legal Ref. Serv.

Q. 31–51 (2009).

“This article demonstrates why

schemata are important, arguing that

they need to be made explicit in the

classroom. It illustrates the use of



schemata to understand and categorize

complex research problems, map the

terrain of legal research resources,

match appropriate resources to types

of problems, and work through the

legal research process. The article

concludes by calling upon librarians

and research instructors to produce

additional schemata and develop

common hierarchical taxonomy of

skills, a ‘Bloom’s Taxonomy,’ which

would define legal research problem-

solving skills more precisely and set

benchmarks for assessment.” Abstract. 

Robert C. Berring & Kathleen Vanden

Heuvel, Teaching Advanced Legal

Research: Philosophy and Context, 

28 Legal Ref. Serv. Q. 53–62 (2009).

The authors describe their philosophy

of teaching advanced legal research,

basing their discussion on their

emphasis in teaching on the context in

which legal information is produced,

and how legal information is used and

by whom.

Kris Gilliland, A Motivational Perspective

on First-Year Legal Research Instruction,

28 Legal Ref. Serv. Q. 63–75 (2009). 

“This article examines some recent

pedagogical concepts and trends, such

as signature pedagogy and student-

centered learning, and their application

to legal research instruction.” Abstract.

The author asks whether the

traditional bibliographic method of

teaching legal research is the best

approach to teaching today’s digital

students, and offers suggestions for

alternative methods of instruction.

Nancy P. Johnson, Best Practices: What

First-Year Law Students Should Learn in a

Legal Research Class, 28 Legal Ref. Serv. Q.

77–99 (2009). 

The author discusses best practices in

teaching introductory legal research,

along with a list of important research

sources in which all law students

should receive instruction. 

Christopher A. Knott, On Teaching

Advanced Legal Research, 28 Legal Ref. Serv.

Q. 101–131 (2009). 

Professors of advanced legal research

courses need to have a strategy for

organizing the subject matter, drafting

problems and assignments, constructing

a syllabus, and planning and delivering a

course designed to meet its stated goals.

Instructors should also articulate

desired outcomes. The author describes

levels of outcomes—competency,

fluency, and mastery—and then

provides a framework for designing

course content to reach each level.

Appendixes provide specific examples 

of the materials discussed in the article.

Mary Rumsey, The Skills They Need:

International and Foreign Legal Research,

28 Legal Ref. Serv. Q. 133–149 (2009). 

Due to the increased rate of

globalization, the author argues that 

law schools should offer classes in

international and foreign legal research

(IFLR). “This article describes an ideal

IFLR class, which would cover public

and private international law, foreign

law, and selected topics, and provide

students with basic IFLR skills. The

author notes that librarians are best

suited to teach such a class because of

their extensive knowledge of IFLR

resources and usage.” Abstract.

Victoria K. Trotta & Beth DiFelice, 

State-Specific Legal Research Instruction:

Curricular Stepchild or Core Competency?,

28 Legal Ref. Serv. Q. 151–177 (2009).

“[P]roficiency in state-specific legal

research is a competency all law students

should attain in law school, for the

primary reason that many (if not most)

students begin practice in the state

where they attend law school, a reality of

even those who attend so-called

national law schools. Ten state-specific

legal research courses currently offered

are discussed by the authors, who also

present a model syllabus for a one, two,

and three unit state-specific legal

research course.” Abstract.
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Eugene Volokh, Correcting Students’ Usage Errors

Without Making Errors of Our Own, 58 J. Legal

Educ. 533–539 (2008).

The article articulates four reasons why it 

is important for professors to avoid errors

when correcting students’ usage errors,

including: accuracy; protecting ourselves

from embarrassment; protecting our

students from embarrassment; and helping

students understand what constitutes a rule,

and how one should deal with competing

claims about the rules. The author urges an

understanding of the difference between

usage a professor may dislike and that which

is actually incorrect, and provides a few

thoughts on how errors in grading can be

avoided. 

New Editions:

Steven V. Armstrong & Timothy P. Terrell, Thinking

Like a Writer: A Lawyer’s Guide to Effective Writing

and Editing, 3d ed., 2009 [New York, NY: Practising

Law Institute, 427 p.] 

Steven M. Barkan, Roy M. Mersky & Donald J.

Dunn, Fundamentals of Legal Research, 9th ed.,

2009 [New York, NY: Foundation Press, 810 p.] 

Steven M. Barkan, Roy M. Mersky & Donald J.

Dunn, Legal Research Illustrated: An Abridgment

of Fundamentals of Legal Research, 9th ed., 2009

[New York, NY: Foundation Press, 595 p.]

Anne Enquist & Laurel Currie Oates, Just Writing:

Grammar, Punctuation, and Style for the Legal

Writer, 3d ed., 2009 [New York, NY: Aspen

Publishers, 322 p.] 

Richard K. Neumann, Jr., Legal Reasoning and

Legal Writing: Structure, Strategy, and Style, 6th ed.,

2009 [New York, NY: Aspen Publishers, 520 p.] 

Amy E. Sloan, Basic Legal Research: Tools and

Strategies, 4th ed., 2009 [New York, NY: Aspen

Publishers, 357 p.]
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